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From the Journal of Mme. Leandre
By Helen Woljeska

I

The love of men and women is like an intoxicating drink . . . as varied in quality and effect. Some loves are like raw whiskey, crude and brutalizing—and some like a cleverly mixed cocktail, stimulating, but episodic. Some have the debonair vim of foaming beer—some the mild mellow-ness of old port—or the gracious brilliance of Rhine wine—the rich velvet depth of noble Burgundy—the fire and thrill of passionate Tokay. And there are loves like Champagne, all effervescence and frivolity. But others . . . like strangely dangerous liqueurs . . .

enchant with a sinister spell that lasts unto death. . . .

II

In love . . . women seek an appreciative audience for their subtle moods and mysterious tendernesses, for their risqué vaudeville acts and great tragic scenes . . . and men seek a private performer, to while away dull hours with glittering allurements, to make them forget the drabness of every-day with the lavish display of grace and passion, to resurrect illusions with the brilliant fireworks of make-believe.
Climax

By Ralph B. Cooney

He came slowly to the center of the stage, the utmost dignity and savoir faire showing in every step. For a moment he paused, and looked about him sadly; then, advancing in the same distinctive manner, brushed back his handsome pompadour with an easy and graceful air and, with sudden determination showing in his face, halted abruptly and pulled off his white gloves.

The president of the local branch of the scene-shifters' union was ready for work.

The Cure

By Louis Untermeyer

"Heal me, beloved, and have me
Strong at your side.
I am weak, I am cold and hungry
For all that you have denied.
I shall die with loving a promise—
Heal me!" he cried.

She put her hands on his forehead;
She touched his lips and sighed.
With a warm and lavish abandon,
She flung off her pride.
She healed him of his sickness,
And it was she that died.

When a man kisses his wife it arouses her suspicions. When a woman kisses her husband it arouses everybody's suspicions.
CHAPTER I

THE austerity of Mr. Richard Turner always relaxed a little after luncheon. To a certain degree, then, he felt more hope for the world. This was the most favourable moment to accost him for contributions to worthy causes.

If you could demonstrate to him, as the processes of his digestion were just beginning, that your society was militant enough, went about its moral purpose with enough determination and relentlessness—if you could show him a list of sinners repenting their carnalities in jail through your efforts, then he would be most inclined to write you a cheque. And today was no exception.

He emerged from the restaurant smiling a trifle. The sparsity of his figure seemed a little less pronounced, fuller, a little richer than usual. He had just finished a platter of roast beef and vegetables, preceded by half a dozen large clams. Finally, he had given it all an agreeable savour with a good-sized piece of apple pie. These excellent dishes were washed down with clear, filtered water—the liquid, minus its interloping germs, designed for a beverage by the good Lord God.

His faint smile might have persisted for half an hour or more, had he not experienced that regrettable meeting with his son.

The young man and his astonishing companion approached him unseeing, talking freely to each other, walking along the sidewalk in a vicious oblivion to all the passersby.

Turner perceived them some seconds before he recognized his son; his first glance was aimed at the woman.

He appreciated her type instantly. Her hat was large and decorated with horticultural flamboyance. Although the day was warm she wore a useless white fur about her neck. Her dress was cut low in front, revealing her white skin shamelessly. Anyone could see the dark pigment around her eyes, the paint on her lips, the rouge on her cheeks, the powder on her face.

She walked close to the young man, entwining her arm with his own; her lips swayed slightly with each small stride, making a repeated, momentary contact with the trousered legs of her companion. Twenty yards away, over the clatter of the street, Mr. Turner could hear her giggles and her laugh.

And then he recognized his son!

The smile went from his lips like a vanishing phantom. They became compressed; they turned down at the corners; his small eyes narrowed and glared. The two were coming close and he tried to catch the boy’s eye. But the enraptured youth never looked up, never turned his face from that of his odious companion. He was murmuring to her in a low voice, with his head inclined and his lips under the brim of her hat.

He passed his father as obliviously as he passed all these strangers on the street, witnesses of his shame.

Turner wheeled and looked back. The two went on as before, slowly, close together, their faces near, their attitude one of the utmost intimacy. He watched them until they reached the corner and turned out of his sight.

Now, his emotions were a complex of astonishment and anger. This behaviour of his son was more unexpected than a tomorrow’s millennium. The
docility, the acquiescence, and the pro-
fessions of the boy had removed all the
suspicions natural to a man of his
mind. He had regarded his child as a
model of clean youth, and here, in a
single blow, in a single damning revela-
tion, was the abhorrent truth!

His pride in his own penetration, in
his unending advocacy of parental
watchfulness, was bitterly lacerated;
he had been duped as shamelessly and
as easily as all the blind parents of his
acquaintance. And with the worst of
all failings!

It was appalling that his son had
ever spoken with a woman of such
obvious character, that he was seen
publicly upon the street with her, that
he talked to her with such intimacy,
with those tender attitudes. His heart
became cold and his inward fury
blanched further the normal pallor of
his face.

He determined to see his wife at
once; she must know immediately.
There was no returning to his office
that afternoon.

He began to walk rapidly, clenching
his fists slightly at his sides.

In his hurt pride he thought of all
the leniencies, all the ease, he had per-
mitted his son. The boy attended the
University under every condition of
student luxury. He was permitted to
live in the dormitories, he was plenti-
fully supplied with money, it was pos-
sible for him to hold membership in an
expensive fraternity.

Turner contrasted the difficulties, the
stringencies, even the privations, of his
own youth. This recollection brought,
as usual, the comparison with his pre-
sent condition, and the mental parallel-
ing of the two somewhat eased his
mind.

He had made money; he had gone
far—and he had a profound convic-
tion of the essential reason. From the
beginning he had throttled all those im-
pulses that destroy character and
weaken the austere virtues that assure
success. If his son had not himself the
strength for this inward control, then
Turner would, by watching and by pro-
hibitions, bring him the strength. His
face was determined and the light of
an unopposable purpose shone in his
small eyes.

When he reached his house he found
that his wife, as he had anticipated,
was at home. His coat and hat were
taken from him in the hall and he hur-
ried on up the stairs. His wife was in
their bedroom, with her maid, taking
some sort of an inventory of
dresses.

She was surprised at his entrance.
Her pallid blue eyes widened a little at
the sight of him.

"Well, Richard!" she exclaimed.
"Why are you home so soon?"
"Alice, there is something I must
talk to you about," he said.

The maid retired. With an expres-
sion of alarm his wife sat down on the
little chair before her dressing table,
waiting for him to speak. Her small
face was acutely concerned; she passed
her hands nervously against the sides
of her tightly combed hair.

"Tell me!" she said. "What is it?"
"I saw John today, just as I was
coming out from lunch," began Turner.
"Oh, what is it?" she cried. "Nothing
has happened to him!"

"No physical hurt," said Turner, in
a voice that expressed a deep regret.
"Worse than that. He was walking
along the street with a woman of the
sort that neither you nor I would re-
ceive in our home. I don't know any-
thing about the woman; I don't know
who she is—but I recognized her kind
easily enough. A vulgar, loud-
mouthed, powdered and painted hussy!
And John was leaning over close
enough to kiss her! This is the first
idea I've had that our boy was in any
such company."

As he concluded, his wife turned her
eyes from side to side in a futile
searching; as if, confronted with some
impending danger, she could see, some-
where in that room, a lane of escape.

"What are you going to do?" she
murmured.

He knitted his brows and glared at the
floor and for a short time he was
silent. Behind his back he clenched his hands into a single, taut fist.

Finally he spoke.

"I am going to put a stop to this business right away," he said. "I want you to telephone to John and have him come home immediately. Tell him I want to see him. Tell him I don't care what classes he misses this afternoon. And this is the last of that dormitory nonsense. He is going to live in this house where we can have our eyes on him at all times!"

He elaborated, walking up and down the room, dictating the terms he intended to impose like a victorious field-marshall.

His wife, silent as an ineffectual shadow, sat in her little chair and the small wrinkles in her forehead deepened, the small wrinkles around her eyes intensified, the drooping curve of her mouth turned dolorously downward. Her hands lay in her lap and she twisted the fingers together.

She kept her face upon her husband, her gaze following his nervous pacing with an indomitable patience.

Finally he stopped, paused in his oration, and turned his eyes upon her.

"You'd better get him on the 'phone now," he remarked finally. "Tell him I'm waiting for him in my study and I want him immediately!"

He turned and walked rapidly out of the room, passing through the hall and entering another small room near the end of the corridor. This was the sanctum of his lucubrations; he sat down heavily in an arm-chair, before an open, roll-top desk.

Sitting there, half in the shadow of the room's walls, half illuminated by the window at his side, he looked remarkably implacable and austere, breathing, it almost seemed, by the sole, animating virtue of his harsh beliefs, his unwavering prejudices—and his fears.

Presently his son, suspecting his purpose, found him there, and for more than an hour Turner showered the boy with the torrential accumulation of his denunciation, emitting hard words like a stream of pointed darts.

The boy said nothing. He saw his liberties curtailed; he could not protest. If he failed to comprehend the causes of his father's moral certitudes, he had at least understood their unalterable character. He even made no effort at justification, and when confession was demanded, he told everything.

She was a chorus girl in a musical revue. He had met her one evening at the stage door with two or three companions. He said that this was her last week in the city—her company was going on tour for several months. When questioned specifically, he gave the address of the house where she had been a guest.

He was finally dismissed from his father's presence, under the ire of a few concluding phrases in the manner of a corollary to his humiliation.

CHAPTER II

Turner remained in his room for some time, thinking over the situation. Somehow he doubted part of his son's statement. All his suspicions were active; now he trusted nothing. Specifically, he did not believe that the girl was leaving the city. His imagination conceived continued meetings between her and the boy, clandestinely carried out.

And then, like an inspiration, there came to him the plan to go to the address given him, face the girl himself, and tell her—tell her anything that the inspired indignation of the moment put on his lips.

He would appear before her like a personified judgment, he would shame her, he would make her acutely sensible to the weight of his righteous anger. The thoughts of this inspired rôle gave to him a dull but profound thrill.

And then, as a subtle perversity, there entered into his exalted moment the shadow of a doubt, a strange shrinking, an unwelcome fear.

Trying to vision the actual presenting of himself to the girl, he experienced an unexpected reluctance, as if
to see her would be to look upon a serpent-headed Medusa, pregnant with evil consequences.

For a moment he lost the surety of himself, the confidence in his own unswerving purpose. He, the man of unremitting virtue, seemed capable of weakness also, susceptible to a vague and diabolic allure. Before his eyes the picture of the woman presented itself. He saw her reddened lips, more red than nature, lurid he thought, damnably seductive—and he understood how a man might kiss them!

He stood up suddenly.

He clenched his hands into two hard fists. A moisture beaded his brow as if a sultry air had entered into the room, heating his blood unnaturally. He raised his eyes, looking up at the ceiling, trying to penetrate beyond the limits of paper and plaster to the strength-giving presence of that cold power he imagined somewhere above him. And gazing with his upturned face he became more firm; the agonizing weakness departed from him; he left the room with his purpose once more secure.

Nevertheless, he did not confide anything of his intent to his wife. She was very eager to hear everything that had happened in the interview, and he faithfully related the words that had passed between him and the boy.

But he reserved his determination as a secret. He explained this reservation on the grounds that it was a delicacy, a sordid necessity unfit for the concern of this woman who shared his life. He had already decided to visit the girl the following morning.

When he awakened the next day, out of the confusion and forgetfulness of sleep, the plan came into his mind immediately. He got up and made his toilet as usual, shaved, brushed his dark coat before putting it on, straightened his small bow tie with grimaces before a mirror. He carefully combed back his sparse hair and then stood waiting a few minutes for his wife to go down with him to breakfast. He kissed her good-bye in the hall and walking out of the house, got into his car that was waiting for him outside.

As was his custom, he drove into the city himself, using a somewhat shabby runabout. It seemed early and he went at first to his office, where he spent an hour over the mail. This place, with its clatter of typewriters and its atmosphere of business, always brought a certain warmth to his heart. It was all his own creation! It was his monument of sacrifice, of honesty, of unflinching rectitude. It was, he was fully convinced, a reward. In seconds of doubt, in single instants of weakness, it comforted him for certain other things—unmentionable things—that he had renounced and foregone.

His business was, he persuaded himself, a humanitarian and even an inspired enterprise. Through his offices, coming from his two large factories, there went out to a dyspeptic world thousands of boxes of glistening, ivory-white, symmetrical false teeth, fabricated by a cheaper process than that of any other manufacturer. Turner knew, with a great pride, that he made and sold more false teeth than all the other concerns combined; the thought came to him this morning with its never-failing freshness, and made the hour agreeable to his spirit. He was almost smiling when he put on his coat to go out.

But this ghost of a smile vanished as he emerged to the street. The full memory of his immediate enterprise returned sharply to his recollection. He frowned; he contracted his thin lips; his narrowed eyelids expressed his unshakable determination. A stern exultation stirred him as with a concealed inner fire.

He got into his car and as he drove away there was within him a fervour not unlike that of an ancient crusader, ready to do battle for a sacred mystery. He looked from side to side, at the crowds in the street, and every man and woman seemed charged with secret sins.

The address was somewhat distant from his office. The neighborhood, he
found, was excellent. This did not please him; he would have preferred a more sordid atmosphere, for this would have afforded a better background to the lustre of his own virtue.

He turned into the street he sought and running slowly, peered out the side of the car at the numbers of the houses. They were large structures, not wholly modern, and a little depressing in the stolidity of their brown stone. He caught sight of the number he wanted and drawing close to the curb, stopped the motor.

 Summoning his dignity, he mounted the steps of the house and rang the bell. A maid came to the door and he gave her the name of the girl.

She stood aside for him to enter and then, leading the way into the drawing-room, asked him to wait. The door was hung by a pair of plush curtains; he stood just behind these looking about him.

The room and the house surprised him and in a measure gave him a feeling of discomfort. He would have preferred some cheap boarding-house, a setting easier to dominate. As it was, however, the adventuress evidently claimed friendship or some sort of relation with fairly affluent people. The room in which he stood was well furnished, but it had an exotic air of which he did not approve; nevertheless he admitted that the pieces were costly.

His eye, roaming the wall, caught sight of a photographic reproduction of some Greek statuary. At this he was staring malevolently when he heard someone descending the stairs, a man's step.

He drew back a little, his expression became more stern; his determination straightened his shoulders and deepened the lines in his long face. The curtains were drawn aside and she came into the room.

Her aspect brought him an immediate surprise. This was not the girl he had seen on the street; it was another woman entirely. She was older, matured in figure, not a girl at all.

"You called to see Miss Hollins?" she asked. "I thought I'd come down and explain. Miss Hollins is not here any longer."

Surprised at the appearance of an unexpected and unknown woman, Turner was somewhat taken aback. His confusion was intensified by the appearance and manner of the stranger. She was very self-possessed. She looked straight into his eyes and smiled at him with ingratiating Jips. The room was dim; the shades were drawn low; her dark hair, eyes and skin made her mysterious. He felt within him a curious tremour, a faint emotion of fear, an enervation, a weakness.

"You mean she doesn't live here?" he faltered.

"Yes; perhaps you don't know, but Miss Hollins' company is going on tour tomorrow. She packed up her things and left this morning. I've really no idea where you can find her—unless you call at the theater."

He did not know what to say. He knew that the thing to do was to go—and yet he was restrained, restrained by a desire to talk further with the woman in front of him, to look at her face—held back, in brief, by motives too obscure for an instant divining.

He stared down at the floor and was awkwardly silent.

"Is there anything I can do for you?" she asked. "My name is Mrs. Goddard—this is my home."

He knew that it was necessary to say something, and so he raised his face falteringly, meeting the smiling frankness of her gaze.

"You—you think I might find her at the theater?" he asked.

The woman looked at him thoughtfully and then shook her head a little.

"Hardly, Mr.—" "Turner," he prompted.

"Mr. Turner. As I say, Miss Hollins' company is going on tour tomorrow. She's doubtless made all her arrangements at the theater and expects to leave town sometime this afternoon. Are you one of her friends?"

At this outrageous question Turner
flashed with the swift touch of anger that it aroused, and some of his aplomb returned. His shoulders stiffened and his slouch vanished.

“No!” he cried.

The denial rang out emphatically in that room and was resonated from the walls. The woman leaned forward a trifle, her lips parted, curving to a surprised smile, and she regarded him eagerly. Again her gaze disconcerted him.

His fingers fumbled with the edges of his coat; his eyes dropped to the carpet.

“You see, I—I—” he began.

“Won’t you sit down, Mr. Turner?” she asked.

He was glad of the invitation, for in his confusion it seemed impossible to stand quietly and face her. He wondered why he was still in the room, what necessity remained for his presence, yet some astonishing allure kept him there. After he was seated the woman, stepping in from the door, drew up a chair opposite to his and sat down.

“Don’t hesitate to tell me anything you care to,” she said. “I’m not any especial friend of Miss Hollins. Years ago I knew her mother and when I heard that the girl had gone on the stage and was in town, I invited her to stay with me for a few days.

She faltered a moment, looking keenly at Turner’s embarrassed figure. Her eyes scrutinized him swiftly and then she hazarded her conclusion.

“Perhaps it’s not fair for me to make a judgment in such a short time,” she said, “but Miss Hollins is probably not the sort of a girl people like you and I would care to know.”

Her intuitive estimate of the man and his sympathies proved excellent, for now he raised his face, he was more assured, and he spoke with some firmness.

“Exactly,” he agreed. “I don’t hesitate to give you my confidence, Mrs. Goddard. I only saw the girl once, that was yesterday. She was in the company of my son, and shortly afterward I learned from the boy’s confession that they had become intolerably intimate. You can imagine how little I liked that!”

Her face became sympathetic, but she did not wholly abandon her faint smile that seemed now a little mocking.

“Of course!” she murmured.

“I thought my son was different,” Turner went on, “but I suppose that was just prejudice. No doubt all these young men lack sense!”

These words by no means conveyed his entire conviction, yet something in the attitude of the woman shaped them to this singular mildness. Without admitting his shrinking to himself, he was curiously diffident now about exposing the full harshness of his beliefs; by some subtle process he saw that his beliefs, fully expressed, might prejudice him in her eyes.

Already he found a forbidden pleasure in talking to her and the easy pose of her figure aroused an atmosphere of intimacy. It seemed to him actually adventurous to be here in this unaccustomed room, close to this strange woman, confiding his most personal affairs. But into this pleasure there entered also a tinge of tremulous fear.

His eyes had become accustomed to the dim light and now he saw her much more clearly. She was not young by any means; there were little lines at the sides of her eyes, her chin was rounded, her throat full, her figure plump. But withal there was a confusing and alluring touch of worldliness about her that gave him suspicions and made her mysterious.

He felt that she must have known men, must still know them, and because she smiled at him so graciously he was flattered.

For the first time in many years that sort of vanity was aroused that finds a stimulus in the attention of any woman desired by others.

She was speaking now about the hazards of young people.

“While my husband was alive,” she said, “I often thought it would be nice to have a boy or a girl—but I’ve been glad since that they did not come. You
know what I mean—what a care they are, especially if you're alone."
"Yes," he agreed.
"Are you alone, too, Mr. Turner?" she asked.
"Yes," he said.

As the lie passed his lips he was shaken and startled. Why had he so astonishingly denied his wife? He looked at the woman with an almost fearful expression. What strange influence had she acquired so swiftly? It seemed to him that his normal instincts, his customary beliefs, all the solid virtues that ministered to his complacency, had faded in her enervating presence. A new personality possessed him, a new, betraying heart beat in his breast.

For some time they talked together; she told him little conversational things, touched now and then by innuendo, and to these he made monosyllabic replies. Meanwhile, strange, romantic wantings drifted like vague fogs through his thoughts, little dreams, little expectancies. Their effect was to weaken him. He felt now as if he were capable of some astounding apostasy to his creed, that would embitter his memories for months. Fighting and afraid, he stood up.

"Must you go?" she asked. "Perhaps it's a strange question, but, do you know, Mr. Turner, that I've enjoyed meeting you very much? Even though this is the first time we've ever seen each other, I feel almost as if we were old friends!"

She smiled at him very graciously.

"More than that," she went on. "It almost seems to me as if I must have known you at some time or other—no doubt you suggest some friend I've had in the past. You know how that is—you meet someone who gives you a feeling of old times and intimacy right away. You understand?"

He scarcely knew what to say and so he endeavoured to smile, nodding his head in agreement.

She held out her hand; he took it hesitantly.

"I hope this isn't the last time we'll see each other," she said. "Won't you call again, soon, Mr. Turner? I do think that we can be really good friends."

Turner, still grinning insanely, again nodded his agreement, and with an abrupt turn made his escape.

As he passed through the plush curtains the woman stared after his retreating figure speculatively. She was still smiling, but into the expression of her artificial geniality there now came the shadow of more sincere emotions: a trace of regret, a touch of self-deprecation, and a wraith-like reflection of an inner scorn. She heard the door close.

Shrugging her shoulders a little, she left the room.

CHAPTER III

He left the house and came out to the street. He stood on the sidewalk near the marble steps and stared out at his motor drawn up to the curb. His figure seemed loose, his clothes fell about his body in angular, unaccustomed lines, and this laxity of his dress argued some inward flexion in the normal composure of his muscles, and was more remarkably visible in the furrows that gave expression to his face.

In that instant his countenance suggested the sagging features of a drunken man, the loose lips, the drooping eyelids, the falling chin, the pouching eyes. His entire attitude was one of irresolution and bewilderment.

He passed his hands over his eyes, as if the glare of the morning light affected them. He stepped forward with a curious absence of his ordinary firmness, and got into his car. Sitting in the driver's seat, his hands dropped uselessly over the rung of the wheel, he remained motionless, staring out through the windshield, and seeing nothing.

The world was suddenly and grotesquely unreal to him, even in its familiar externalities. He saw the street, the houses, the passersby, as if through a disconcerting mist; he had lost his
orientation to a world of previous certainties.

Above all, he felt an immense weakness, physical as well as mental, that kept him inert, that chained him for these seconds as if in a marble spell. He began to frown, troubled and distressed.

Turning his head, he looked up at the house which he had just left.

Through the heavy stone front, the curtained windows, the tall, paneled door, he saw the interior, a room, and himself and a woman with whom he had been speaking. A phase of life that he had persistently denied himself—the knowledge of women, the acquaintance of their smiles, of their intimates, glitteringly in that house before his eyes.

A reaction to this picture, swift as the shock of a voltaic pile, brought his teeth together, stiffened his slouched shoulders, clenched his fingers on the wooden circle of the wheel. He saw in a lurid glare the enormity of his recent conduct.

His thoughts centered upon the lie he had told her, the denial of his wife. From this a myriad inferences radiated, like fearful tentacles. His fingers tightened on the wheel and his knuckles stood out misshapen from the sinews of his thin hands. Again he turned, glaring, and looked at the abominable house.

And once more, above the strength of his will, against the power of his denial, his vision renewed the scene from which he had just emerged. His grasp of the wheel loosened and his features relaxed into the curious flexed lines of a few minutes past.

He was seated before her again, speaking to her purely from the impulse of adventurous pleasure, of vague, romantic delight. He felt a return of his sense of youth, a recovery of lost years. He saw her face that seemed romantically experienced. The revolt against his restraints asserted itself beyond the immediate power of his resistance.

The life she represented in his mind attracted him with all the immense force it gathered from the simplicity of his imagination. That which he had frowned upon unflinchingly for years, he wanted—the acquaintance and companionship of women outside and contrary to the permitted rules of conduct. She stood before him in all the vividness of a recent memory, and she attracted him by a spell from which there appeared no escape.

He withdrew his eyes from the house and looked about him swiftly. And then he grew afraid.

It seemed to him that all the people in these tall houses must be staring at him, must be understanding him; for a dreadful second he believed that each man and woman passing by gave him a comprehending gaze. Everybody understood, penetrated his weakness, his falling-off, knew the lie he had told, perceived the forbidden romance that had lured him.

The place became intolerable and the necessity of flight immediate. He stooped and drew back the gear-shift of his car; he let out the clutch and jerked away from the pavement in noisy haste. At the next corner he turned and sped up the intersecting street like a thief leaving the perilous scene of his depredations.

In a moment he was in more crowded streets. The traffic thickened about him and he slowed the car. A necessity for alertness relieved the tense nervousness of his spirits. His expression became almost normal; something of his usual austerity returned to his face.

He drew near the building that housed his offices and turning the machine slowly to the middle of the street parked it and jumped out.

As he entered the lobby of the office building it was impossible to find in his expression any reminiscence of his recent agitation. The elevator starter nodded to him and Turner gave back the salutation with a reserved and dignified inclination of his head.

He went up in the elevator, got out
at the usual floor, and, walking erectly through the hall, came to the frosted glass doors that bore his name.

He turned the knob of one that was marked "Private," and now he was in the inner sanctum from which he directed his affairs.

The sharp, metallic noises of typewriters in rapid operation came in through the door that gave egress to the general office; the sound entered his ears like a soothing music. The world was restored to him in its normal aspect, in its customary proportion. He sat down at his desk, placing his hands upon a pile of letters awaiting his signature. He glanced at his watch; it was past noon. But he was not hungry and a heap of necessary work was before him. He took up his pen and began to sign his name to the bottom of each letter.

Later in the afternoon his secretary came in and announced his wife. The young man was told to show Mrs. Turner in at once.

Dropping his work, he turned in his swivel chair and glanced up at the door. His wife came in, and, without arising, he smiled the small smile of their customary greeting.

"Hello, Alice," he said.

"Are you busy, Richard?"

He glanced about him with satisfaction and an expression of self-approval.

"I'm always busy. That's the only thing for any man."

She looked at him with a familiar concern; she spoke familiar words.

"I'm sure you work too hard!" she exclaimed. "Why don't you rest sometimes? Why don't you come home now and then in the afternoon? I'm so afraid your health is going to fail sooner or later!"

Her forehead, very little concealed by the hair brushed back under her hat and over the tops of her ears, was wrinkled in worried furrows. Her small chin, a little glistening and a little red, expressed a brief, pathetic tribulation. For a dolorous instant her thin lips drooped.

Turner stood up with a mastering gesture and put his hands on her shoulders. She gazed at his face in obvious admiration.

"This is very foolish, Alice," he said. "Every honest man can do his honest day's work, and that's what the good Lord intends. No man was ever harmed by honest effort!"

He uttered these words solemnly and portentously. For a second he remained as he was, looking down at her, feeling the pleasure of his strength and his fidelity. Then he turned back to his desk and resumed his chair.

"I was downtown," she explained. "I thought I'd come in for just a moment. I won't stay; I don't need anything. But please don't disregard everything I say, Richard!"

He smiled again, he looked at her indulgently.

"Everything's all right at home?" he asked.

Once more she was troubled; again her face was wrinkled with her pathetic little worry.

"I'm so upset about John," she murmured, tremulously.

He held up his hand with something of the attitude of a priest pronouncing a benediction. A calm strength, an implacable resolve, an assuring confidence was revealed in his face.

"Don't worry, Alice," he admonished. "The boy is entirely under control. There will be no more tricks from him."

She turned to the door at last and he accompanied her, and stood a moment talking to her after she had gone out into the corridor. She said goodbye; he came back and resumed his place at the desk.

He had not forgotten the woman of his morning's little adventure, and the visit of his wife served to bring her into his thoughts more strongly. But she no longer lured him, and her magic was a departed malignancy. He began to understand her significance—and he raised his eyes for an instant in the attitude of acknowledgment of the higher power above him.

Yes, he understood this woman, and
he comprehended what had seemed, for a terrible hour, like the tottering of his purpose and his strength. It was a warning, a divine warning! He was strong, stronger than other men, yet he was mortal, and, like all mortality, even he had his weakness.

The Lord, in His goodness, had been pleased to show him that, had been pleased to humble him a little in the instant when he felt most strong. Even he might be weak! He was profoundly thankful that the divine graciousness had made him thus aware of it. By this grace he could be more strong!

CHAPTER IV

For three days his life ran in the channel of its normal course. He went to his office early each morning, leaving behind him the sanctity of his home; he returned in the evening after hours of severe accomplishment, and felt the cold caress of that sanctuary as he came back to it.

During this period, as an act of thankfulness and secret expiation, he subscribed heavily to one of the moral charities that he favoured. This washed him clean like a sacrament of forgiveness. His former faith in himself was wholly restored. And he did not forget to keep a vigilant eye on his young son; John's conduct appeared to be exemplary; he thanked his God that the boy's lapse had been revealed to him in time for his energy and his determination to interpose themselves betwixt the beginning and an inevitably disastrous end.

He walked through the streets as usual, looking at the men and women whom he passed, judging them harshly, and congratulating himself, with a stern, high satisfaction, that he was not as they were.

Then, on the fourth evening, he called on Mrs. Goddard... He had intended to go home. He was in his car, starting the engine, when his eyes caught the figure of a woman passing on the sidewalk. For a moment he underwent a shock of surprise; he thought she was the one of his adventure. There was a momentary resemblance in her matured form, her dark hair, and in a certain swing to her step. Then he saw his mistake, but it was too late. All his strength was gone.

He did not try to fight, he did not try to recover himself. He knew that he was going to see her. She was before his eyes, a recollection so vivid that it fell little short of a reality. This reaction from his harsh restraint redoubled his yielding. His sense of impending adventure was exalted; it was with none of the common and relatively mild emotions of the ordinary man that Turner went to this woman with whom he knew he had no right to be. That knowledge augmented his delight immeasurably. It gave these seconds a glamour of intoxicating romance.

The car started; he drove it through the street impatiently, a little lax smile twisting the straight lines of his mouth. A curious and unusual feeling of brotherhood with the men he saw on the street warmed his senses. Perhaps they understood that he was not going home to his wife; perhaps they envied him!

He came to her street; he stopped in front of the stone house, gray and mysterious in the night, looming up in glamorous invitation. He got out of the machine, crossed the pavement with a jaunty pace, and before he ascended the marble steps looked about him from right to left with swift turns of his head. There were pedestrians on the street, but no one noticed him, nor attended his manoeuvres. He rang the bell and waited.

The maid, whom he had seen before, answered his ring.

She recognized him and stepped aside for him to enter. He turned in the hall and spoke to her.

"Is Mrs. Goddard at home?" he asked.

"Yes, sir," she replied. "She may be busy just now, but I'll tell her you want to see her."

The girl left him, ascending the stairs to call her mistress.
Turner walked into the remembered room and waited for her. There was a pedestal lamp burning near the wall and the light, passing through its magenta shade, crimsoned all the furnishings.

He walked to a chair and sat down in a real elation of spirit. He was proud that he had come, for he felt then like an adventurer. The soul of intrigue stirred him deeply. How many other men would be glad of his opportunity, would envy his chance, would be jealous of his courage! He was certain she would be glad to see him, recalling her previous graciousness. Like a fabulous discovery, he realized that he had the qualities to attract a woman of her unfathomable experience. Again a real pride thrilled him.

With a little expectant smile on his face, he sat at ease, looking all around the room, that already seemed fully familiar. He stared at the carpet, at the chairs, at the pictures. Again his eyes were attracted by the reproduction of Pagan statuary. He wondered, sly, what the fellow felt like whilst modeling that thing....

Meanwhile, the maid had gone upstairs and turning into her mistress' room, informed her of Turner's visit. The girl withdrew and the woman stood motionless a moment, in a thoughtful pose.

For a few seconds she regretted his coming; she wondered why she had ever encouraged him. He was so unlike the sort of man she could sincerely admire! She recalled his sparse figure, his air of curious absurdity, his lean face, his sinewy hands.

But at least he was a man!

And then, the glamour of his masculinity obliterated his deficiencies. She turned swiftly, crossing to her mirror, and looked earnestly at her reflected face. Rearranging her dark hair, she studied her features critically.

Unhappily, she was surely no longer young. Only her heart was young, in its persistent wanting of romance. For an instant a shadow of melancholy brooding made her eyes and lips grave.

She was remembering the days when her youth would make no compromise, when nothing less than her ideal of a man was tolerable. But that was long ago and with the years had gone her snaring charm for such ones.

Meanwhile, Mr. Richard Turner was waiting below. She would summon her imagination to help her, lacking the ideal reality. Certainly he was not heroic, but doubtless she would be able to forgive him that.

He heard her descending the stairs and he stood up to greet her. She entered the room, smiling as before, holding out her hand.

"So glad to see you!" she cried.

Now his ease vanished and all his embarrassment returned. He found himself with no words on his lips, save a conventional "good evening." A desperate necessity to say something plagued him, but he was dumb.

She perceived his embarrassment at once, and, walking toward him, took his hand.

"It was good of you to come," she said. "I was wondering what I'd do this evening. I was just thinking how nice it would be to see you again."

She leaned toward him a trifle, smiling intimately up into his face.

"I was afraid, you might forget your promise to call," she murmured. "I'm glad you wanted to come! You don't have to tell me, Mr. Turner. That first day you were here I knew you were the sort of a man a woman would like to know!"

Her words put him at a greater ease, and giving him the cue she intended, he smiled with self-satisfaction. He squeezed her hand.

"How are you?" he asked.

She withdrew her hand and, walking to a chair, sat down. He turned, took a step toward her, and stood in an awkward pose looking down upon the coils of her mysterious dark hair. He observed her sigh.

"Don't ask me how I am!" she exclaimed.

Tilting back her head, she met his eyes. She was smiling again, but into
the contour of her lips she put a touch of pathos.

"How pleasant to be a man!" she cried. "A man like you... Everything comes so easy to a man like you. I thought about you the other day after you left. I thought of all the women you must have known!"

She raised her eyebrows a little, paused a second, and looked at him, half in reproach, half in admiration.

Seeing the infallible effect of her flat­tery, she continued with assurance, and with an inward emotion almost too languid for scorn, using well-tried weapons.

"... the life you've led! I don't suppose you ever give a thought now to all the girls you've known!"

Then she laughed.

"Well, I don't want you to!" she exclaimed.

He was delighted with her assumptions; he believed them her genuine impression of him. And, in a measure, she was trying to be sincere, trying to believe herself, by the power of her sentimental imagination. She wanted to shroud him in a needed glamour, bestow upon him gifts of necessary allure, appease her self-respect.

Now he was almost confident, and he bent down to her solicitously.

"Why did you sigh a moment ago?" he asked.

She looked up at him with no trace of her recent dolour. She curved her lips mysteriously.

"Never mind!" she cried. "Maybe I'll explain some other time. Have you had dinner yet? I suppose not. Take me out somewhere and let's have a bit of something to eat. We can come back and chat afterwards."

She went upstairs for her wraps; he waited, and, meeting her in the hall, took her arm and they walked toward the door together.

They descended the steps; she was smiling up into his face and walking confidingly close. But an instant of melancholy possessed her. Again she recalled other times and thought of the hours when she was younger and could know the men of her desire. She breathed an inward sigh and the second of her weakness vanished. After all, she was glad of the chance that had brought him—it was no longer easy to be admired. Outdoors, in the dim street, his face seemed less harsh and his figure less angular. He was a man and she needed him.

At her side Turner felt that the austerity of his old life was a remote impossibility, a meagre prison from which his happy fortune had brought him deliverance. He tingled with the pleasant living of life. Thrust into these moments from the daily round of his renunciations, he was like one who moved in a fabulous world, a world of purple shadows. Mysterious shapes appeared to walk before him and all the enticement of belated romance called him.

He helped her into the car and as he took his place at the wheel she inclined herself toward him confidentially. A man passed on the sidewalk and turned his face to look at them; Turner gave back the glance. He was no longer fearful of being seen; he was proud; he was even recklessly desirous that someone whom he knew might observe him with this woman—and envy him! He started the car suddenly and drove with skillful abandon.

He selected a restaurant that he had heard of by name, but never entered. They went in together, arm in arm. He gave his hat to the grasping boy and pausing with the woman at his side waited for a captain to come and conduct them to a table.

He looked about him from right to left. He walked erect with the air of a conqueror, assured that no one would believe her his wife. The rouge on her cheeks and lips, the powder on her face and white throat, the upward tilt of her head to meet his eyes, and the lowering of her pigmented lashes, denied that. But if he could have made it known by loud personal assertion he would have done so, for to all these people he wanted to appear surely as a lord of romance!
Here and there he caught the eye of some man looking at him and he met these stares arrogantly. He held her arm closely, he bent toward her. To him she represented all the romantic repression of years.

They sat down at a small table lighted by a small électrolithe. Its pink shade, throwing a glow on her face, made her countenance gloriously unreal.

A waiter came to take their order. "Bring us a couple of cocktails first," Turner demanded. "Yes, sir. What sort do you wish?"

"Oh . . ." he began.

He waved his arm in a dismissing gesture. He paused at a loss. And she rescued him.

"Make mine a Clover Club," she said.

"Yes," he said. "Bring us two of those."

She leaned across the table, smiling at him intimately.

"It's good to be here with you," she murmured. "With a man like you..."

CHAPTER V

When he swallowed a mouthful of the cocktail the alcoholic fumes ran up into his nose, brought the tears to his eyes, and seemed to paralyze, with an abominable choking sensation, the normal processes of respiration. He took a swift swallow of water and recovered himself.

But the effect was surprising. A glow, warm and suffusing, expanded from his central interior to his remote extremities, mounted to his brain, and augmented his sense of extravagant pleasure and delight.

At that moment he thought of his wife.

He had not telephoned her; she would not understand his absence. A quick fear came to him; he looked about hastily, as if, by some impossible chance, she might be there, observing his perfidy.

He stood up quickly.

"Excuse me a minute," he said.

He hurried to a telephone booth in the lobby and called his home. His wife's voice greeted him, and he felt a strange new emotion in lying to her, a pleasant feeling of mastery at her easy belief. Turning to his table again, he walked toward it in eager haste.

Looking up at him in mock reproach, the woman surveyed him with an expression of mock reprimand.

"I know whom you were talking to," she said.

He smirked at her declaration, questioning her with raised brows.

"Some poor, innocent little trusting one at home!" she said in a low voice. "How ashamed you ought to be of yourself! But you aren't, are you? A man like you never knows anything about shame, does he?"

For emphasis she suddenly delighted him by pressing his foot under the table.

"But you didn't deceive me, did you? I knew that first morning you came. I suppose Miss Hollins or your son told you something about me. You came to see me. And then you invented that story about being a widower and all alone!"

He was confused and he was pleased. It occurred to him then that circumstances played into his hands with a desiderate ease. He deceived her so easily and she knew so much of men! She had never questioned his character; she had assigned him to the rôle of adventurer from the first instant of their encounter.

She felt a sure strength within him and was conscious of a genius for intrigue. He was a master of women and even this one of experience was tricked by his cleverness.

His eyes roamed over the large room and into his vision came a swift impression of other women there, snatches of laughing lips, a sweep of yellow hair, a rouged check, a significant eye. The romance of the world seemed to expand for him, like unguessed buds of crimson blossoms coming in an instant to flower. All the world was full of mysterious adventure!
In a caressing, intimate voice she was speaking to him.

"But you know I'm not sorry that you came—and told me all those easy lies!"

Then, as she had done an hour before, in her home, she uttered a soft, incomprehensible sigh.

For a moment she rested her chin in the palm of her plump hand. She looked down at the white cloth in pensive melancholy.

"What's the matter . . . little one . . . ?"

He saw that she accepted his endearment without surprise, without raising her eyes to his own. She sighed again.

"Tell me what's wrong?" he questioned. "You looked as if you were troubled just before we came out this evening."

"You're too observant," she said. This was pleasing; Turner smiled.

"I wish I had been born a man!" she murmured.

"Why?"

"Oh, you men are so free! Just think of yourself—a man of your sort. You go about and do what you please, you have so much in your life. . . ."

She paused, looked at him through partially closed eyes and laughed insinuatingly.

"We women are more or less in a prison," she declared. Turner, was thoroughly flattered. He believed, although he had never played it, that he must have been made for this romantic rôle, for she never seemed to surmise how new it was to him. His pride was augmented at this discovery of his unexpected proficiency. He looked across at her with a self-conscious and satisfied smile.

"We women are more or less in a prison," she declared.

Turner was thoroughly flattered. He believed, although he had never played it, that he must have been made for this romantic rôle, for she never seemed to surmise how new it was to him. His pride was augmented at this discovery of his unexpected proficiency. He looked across at her with a self-conscious and satisfied smile.

She was staring down at the cloth, drumming with her fingers. Her expression was melancholy.

"You haven't confessed anything yet," he reminded her. "What is the matter?"

"There's nothing much to confess. I guess I'm fortunate anyway. It just came to me now, though, how much better it is to be a man—you don't have to depend on chance."

Turner still regarded her inquiringly.

"Being a man, you go out and find what you want," she continued. "You don't have to be lonely."

She spoke touchingly and Turner's sentimentality was moved.

"You've been lonely?" he asked.

"Oh, yes . . . One meets people, of course, but then you don't care to know just any man, do you? But I'm lucky!"

The subtle inference was gratifying. His imagination portrayed her as a woman indifferent to the men she had known, the recent acquaintances—until he came. He had possessed the qualities to arouse her interest. It was surprising, it was warming—this new world in which he discovered himself so easily a master. He leaned back a little with something of the manner of a conqueror. In that instant he felt supremely romantic.

"We're both lucky," he ventured.

"Do you honestly believe so?"

"Yes; it was only by luck, after all, that I discovered you."

"Have you been glad?"

"Very!"

She smiled; she leaned across the table, and her features expressed shades of vague meaning.

"We've grown to be good friends already, haven't we, dear?" she asked.

"I wonder how much better we'll know each other? Isn't this just the beginning for us? Don't you think so?"

Turner nodded, wholly in agreement. For some minutes they were silent, she continued to look at him, and both were portentously serious.

In a measure now she found his face more agreeable. His harsh features were relaxed and she had already invested them with a certain enhancing glamour. She even persuaded herself that in claiming his interest so readily she had achieved a degree of triumph. This conviction of success restored some of her precious sense of youth.

She was not yet old; she still possessed a charm. The last decade of her life had taught her the necessity of
compromise. He was not the man that dreams might have revealed to her, but at this time of life it was too dangerous to dream. One must accept the actuality. He was real; he was better than a dream.

Nevertheless, she was not wholly content. Admixed with her emotions were a peculiar melancholy, vague regrets, even a touch of self-contempt. She did not probe these less agreeable feelings, but, faintly shrugging her shoulders, as if to shake off their depression, she began to speak again.

She told Turner some intimate things about herself, exacting his confidences in return. She questioned him about his wife, whom he fully disparaged.

"She doesn’t understand me," he claimed.

"Of course not! I know, I can see. I realize what sort of a woman she is. Do you know, dear, I'm glad though you have a wife! It makes it so much more interesting for you and me! Don't you see? Just like a French novel! I think the French are such marvelous people! They're so unafraid! One of my friends once told me that I reminded him so much of the French women!"

Turner nodded.

"I believe he was right," he agreed, sagely.

Chapter VI

Leaving the restaurant together, he again walked intimately at her side. He almost forgot, curiously enough, the presence of watchers. The woman herself served to engross him. She was a stimulus to his imagination, she filled him with curiosity and wonder. He regarded her as one who knows nothing of women and finds in a single woman all the subtle mysteries and endless allure of her sex. She was strange, she was beyond his understanding. He saw her as a creature of undreamed adventure, disregarding conventions with a careless ease. Whilst his imagination could conceive her in this measure, a joyful one, some lack of the same facility prevented his comprehension of her. But he accepted her, he walked near her, he took her smiles like wanted coinage.

Helping her into his car, he started the motor in the direction of her home. Grasping the wheel, he leaned toward her so that his arm lightly touched hers. Driving with none of his customary caution, he turned his eyes again and again from the street for the dangerous chance of meeting her gaze. He was glad when he came to her home; he helped her out of the car with nervous pleasure.

Now he was at a loss how to proceed. His confidence, strangely enough, had left him suddenly. The house, looming up dimly in the night, was in some way fearful; he wanted to go in with her, yet he was afraid. Again he felt that everyone must be watching him and his shoulders drooped with a sense of guilt.

She was standing on the pavement, smiling, waiting.

"Aren't you coming in?" she asked.

"We can still have a little chat."

Despite his wanting, his fears prevented him from following her. He was no longer sustained by his conviction of romantic mastery. He shook his head.

"I'm sorry," he muttered. "I really must go now. Let me come tomorrow."

She laughed a little dubiously.

"Well, good night then . . ." she said.

"Good night," he returned.

He heard her cross the pavement, go up the steps and the door closed behind her. He stood there a moment, motionless, torn with conflicting hesitations. He thought of following her, calling to her, endeavouring to overtake her in the hall. But his strange fears denied him the courage, and his
puzzled emotions left him inactive. Finally, with the slouch of one who is defeated, he turned and stepped into his car.

He drove home in a stupor of imagination and emotion. The world was again unreal to him, but its unreality lacked any acuteness; he was dull, his mind was without thought, he was as if drugged. It was early when he reached home, but the lights were out and his wife was in bed. He undressed in the dark, moving about noiselessly so as not to awaken her.

Then, as he lay down beside her, vast retributive shapes seemed to come out of the darkness and enter into his spirit like furies of remorse. An appalling fear assailed him; he clenched his fists beneath the thin covers; he stared up at the dark ceiling in pitiful distress. The knowledge of his enormity arose luridly in his comprehension. All his recent acts, all his recent thoughts, all his lies and admissions, stood out in his mind like separate imps of torment, each one the threat of a reckoning. He turned in the bed, he turned his face into the yielding pillow, but no cringing posture gave ease to his tortured spirit.

Each of his beliefs was impotent, each of his faiths was dumb. It seemed to him that he had lost his soul, and the terror of the thought wrenched his muscles in a sudden contraction. The man that had been was gone, and a new being, a fleshy weakness, a prideless creature, lay there in his place. He was weak! He was terrifyingly, appallingy weak! This was no test, this was no divine showing of his human frailty! He had collapsed, he had surrendered, he had failed!

Then in his extremity he began to pray.

He uttered his prayer silently, moving his parched lips to make the shapes of the unspoken words, and he cast his eyes up into the darkness in profound and moving supplication.

"Save me!" he pleaded. "Save me from my weakness and my temptation! Save me from all my temptations! Keep me from the devil; keep me from the fires of hell—in the name of the Lord!"

He lay still for a moment and, as if in divine answer to these words of his romantic faith, a calmness came over him, and little by little an old grim determination entered his spirits. His strength returned to him; an impenetrable antagonist slunk away in silence, in the darkness. He felt his pulses beat strongly at his thin wrists, and his purpose loomed up implacably in his heart.

He would atone! He would repay the guilt of his weakness. He would make the path of sinners hard and their way a road of thorns. A harsh enmity to all that laughed, to all that sought the pagan sunshine, to the men who knew women and the women who gave their easy kisses stirred him like the summons to battle. He felt the strength of a destroying angel pulsing in his meagre veins.

He closed his eyes and he slept.

CHAPTER VII

It seemed to Turner, as he drove to work the next morning, that the interest of life had somehow been freshened for him, made more keen, made more desirable. He had never felt so strong, so full in his strength to combat temptation. In a measure he had some of that sensation that a sincere crusader must have had as he buckled on his armour and rode out upon a holy quest. He felt conquering, he felt heroic.

He came into his office with an inner frenzy of renunciation. The lines of his countenance were never more austere.

Later in the morning he began to think definitely about Mrs. Goddard. He experienced no weakness as he contemplated her memory. But he felt a bitterness, he knew an anger. Such women were the curse of living, the betrayers of men's purpose and men's strength.

The provocation of their charm set fearful mirages before the sure tread of righteousness.

He began to think specifically of him-
self in his relation to her, and then he saw that the last words had not been spoken between them. He and she must have another meeting.

But this time how different a coming together! His pride demanded that he justify himself in the eyes of his conscience, that he exhibit himself to this creature in his true measure, in his genuine character, in his full strength. This idea, developing gradually in his thoughts, flamed there suddenly as an inspiration might, a matured and definite necessity. This was the urgency undeniable; he must see her!

He began to imagine their meeting, to think of the words he would say. His unsmiling face would look at her grimly and his tongue would spare her none of his thoughts. He would reveal the essentials of her life to her in their fundamental shamelessness until shame itself would succeed with its deeper blush the artifice of the rouge upon her cheeks. And he would leave her at last with a warning and a pointing finger, with the prophetic words of her final degradation. As he thought of these things his eyes brightened, his lips compressed themselves into an eager line and he wished the moment of his justification with all his capacity of wanting.

He saw no reason for delay and so he thought he might meet her any time in the day—at noon perhaps. The instant that a time of meeting occurred to him his eagerness was augmented and tormented him to action. He took the telephone book from his desk and found her name and number. He called at once.

A female voice said hello to him; it was probably the maid. He asked for Mrs. Goddard. She was there; he waited.

Then he heard her voice in inquiry. “This is Turner,” he said. “Oh . . .”

She drew out the monosyllable languorously, in pleasure, in suggestion, in surprise, in subtle invitation. He felt within him the beginning of a curious response, even a suggestion of fear, and he spoke to her rapidly, endeavouring to thrust out these alien feelings from his senses.

“I want to see you today,” he said. “I want you to meet me somewhere, at lunch if you can. I’ll take you to lunch. There are things that I must tell you.”

“Yes! Of course!” she agreed. “I expected to come to town anyway. Isn’t that convenient? It’s delightful that you called. How are you . . . dear?”

Again he experienced the stir of unwanted sentiment. He struggled with it, he thrust it back.

“I’m all right,” he said harshly.

For an instant she was silent. Then, as she spoke again, her voice came subdued over the wire. “You sound awfully queer,” she said.

She paused again. Then her voice became more intimate, more confidential. “How stupid I am!” was her soft exclamation. “Of course you’re calling from your office. You can’t talk to me as you’d like to from there. I understand, dear. Just tell me where I can see you, and I’ll come any time you say.”

He did not dispute her inferences, lacking somehow the immediate courage. “It is better to wait,” he thought. “Let her be unsuspecting.”

He considered a moment. “Perhaps it’s better if I come for you,” he told her. “Wait until I call.”

He hung up the receiver abruptly, in an emotion of fear at her voice that he feebly explained in terms of distaste. Now that the appointment was made, he endeavoured to forget her. He took up the business details that were waiting his attention, knitted his brows, tightened his teeth, tried to concentrate upon them. But she returned to his mind like a plague; she would not leave his thoughts. Again and again he found himself looking at his watch, impatient with the slowly passing minutes.

At last he found that it was nearly noon and he stood up from his desk in relief, as one who puts aside a disagreeable and unwanted task. He ad-
justed his hat and walked out of the office.

When he came out to the street there was a peculiar confusion in his mind and this lack of clarity tortured him. He could not recall his singleness of purpose, that austere intent so strong in him an hour or two before. He got into his car under a cloud, as one who has just awakened from a deep sleep to whom the waking hours are not yet clearly disentangled from the vague and shifting phantasma of consciousness. He turned into the stream of traffic troubled and disturbed.

When he reached her house he found it disconcertingly familiar in its daylight aspect; the brown walls, the darkened steps, the shaded windows, the atmosphere of experiences superior to his own, seemed to mock him.

Leaving his machine, he went up the steps mechanically.

It was the woman herself that came in answer to his ring.

She held out her hand to him; as if under the unwilling spell of some force too urgent for his weak denial, he took it.

"I'm ready," she said. "Just wait for me a moment. I only have to put on my hat. Don't you think I'm an exception among women?"

He said nothing. He wanted to deny her smile, to deny his acquiescence in the subtle comradery of her touch, to refute her air of mutual conspiracy. And his lips were silent and his tongue was dumb. She pressed his hand again and then, half running through the hall, she hurried up the stairs.

He looked after her in discomfort and confusion.

She returned quickly and took his arm as he stood in the hall. They walked together toward the door, out of the house in this intimacy that his lips did not deny. Her face was turned to him, sideways and upwards. She talked with eagerness and vivacity, and he listened, agreeing by his silence, or by the monosyllables of his answers, to all her intimations. No strength of denial was in him, nor courage of his former purpose.

"When you left last night," she said, "I wondered if you would keep your promise and come today—and here we are together again, so soon! You seem to read my thoughts through the air and know that way what I want. I wanted you to call this morning and when the maid told me that someone was on the 'phone, I knew it was you! Don't you believe thoughts are transferred, and we know such things? I knew you were thinking of me this morning!"

Speaking to him, she watched him keenly, for he was her problem. She was quickly sensible of his abstraction, of some inner discomfort, but in her wisdom and experience she ignored it. She continued to talk to him, like a familiar companion, with deft suggestion with naïve smiles. She did not press him to answer her; she made her conversation as gay as she could.

And little by little she saw him warmed by her speech, and the former sentimental light return to his eyes. She drew her breath in relief; her confidence was returned to her.

He stopped his car in front of the café in which they had eaten the night before. He stepped out and held his hand for her to alight, awkwardly, with the self-consciousness of one to whom such actions are not familiar. And as he turned, taking her arm, walking near to her, and stepped toward the door of the restaurant, he saw a little woman standing on the sidewalk, a few yards distant, immobile and staring, staring at himself and his companion.

She was dressed in bulgy, familiar clothes, she wore an unbecoming hat and the white surprise of her pale face terrified him. It was his wife.

The woman at his side felt the contraction of his arm. She saw the quick turn of his head, then his lowered face, and the pallor that came to his features. He hastened toward the door. Just as they entered her backward glance, searching a cause, encountered the figure of the small, ineffectual little
woman who stared after them. She under­stood.

Had it been necessary, the confirming of her suspicions would have come from the aspect of her companion as they sat down opposite each other at one of the tables. His face was pallid; there was real fright in his eyes. The discovery took him without plans, without forethought, without preparation. In that moment it seemed calamitous and final. All the elaborate structure of his life appeared to have fallen about him, and he stood shameful in the débris. She would expose him and everybody would know! Fear, that had been the deep motive of all his past virtue, possessed him like an unescapable demon.

The woman across the table divined his sensations. A certain pity came into her feelings, and with this the natural desire to save the situation. But she was pleased; what an exciting situation! She leaned toward him, speaking to him intimately.

"I understand," she said. "That was your wife, wasn't it? Don't be worried, dear! You can easily tell her something to explain. We'll think of something together. . . ."

He raised his eyes to her own and her words arrested the torturing course of his emotions. Suddenly he realized that such situations must have come to her in past experience. The colour returned to his face; he looked at her with hope.

"Your wife has never seen us together before," she went on. "I might be anybody... anybody. Don't be worried. It's really nothing."

He paused an instant to give him a smile of reassurance.

"Tell her anything at all. I might be the wife of one of your business acquaintances. We were meeting my husband here, say. Or—"

She went on, facilely inventing lies, and as she talked all the situation cleared itself for him. His agitation of the moment before seemed absurd. His own ingenuity asserted itself and as she elaborated her deceptions he thought of others, evolving in his brain a ready stream of plausibilities that paralleled her own.

He began to smile. Like her, he felt the romance of the situation.

"Yes," he muttered awkwardly. "It's all right. I was upset for a second. A surprise, you know... ."

Nevertheless, he was still uneasy. They did not linger long at luncheon. He promised to call her on the telephone very soon and they left the restaurant separately. As Turner came out he looked anxiously up and down the street.

His wife was nowhere about.

CHAPTER VIII

Entering his office, he found her sitting at his desk.

As she caught sight of him the pent tears rushed into her eyes, overflowed at the corners and cut two channels to the outer edges of her lips. She dropped her face in her hands and her shoulders shook with sobs.

"Alice!" he exclaimed, endeavouring to give his voice a convincing assurance. "What's the matter with you?"

Her answer was an audible sob.

"Oh, that terrible woman you were with!" she cried. "Going into a restaurant!"

He dropped his hands. He took a step backward. His eyes narrowed and his countenance grew immeasurably stern. All his capacity for pretense,
the unconscious development of a lifetime of pretending, lent sincerity to his harsh face.

"Alice!" he thundered.

Like a sudden explosion, his tone startled her. A fearful doubt entered her mind, and a consoling one. She turned her head quickly and met his eyes. Her glance quivered before the outraged dignity of his gaze like that of a child before an angry and feared parent. She began to mop her cheeks nervously, with a little handkerchief rolled into a limp ball in her small hand.

"I am deeply surprised!" he exclaimed. "More than that, I am shocked. I never dreamed that there would be a scene of this sort between you and me. You suspected me!"

His accusation entered her ears like the voice of an avenging angel. At once she saw the immense folly of her disastrous suspicions. Her spirit quailed in misery and terror. Between the lines of her teeth she bit the end of her hasty, unlucky tongue. And in tremendous dignity her husband stared down at her.

Then she collapsed. She dropped her head into the curve of her elbow; her forehead touched the unyielding glass plate on his desk.

"Forgive me!" she sobbed. "Oh, forgive me! I've had a terrible morning—a terrible thing has happened. All my nerves are gone. John's awful action made me suspect even you. . . ."

Her voice trailed off into incoherencies.

For a moment the mention of his son's name brought Turner no definite impressions. He was thinking solely of himself. His counterfeited sense of outrage had become real; he had brought conviction to his own mind. The words of his wife had been infamous.

He was fully assured now that had not the accident of her discovery intervened, he would have carried out his original intent, to warn that woman, to shame her, to point out the deep degradation of her life.

For several seconds he stood erect in majestic anger, like a prince before an impudent courtier. And then he realized that she had spoken of his son. He took a quick step toward her collapsed form.

"What do you mean by John's actions?" he asked.

For a moment after the utterance of his query the noisy flood of her tears prevented her speech. At last she looked at him, the symbol of woe. She began a sobbing narrative.

The infamous girl, the painted creature of John's previous misdemeanour, had returned. Or perhaps she had never gone; it might have been a clever lie. But in the morning, going into her son's room, the mother had found a note. John told her he had gone; he was defiant; he even gave the address of a hotel.

"By tomorrow," he concluded, "we will be married. Tell father that if he wants to see me, he can come here."

Before she had concluded her recital, that broke at times into wordless, convulsive movements of her larynx, Turner had seen the necessity for action and determined upon it. With his anger came an assurance, a certitude that he would not be too late, that he would be in time to stamp out this infamy and this sin against the honour of his name. He remembered the girl as he had first seen her, walking the street with his own son, in the shamelessness of her kind. He recollected her face, he recalled all the details of her dress, and like flaunting words these memories raised up the fire of his anger and the strength of his determination.

His activity was masterly. He took
Alice out of the office, downstairs, and sent her home in a taxi. He saw her white, distracted face looking at him in hope and desperate appeal as he crossed the street to get into his car. Then the cab disappeared in the crowded thoroughfare, and, climbing into his own machine, he started the engine and swung into the traffic with terse, harsh manipulations of the gears. His jaw was set into a hard line of inconquerable resolution.

As he neared the hotel a plan was fully matured in his mind. Unless it were unavoidable, he did not intend to see his son. He would interview the girl; if she were absent he would ascertain the probable moment of her return; by threats, by coercion, by bribes he would make her disappear. Then his boy would be a plastic humiliation in his implacable hands, a subject for the bitter impress of a father's scorn.

He smiled a little as he saw the hotel near the end of the street into which he turned. He was certain of his righteous success.

He got out and walked into the lobby. Approaching the desk clerk, he asked for Miss Hollins.

"I'll see if she's in her room, sir."

"If you find her," he instructed, "tell her that Mr. Turner, Senior, wants to talk to her."

There was a brief interval of waiting and then the clerk told him that she would be downstairs in a few minutes. He took a seat near the registry desk and waited. Men and women passed and all seemed weak to him; he scorned their flabby souls! All the world seemed doomed in a whirlpool of weak indulgence and his silent indignation expressed itself in venomous thoughts. Then, watching the elevator, he saw the girl step out.

He arose quickly and approached her.

"You are Miss Hollins, I believe," he said.

"Oh!" she exclaimed. In her brazen effrontery she smiled a shameless smile. "This is Johnny's papa! Awfully glad to know you, Mr. Turner!"

She held out her hand, but ignoring her extended fingers he inclined his body in a rigid bow. She looked at him a second and then laughed. Her voice was penetrating and the vulgar noise of her laughter arrested the curious eyes of loungers in their cushioned chairs.

"Oh . . ." she drawled out. "You're terribly mad, aren't you? Well, let's go and sit down and then you can pan me all you like."

She turned swiftly and led him to a sofa standing against a remote pillar. He resented her action, resented her initiative. He followed her slowly, with an angry frown cutting deep lines between his small eyes.

She seated herself, smoothed down her dress, and grinned at him with an expression of vague sarcasm.

"Yes," she continued. "Johnny told me you were likely to take it hard. But we're going to go ahead and be married. He's a nice boy and you're bound to get used to me sooner or later."

He stared at her sternly, for the moment without words. She leaned toward him a little, lifting her eyebrows in mock concern.

"You don't like me at all, do you?" she asked.

He clenched his fists on his knees.

"No!" he exclaimed.

She widened her eyes in a simulation of astonishment. Turner thrust out his face and glared into her own.

"Miss Hollins," he said, "my son hasn't a cent of money; he's absolutely dependent upon me. He hasn't even a profession . . . He knows nothing about money. I had intended to take him into my business and his prospects were quite good on that account. I guess he's deceived you."

She shrugged her shoulders.

"No—I knew all that. You'll come around."

"If you can believe anything that's absolutely final," said Turner, with a slow impressiveness, "I'll tell you this, young lady; if my son marries you there's nothing more he can expect
from me. Nothing! Perhaps you're able to support him?"

He waited for her comment. She drew out a small mirror from her handbag and examined her face carefully, flecking a bit of powder from her cheek and turning her head from side to side in apparent unconcern.

"Well?" she asked finally.

"I suppose you see now that you were mistaken," said Turner. He paused a moment and in that second decided on an immediate directness of attack.

"And now," he continued, "because I want to save my son, I'll propose something that will be of appeal to a person like you. If you will consent to leave this hotel immediately, and never see my boy again, I'll write you a suitable cheque. I'll make it payable one week from today; meanwhile, I'll keep watch on the boy and if I find you've kept the agreement, my bank will honour it then. . . ."

He fastened his eyes upon her face, watching her lips for the words she would say, confident of her answer.

She turned her head swiftly and met his eyes. Her features were suddenly serious, her chin tilted a little forward, her attitude one of pride.

"Mr. Turner," she said, "I'm a different sort of woman than you imagine. Do you think I'm rotten enough to betray—"

She stopped suddenly. Her opening words had scarcely been sufficient to shake his assurance, to bring the shade of consternation to his features. And then she laughed. She leaned sideways; she touched his knee with her slim hand.

"Say!" she exclaimed. "I pretty near scared you, didn't I? Well, be calm. Suppose we talk about the size of that cheque!"

CHAPTER IX

The afternoon was half over as he left the hotel. Coming out again to the street his feelings were a complexity of satisfactions and unfulfillments. In concluding his conversation with the girl he had tried to make her conscious of her infamy, to bring some evidence of shame to her cheeks. In this he had failed.

She had laughed at him. And in her laughter there seemed a subtle suggestion, a something slyly and unfathomably accusing, as if she detected in him a certain secret weakness that made of his righteousness a pretense and of his words a grotesque folly. He was frowning as he drove away in his car.

He was not satisfied. He had saved his son and in a measure defeated an evil purpose, but after all only by a compromise. In that moment he had no fear of vice; he held in his hands the weapon of his sufficing strength, a destroying sword and an invulnerable shield. He wished to flay the vicious, to humiliate the weak, to bring them hurt and repentance. The ancient wish of the chase was in his veins—and he thought of Mrs. Goddard.

Through a disturbing accident, that he did not pause to examine in all its phases, he had not been able to carry out his purpose with her at noon. Once more, and stronger than before, he burned with the wish to face her and with searing words reveal himself in his true aspect, heap the words of his contempt on her weak defencelessness, hear her cry out for mercy—and show no mercy! He knew then that he would go to her at once and accuse her in her own home. Upon this decision his spirit lightened with a dull thrill of expectation.

As he approached the street where she lived he held no thought of his past weakness. It seemed to him then that his purpose had been exalted from the first; that he had regarded her in the initial instant of meeting as the chosen sinner to destroy. As of old, he felt that emotion of dauntless superiority, subject for correction, the necessary, the romantic conviction of inspiration, the certitude of a heaven-sent aim. He came into her street and in a consciousness of abounding strength rang the bell at her door.
The maid admitted him at once. He waited in the hall for her to come downstairs. The drawing-room curtains were closed and the hall was dim. Standing near the curtains, his figure seemed taller, thinner, harsher, and more implacable. His hands hung stiffly at his sides; from moment to moment he glanced up the stairs.

He saw not the woman coming down, but her servant returning.

"Mrs. Goddard says to come right up, sir," she told him.

Surprised, but with no hesitation, Turner began the ascent. He glowed with eagerness; his lips were tight; his jaw was firm; the lids of his eyes were puckered, like the squint of a shortsighted person.

He reached the upper hall and at the end saw an opened door. He walked toward it resolutely. Without pausing, he entered the room.

He had never been in this chamber before. An odor of perfume was in the air and the scent of it strangely enervated him. Before anything else the general effect of the room impressed itself upon him—the table littered with little bottles, an opened powder box, a manicuring set, a carelessly dropped handkerchief edged with fragile lace, and all duplicated in an oval mirror before which they lay; a little stool, almost covered with a large, brocaded cushion; the chairs ornamented the flowered embroideries—the indefinable, the unaccustomed, the mysterious feminine atmosphere that pervaded this room like an unseen and potent presence. And near the window, in an easy pose, sat the woman.

She did not rise; she looked up, smiling at him. Her smile arrested the words that had seemed so ready on his lips.

He wanted to understand the meaning of her greeting, and the feeling that she was romantically unfathomable kept him silent, gave him a sense of fear, as before a being superior to himself.

For a second he thought of the reason of his coming. For a moment he struggled to retain the sternness of his features. But the perfume of that room, the strange femininity of that setting, relaxed the harsh lines of his face. He looked at the woman and his romantic imagination gave him thoughts that swept all others from his mind. He felt like a cavalier, he felt like a daring knight.

His sternness went from him as if forever, like a spirit taking wings.

She was speaking to him.

"I thought I wouldn't come down," she said. "It's so comfortable here in my little sitting-room, don't you think? We can chat here much more nicely!"

She looked up at him with what archness she could muster and with a gay expression. She felt almost girlish, almost young again. In a way, this instant revived other years, joined the present hour with the past. She was still young; she was still wanted!

Turner had not yet spoken. He was suddenly entranced by sentimental and visionary delights. He looked at the woman: she was mysterious! But gazing at her, he was confounded by an incredible realization.

He saw suddenly that he was about to enact a repetition of all their former meetings, a yielding to weakness; a faltering of his purpose. A great fear possessed him, and with it, as a sort of desperate corollary, a renewal of his intent.

He stared at the woman, seeing her reddened cheeks and lips, and the abhorrent archness of her smile. His sternness returned; an exaltation stirred in his spirits.

He began to speak, feeling, in his renunciation, almost a sense of blessed martyrdom.

"You've made a grave mistake!" he said.

Her smile had not yet left her lips, but a gathering cloud obscured her features. Seeing the solemnity of his face, she felt a touch of apprehension. Her eyebrows lifted in inquiry.

"But I'm glad you had me come up here, where I can be alone with you. This afternoon I have many things to tell you!"
She was staring now.

“What do you mean?” she asked.

“I’ve waited for this moment!” he went on. “I’ve tested you; I’ve looked into the frailty of your unhappy soul! In your pitiful weakness, you have misunderstood me, you have failed to know me!”

He paused, and now all his regrets were gone. The words that passed his lips seemed to reverberate in his ears; he was truly exultant. Continuing again, his voice expanded, took on a solemn dignity, rose and fell in majestic cadence, deepened in tone, throbbed with conviction.

“Look into your life!” he cried. “Open your eyes and see! What are you doing with your years, what have you done with your shame? That false colour on your cheeks—rub it off forever, and let the blush of shame glow there, and repentance enter your heart!”

He inhaled a deep, audible breath.

With the first words of his harangue she had been startled; then she leaned forward in her chair, gripping the arms with tense hands. But looking up at his gaunt figure and his solemn face, an immediate amusement deprived her of alarm. After all, she was not surprised; to a sufficient degree she understood him.

She recalled the morning of their first meeting, when he had come to her home expecting to devour little Miss Hollins. Poor fellow, he had been shaken up today; dreadfully frightened no doubt, after the encounter with his wife. But he was amusing. He was really serious!

She was unable to restrain herself any longer. She began to laugh.

He was speaking again, but at the ripple of her surprising laughter he paused. It shook his assurance, his lips trembled faintly, he faltered a little.

She arose, still laughing a little, and took a step toward him.

“Don’t joke with me!” she admonished. “Don’t—”

Desperately he thrust rejecting hands before him.

“Joke!” he thundered. “Woman, I’m here to save your immortal soul! I’m here to show you the way, the path, the light! I’ve come to save you, to chasten your spirit, to give you the word. I’ve come—”

Expanding sonorously his voice filled the room as if with words of apostolic pronunciation. Mrs. Goddard paused, standing in front of him, and at the same time she restrained the outward evidence of her amusement.

After all, it would not do to offend him, and, from the impulse of a certain tenderness, she shrank from that anyway. She felt so sure of him that it was best to let him orate to the contentment of his heart; you always had to grant this right to men.

Moreover, hearing his voluptuous voice, witnessing his waving arms, she felt a suggestion of fascination. There was just a touch of religious mysticism in this moment; his cheeks were flushed, his eyes were glowing and she found him enhanced with a measure of new romantic mystery.

Half amused, half impressed, the inspiring idea of victory by yielding came into her mind. She stood in front of him, endeavouring to look abashed.

“Forgive me!” she murmured.

His voice ceased, and he listened.

She looked up at him, her eyes meeting his stern gaze. Then she moved toward him, her head tilted back, her face glowing, a carmine colour of excitement blotting out the fixed tint on her cheeks. In a gesture of mixed admiring and supplication, she raised her arms and rested her hands on his shoulders.

“How wonderful you are!” she exclaimed. “What beautiful words you can say! I’ll do anything you say; teach me! I never knew anyone like you! Forgive me; don’t leave me; you’ll never leave me, will you? Oh, I need you, I need a man that can teach me like you. I never knew any man like you. Tell me that you won’t go away from me!”
She paused, assured and tender. Looking down into her face, an immense fervour possessed him. He felt all the thrill of victory and she was his disciple!

Then, in his exultation, feeling her tightening arms about him, he raised his own and embraced her. He bent down to her face and kissed her.

Her eyes were half closed.

"I'll always have you, won't I?" she whispered.

"Yes!" he replied.

Now, drawing down his head, it was she who kissed him. Her amusement was nearly gone and upon her face only the emotion of romantic victory found expression. Perhaps he might rebel again, but she was sure of him, and this enhanced the allure of their relation. At last she had her man!

Holding her in his arms, Turner felt a little dazed. Somehow, in the very moment of triumph, in the instant when all his strength seemed sustained, the suggestion of defeat returned to him. Something had eluded him; in some subtle way he had failed. He wanted to speak, but there seemed no words to say.

She was still embracing him, and again smiling. With an expression that mingled pleasure with despair, he kissed her again.

---

**I Have Remembered**

*By Glenn Ward Dresbach*

I HAVE remembered more than I have forgotten—
Old winter rains that chilled me come again
Across dead grass and leaves crushed down and rotten,
And claw-like ghosts upon my window pane.

And old loves come bereft of olden passion,
And old hopes whisper on a wind that dies—
Why is it that I laugh now, in my fashion,
And kiss your lips and look into your eyes?

---

**Suspense** in the movies: The ten-minute period required by the hand of the bomb clock to move from three minutes of twelve to twelve.

---

No women are ever true friends until they are past forty.
Riot

By J. V. A. Weaver

THERE was me, walkin' peaceful down the alley,
Smokin' a pipe. The sun was blazin' down,
It was all quiet, like any reg'lar noonday.
I squats down on a bar'l, lights a match,
An' "Bang-bang-bang!" I hears, an' drops the pipe.

A guy runs at me, hollers, "You! Where is he?
You seen him?" I just sets there. "Keep your shirt on,"
I says, "Where's who?"

"The nigger! Where's he at?"
They gangs around me. I just sets there dumb.
More on 'em runs up, yelpin' "Get the coon!"
They jams aroun' the cellar; they's a yell,
They dashes down the steps. . . . A dozen shots . . .
The white guy next me pitches up his mitts
And flops down. . . . Then . . .

Listen, I wanta ast you,
You been down to the zoo, feedin' time?
You seen the keeper thrun a hunk o' steak,
You hearn the awful snarl the tigers gi'n?'
. . . That mob . . .!

They drags this pore ol' nigger out,
They kicks his face in right before my eyes,
They plugs him full o' bullets,
What's left ain't even quiverin' no more.
I seen it, me! The wagon comes a-clangin',
Nobody left but me to tell about it,
Me an' the half-kilt bum. . . .

And now you come,
Tryin' to make me swear before a judge
This pore ol' alley-cat was goin' gunnin,
An' murderin' white guys . . .!
Conrad's Apology for Earth

By Lawrence Vail

Conrad was unhappy. Everything in his dream was too white. To him came an angel, curious of his trouble.

"I'm hungry for earth," sobbed Conrad.

The angel beat its wings angrily.

"He's hungry for earth!" he shouted indignantly to a thin, haggard seraph engaged in sucking its lean, serene thumb.

"The new one is hungry for earth!" repeated the seraph.

And the cry, "He is hungry for earth," echoed through the infinite corridors of heaven.

Conrad found himself the center of a mob of white, glistening angels. They whispered feverishly to one another, flapped at the air, stared at him with excited curiosity.

He dried his eyes, smiled.

"I am evidently creating a sensation," he thought, "on the honest white folk. Perhaps I have misjudged the righteous."

"What have you on earth," inquired a cherub, "to compare with the glories of heaven?"

"There's the earth," said Conrad wistfully, "the earth that is sand, dust and clay. Nothing holds more strength and sweetness than the rich black earth under grass. Think of the roots in it, nervous and sinewy, striving so fiercely for light. Think of the dead in it, think of the fire, think of the gold. Have you forgotten the flying white earth of the summer? How madly it whirls in the breast of the wind! How gentle its slumber on the lap of green leaves! And the earth of the seashore, ground coral and gold? It trickles through your fingers as softly as the life of a man through the fingers of time. Then there's the earth of the autumn, with red leaves strewn upon it. The earth of the winter mingled with rain. I would rather be a sow and roll in the good healthy mud for my period on earth than linger an hour in this cloud-padded paradise."

"He is right!" sighed an angel.

"Here, in these clouds, you may roll over and over forever and ever and never rub off the white."

"You forget," objected a lean, pedantic-winged creature with spectacles, "the waste and the refuse that cover the earth."

"They are fair," replied Conrad, "the things that cover the earth: the grasses that murmur so wistfully, the bushes that bluster, and the young leaves that rustle in Spring. I know of a frail summer flower that holds in the hollow of its trembling heart a blue which one does not find in the wide expanse of the sky, a blue that one seeks in vain in the eyes of the fair-haired girls of the north. I know of another, more yellow and gorgeous than the sun in October, that will remember to die in five days if you bring it home to your room. I know of an indolent rose that bestows so fond a perfume that you are tempted to leave brother and business, even best beloved, and seek a new mistress in Spain. Have you forgotten the plains, green and heavy with grass, white with morning and dew, that roll into valleys, roll over hills, only to die on the brink of the snows? And the rivers that are born in blue glaciers, splash down mighty cliffs, laugh under grey bridges, between lis-
tening trees, on their meandering way to the seas? Yes, they are fair, the things that cover the earth, the waters and forests and weeds. What have you in heaven to cover your virtuous clouds?"

"I grant that the world has a certain primitive loveliness," spoke an angel, "but man has disfigured it with the works of his sordid ambition—cities, and houses, and streets. Every blade of grass is condemned sooner or later to perish."

"Sweeter than the lanes of the forest," said Conrad, "are the streets of the city. Man has made them with his blood, brawn, and thought. They are the fruit of his struggle against pain and weather. To them the great mother of life gives her young. They are born over the alley, on the street they stumble through haphazard life, around the corner they die. Nothing indifferent happens on the streets. I have seen hoops rolling down them, tops spinning up them, pursued by rapturous children with bare, gleaming legs. Over the grey puddles where little birds bathe, ladies of fashion lift their exquisite skirts. On their pavement the vagabond finds the stump of a discarded cigar, the journalist the throes and sensations which will help them purchase their next meal and prolong their lease of existence. Along them the maids go to market, some to buy onions, some to tantalize men. Every sort of war is waged on them: war of knife, war of eyes, war of words. What is not sold on them?—the day's printed chatter, next season's hats, tonight's riot of joy, tomorrow's pain. On the streets men and women vaunt their most precious wares: the rare scents called sin, the true line called race, the commendable corset termed virtue. The work of the day is done on the streets; knives are ground, bricks are laid, good sweat is expended for the right to break honest bread or borrow a woman's red lips. On the streets are sharpened the wits of mankind, ambitions are born, there are tempered the rivets of interest that hold man to man for the space of a year or an hour. Were it not for the streets I should not care to return to the world. Where else could I love and revile the lonely men and women who compose humanity? Where else could I be loved and reviled?"

"You are never contented on earth," wailed a little worn cherub. "Desire rides you from the day of your birth, a brutal tyrant astride your tired flesh. When have you an hour to rest?"

"Yes," said Conrad with rapture, "there is always something to desire on earth. And you have the sad and exquisite knowledge that the fulfillment of a desire will but serve to prepare the land for another. What is the end of hunger but the beginning of thirst? When you cease to feel the sting of desire you might as well say good-bye to yourself and send for the undertaker, for you have nothing more to do in the world. They bloom, the flowers of desire, on all lands and seas, and life would be a sorry routine but for the seeking and picking of them. Among the great mobs of the city, I have found the desire for fern, sky, and solitude. In the silence of the night and the snows in the high, forlorn mountains, I have caught the desire for the lips of a dairymaid, the laugh of a drunkard, the rumble of a single town tram. I remember having seen on the wide Hudson waters, a desire, floating like a lily, for the little grey rivers of France. I saw, in the hubbub of lower Broadway, a Neapolitan bootblack nursing on his thin chest a desire for the good wine of Capri. The desire for a girl with gold curls I have plucked from the heart of me while I lingered with my dark-haired beloved. How many desires for wealth, fame, and love have I taken up by the roots! I would hide their stem and blossom away, close to my skin. I found a bitter joy in the pain that they gave me as thorn tore into my flesh. And sometimes, it was only when they had mingled with my blood, that I noticed how far they had wilted. But it is false that you have no desires in heaven. I see the same
thirsty flower growing on every cloud, in truth your white rolling clouds are but wild, drifting fields of them. You have not, however, the courage to touch them; you are always closing your eyes. I do not pluck them, for I do not need them—the flowers of the thirst to desire.”

An angel who had not spoken sought him:

“In the world there is pain. We, who have suffered below, still carry the bitter taste on our lips.”

“We like to be flattered,” said Conrad, “and there is nothing that flatters like pain. We think when we suffer that new senses are born in us, senses more deep and more sensitive. How superior we feel towards the butterfly ladies who flutter from mirror to lover, towards the butterfly gentlemen who live but to capture kisses and coin. We are pleased to stand apart from the world, and philosophize serenely on the fickle tapestry of its poses and moods. But we are never as proud of ourselves as when we descend from our tower and mingle with the sorrowing, struggling folk. We tell ourselves that because we have suffered we belong to the same human family. Is not the poor tramp our brother? The hunger in him is in us. And that girl who hurled all her woe into the river. Is she not our sister? We might have followed her, had we not carefully trained our sense of proportion. We are convinced that it is our pain that has given us understanding of the elemental currents that sway through the crucified masses. Is it strange, then, that we love our pain? And is it not the snobism of pain that discovered or invented the soul?”

“When I was on earth,” spoke an angel, “I was strong, brave, and bold. My simple ambition lay clearly ahead of me, a road, straight and white, to the stars. One day, passing through the forest, a girl beckoned to me. I followed her, my high purpose was lost in the maze of her moods. When I succeeded in freeing myself from her, I had lost my ambition, I could no longer find the straight road. Many women came to me in my distress. Some were curious, others were bored. To amuse themselves they pretended to console me. I was a man, a mortal, I pretended to be consoled. Some asked me for ribbons, others for coin, there was one who asked me for children. I was weak; I did not refuse them. Thus I lost my strength, my courage, my boldness; I even lost part of myself. I hear that women have continued playing the same sinister rôle. Throughout the dark ages—and are they not all dark, the ages on earth?—they have robbed man of his purpose and vitality. How can you desire to return to a world where man is hourly ruined by woman?”

“You say they ruin us,” smiled Conrad, “and perhaps you are right, but they ruin with such gay charm and poise. Know you daintier engines of havoc than their tremours and fingers and eyes? We men destroy more heavily, we have lumbersome gestures, we lack their style and their touch. Who would not prefer the lanes of the forest, the breath and the arm of us tangled in their breath and arms, to your lonely high road to improbable stars? They may live for the spasm, the moment, but do they not give to that spasm, that moment, the scent of eternity? You say that they tempt us, but do we not continually tempt them to tempt us? And they do their work so gracefully, some with the cold gleam of a shoulder, some with an intricate trick of pupil and lash, some with the rarest prattle of passion. There are some that are clothed sweetly and poor in cotton and flannel; others that incite and bewilder with batiste and jewels and lace. Some laugh so gaily, others with so wild a remorse. They ask us such splendid absurdities, that give us the flattering conviction that we, too, are absurd and splendid. They ask us to walk out in the rain with them, and reproach us if their flounces are wet. They ask us to leave them or love them forever, some both to leave them and love them forever.
They complicate life with such cunning and ceremony. They send us to rob the bank for them, and then tangle our legs in their skirts. But is this not all part of the game of life, love, and hazard? Truly, I see little cause for lament. You mourn that they lose us? Should we not be grateful to them for the trouble, for what is more dismal than to find oneself face to face with oneself? And why grudge them the little we give them? It is not easy for men to be givers. Fundamentally, all men are misers. There is nothing from which they part more regretfully than a sincere emotion. Now and then women are pleased to let us imagine that we have accomplished the impossible. Thus they help us to fall in love with ourselves."

No murmur of approval, no mutter of protest greeted Conrad's words. He looked around him: the white heavens were empty. The wide spaces were dizzy with tottering angels. The white host was falling to earth.

"Lucky I'm dreaming," Conrad heard himself say. "Earth would be too dismal a dwelling-place with all heaven in it."

---

**The Defect**

*By Arthur Carter*

She was not a success in the matrimonial market. Yet she was prominent in her way. Some girls are prominent socially, some intellectually, some financially. Her prominence, however, was what barred her from the marriage license bureau. She was prominent nasally.

---

**Answer**

*By Harold Cook*

I CAN not turn your wisdom
Upon my days.
I must be always going
My own ways.

I can not walk the straight road
You say love goes,
I who would have love wild
As the wild rose.
The Lost Marquise

By Marie Beynon Ray

I

THAT day began so sunnily. It was the first day a robin called, and Pierre looked up from his spade with that wise old wink of his which I already knew to contain so much less wisdom than it winked. And I winked back that I had heard it, with an attempt at the innuendo that I had been expecting some such thing all along.

Pierre's garden was very big—too big for seventy bent years and rheumatism; and mine was very little—oh, far too little for an ambition that rose at dawn and had to be carried to bed at night, drugged with sunshine. Pierre made vegetables; flowers were my mother's affair; and my father, of course, looked after the wheat of the world. So for me the earth was neatly blocked out into wheat fields for men, flower-beds for ladies, vegetable gardens for old, weak men, and shapeless patches, well out of danger of annexation, for the indiscriminate but important experiments of small boys.

Suddenly, into the first quiet air I had heard for months (for before this day that came lapping so softly to our senses, there had been only winds and pounding rains), broke a lark's several notes, several times repeated, with, at the end, a delicate shower of laughter.

Then for me a day that had been sunny but colourless, warm but not caressing, broke into a spectrum of many-coloured beauty, and was focused suddenly in the tiny figure of the Marquise de Saint-Armand, standing in sunshine at the end of the garden walk.

"It is thy mother," said Pierre as I leaped and stood quivering like an excitable puppy.

For already, in my eighth year, my mother had begun to be for me what she still is, not so much a mother as a femininity. If all my sentiments for her (and my mother has been twenty years dead) were laid parallel with those of some young lover, fancy for fancy they would not be so widely different. For it is of her coquetries I dream: of the frocks in which she mocked her graces in the mirror; of the intriguing fans that waved a lover hot and cold, and ran quick to hide a red mockery of a mouth; of the voice that shone like some bright weapon, flashing to the music of her harp. She has spoiled all other women for me; there is not another like her, even in France.

She was, perhaps, not a good mother—not so good as yours—but I know of no mother so loved by her son. She was I suppose, not really a good wife, but I know of none so adored by her husband. Selfish she surely was, but it was as sweet and cajoling a form of selfishness as I have ever met—a selfishness that delighted to please, and that was as naively pleased with attentions as a child. Her whole life was a flirtation, and every man, in one guise or another, a lover—even to Pierre, even to myself; and every man who met her had two sweethearts: his own—and the Marquise de Saint-Armand.

There, at the end of the walk, she stood, as transparently sparkling with happiness as a diamond with light, and waited. Two feet from her I came to a halt in my headlong rush, and grew embarrassed and dug my toe into the gravel, but lost not a gleam of her ra-
diant face; for even then I felt how my scurrying clumsiness amused her and how untouchable was her exquisiteness.

"Well, little son, is that a greeting for a mother six months absent? Not a word?—not a kiss?"

So I came one step nearer and, as I had seen my father do, raised her fingers and kissed them. And she did not laugh, as I in that instant expected, but a soft ripple of love filled her throat.

"Why, he is just a stupid male, like his father," she cried, and stooped and surrounded my grubbiness with all her perfumed charm.

Then, when my head cleared a little, when her curls were out of my eyes (even after she stood up, I had to shake my head a little) and the caress of silk was gone from my cheek, a delirium of happiness snatched my shyness from me. I felt that some sort of reception, however informal, should have been arranged for my mother, and I attempted to supply the deficiencies of the household in my own person. I executed three ill-balanced handsprings in a whirling spray of gravel, and coming to all fours, gave a panting imitation of the half dozen white poodles who always pattered about my mother, and who now stood, all the silly six, with one paw raised as in delicate mockery of my mother's way of holding her hand to be kissed.

My imitation caused such a break of laughter, as of raindrops shaken from a bough, that I was spurred to further efforts. To my exaltation it seemed a credible feat to scale a flying buttress of the old gray chateau, and I was indeed a third of the way up before I slipped and fell with a horrid thud that brought the tears; but at the sight of my mother's fleeing mirth, I fetched a droll grimace that brought it scampering back.

I bethought me of other and still more astonishing divertissements. I attempted to rival Paris with my charms. It occurred to me that, could I make myself sufficiently fascinating, I might prevent a return to that city of ravishment or, at any rate, achieve an indefinite postponement.

By this time Pierre had groaned his way up the path, and stood shuffling before my mother, his senile mouth loose in a welcoming smile. I was angry that he could think of nothing more amusing to do than twist his cap. He gave the whole place a very foolish air. But then one could really not expect more of an old peasant like Pierre. He could do nothing but dig in his garden, whereas I could not only dig like Pierre, but I could kiss my mother's hand like a fine gentleman, and climb buttresses and execute handsprings, and was, in fact, a creature of infinite resource and charm.

And still more did I think so when, for the first time in my life, I sat down to déjeuner with the Marquise de Saint-Armand, and when, with a soft fall of plumes from her left hand, she spread a fan between her face and the mad little fire on the hearth before which our table was drawn up, and engaged me in a thoroughly grown-up conversation.

My mother always treated me with entire detachment—as though I were no affair of hers, rather a caprice of my own, unobjectionable enough in the upper stories of the house, but hardly, for companionableness, in the same class with her dogs, and only to be asked downstairs in cases of acute boredom—when, for example, my father was gone all day a-hunting. But today, there being no worthier foe about, my mother practised her charms upon my eight years of masculinity—to keep an edge upon the sword.

"My dear," she said, "you should have been at the Duchess of Fitz-James' ball." (The thought of the figure I should have cut amused me not less than it did her, but this amusement was the background of our conversation and was not allowed to peep out.) "I wore a gold brocade. Doucet and I together planned it—just the gorgeous fabric and the line," she told me with gestures. "That night it was that the King of Spain remarked that
I was the best dressed woman in Paris; and you may fancy the dog's life I have led with the women ever since. Twice he danced with me—and twice more asked the honour. But I thought it better not, especially—" (here my mother's fan fell across her face so that her brown eyes danced at me above its feathery arch) "especially as Monsieur Gambetta had asked me to dance with no one oftener than with himself, and Monsieur Gambetta is a greater man in France than the kings of all the nations. Fancy, Marquis" (I went hot and cold at this sudden elevation to the peerage) "their great man was as manageable as a kitten. A little fan play, an appointment most faithfully kept—two days late—a handkerchief in shreds at the close of a little chat, and—pouf!—" my mother tossed a heart upon her fan. "Rich appointments, high offices, great honours, thy father could have had—and all for the favor of a little smile or two. But thy father, thy so proud father, would not hear of it," she scoffed. Yet beneath the raillery of her voice was that pride in my father's unassailable integrity that always shone through her mockery of him.

And then, then, for the first time (and oh, with what a crimson shame it flooded me) I remembered my father.

Father!

How had I been led to forget him? Why had he not come?

At my startled question, my mother dropped from the exaltation of her triumphs to a limp discouragement.

"Oh!" she said (and the chill click of her fan dismissed me more effectually than any words), "thy father is still in Paris. There was an affair he had to settle, and so he packed me off home to clear his feet. He will be here in a day—or two at most."

That was all at the time, and it was not until many years later that I learned that the affair for which my father needed so suddenly to clear his feet was a duel with a perfectly ridiculous vicomte who had presumed to take the fan play—or the mislaid appointment—too seriously.

II

But my father did not come in a day—nor in two; and indeed it was quite four weeks before we finally heard that, definitely, he was coming; and then in such a way that, had he sent word that he was never, never at all, coming, he could scarce have produced on my mother a more shocking effect.

That morning, before the news arrived, my mother was as inconsequentially gay as a meadowful of larks. The sound of her rapid voice, bright and piercing as a needle, singing her bergerettes, had brought me tumbling from my tower rooms down to her blue and gold salon where she sat, one silver slipper on a blue velvet cushion, plucking a flutter of notes from her harp.

She swept me a full court curtsy, and turned and turned about in a marvelous new creation of her dear Doucet. With one hand she pulled my curls and with one patted my cheek; then finished me off with the roundest, reddest kiss the tip of my nose had ever received.

"It is enough, little son, enough to drive a man to madness—this simple country dress, just ribbons, and a scarf, and a wicked touch of green where it is least expected? Oh, but a hard man!—one seasoned in the courts of Austria and of Italy, used to the melting eyes of Sicily and the little sugar ways of Spain? And this man, straight from Paris, brings a message from thy father, who must soon follow after, little son. The great man sent his servant to announce all this to simple us—and such a lackey for gold braid and brass buttons I have never seen. Does he think we are country gentlefolk to be awed by this pomp? Well, well, Marquis, we shall have to make the most of the few little tricks we have picked up in Paris."

And when next I saw my mother all
this gaiety had been dashed from her as a raised glass from the lips.

The Comte de Beauharnais brought letters and messages from my father. The duel had been delayed; the young vicomte had been taken suddenly ill and his family, learning of the proposed meeting, had rushed him off to their country villa; but the young man, feeling himself dishonoured by this seeming retreat, had risen from his sick bed and hastened back to Paris where, arriving on a night when my father was attending a party at the house of Madame de la Pagerie, he had, uninvited, entered the house and renewed the challenge, thus adding scandal to gossip; for now every one began to whisper that it was for the sake of this Madame de la Pagerie that they were to fight.

The Comte de Beauharnais, at this point in his story, assured my mother that this, of course, was only the idle prattle of outsiders; that those who stood close to my father knew the absurdity of the rumour. Having assured her of this so earnestly that grave doubts and suspicions began to trouble her, the Comte began most solicitously to reassure her, to such good purpose that by the time he departed my little mother was in an agony of jealousy, and indeed began to doubt that she was the cause of the original challenge. My father's letters, speaking most frankly of his friendship with Madame de la Pagerie and regretting the irksomeness of his delay in Paris (due to the fever the young vicomte had contracted on leaving his sick bed), only put the spur to her jealousy; for, argued my mother, there is no one like an honest man, with all his honest ways, to deceive one.

How ridiculous was all this tossing passion I cannot but believe my mother herself must sometimes have suspected; for of all men in the world my father was the least likely to prove false to love, and utterly incapable of deception. But I knew it is every woman's belief that no man is above suspicion nor without reproach. With that bedfellow a woman may lie awake any night and suffer; and I suppose, on the whole, it is just as well that women do not live in abounding faith.

So my mother locked herself in with her jealousy and let it rend her. Never, in a house that she always filled with a carillon of song and laughter, had I known anything like the palled silence of the succeeding days. Two or three petty rages so terrified men and maids that service came to us on tiptoe and surrounded us with whispers. So for almost a week.

Then one morning came a little stir as though a death had been removed from the house or a new life come into it. At the sound of doors opening and closing, of the yelps of petted dogs, above all, of my mother's clear voice breaking into a laugh at the sparkling top of its crescendo, I dared to creep, step by step, down the winding stairway from my tower.

I had reached the very last stair, when we suddenly caught sight of each other, my mother and I, and, "Well," said my mother in a voice sharpened to a biting edge, "is there no one to look after the child?"

I needed no assisting hands to drag me back to my obscurity. That was the one occasion in my life when my mother rudely ceased to be my equal, and became an insulting parent.

That afternoon the Marquise de Saint-Armand emerged from a whirlpool of bandboxes and tissue-paper in a toilette that took the breath, and departed, coachman before and footman behind, in the coach of the Comte de Beauharnais, for a tour of the countryside; and the next afternoon they set out again, this time in my mother's calèche, the diminutiveness of which seemed to establish a much more intimate and satisfactory relation between them; and from then on it was the calèche they used for all their excursions.

The Comte was most curious about the country, for it seemed he had recently come into an estate adjoining ours; the heirs were bitterly disputing
his rights in the courts, but meantime the Comte held down the nine possessive points of the law and seemed perfectly content that the other claimants should bicker as much as they chose over the remaining point.

Young as I was, I recognized the Comte as a crushingly fine gentleman; and he was so handsome, so friendly, so gay, above all, so obviously pleased with my mother that, much as I always resented any man but my father having the happiness to sit beside her and receive her smiles and gestures, I could not help but like him. Though he certainly wished to be liked in that house, he made not one effort more than if he had cared not at all.

He had the gift of gaiety, for which the French would forgive the devil his deviltry; and his gaiety so chimed with my mother's, and so charmed the servants, and so intoxicated me (whom, in the occasional moments I was with him, he treated as a thoroughly companionable equal, decidedly worth consulting on the points of a dog or the comparative pleasures of fox and deer hunting), that he entered the house on smiles and departed on curtsies. Then his carriage would roll away, out through the wheat land and hunting land that lapped up, wave after wave, to the feet of the purple Pyrenees; and not one doubt or one fear followed him.

III

Meantime my father sent word of further and further delays but explained, so that my mother should not think him too desolate, that Paris was really wonderfully itself, that he was meeting many old acquaintances, up for the spring season, that the house of Madame de la Pagerie was a veritable home for him, and Madame de la Pagerie herself an altogether charming and lovable woman. And that, in short, it was too, too bad that the Marquis de Saint-Armand, whom it ravished, was mewed up in an old prison of a château in Ariège.

And with every letter she received my mother struck a higher, clearer note of gaiety, and went for longer, later drives with the Comte, and returned more and more illuminated, walking on adoration.

One morning, at false dawn, when the earth sighs softly before awakening and every drooping leaf turns over in the first chill breath of day, when the birds quicken a moment in their nests and utter a few drowsy notes, when even man, in his deep sleep, senses a change in nature and stirs uneasily in his bed, I woke suddenly, with a little questioning sigh, and then, with a dream of crows circling about enchanted towers tumbling about my ears, sat upright—listening.

First the sound of a long, heavy stride—my father's surely; then the scurry of a suddenly roused household—opening doors, exclamations, whispers—rising rapidly to a climax of alarm.

At a maid's scream I broke into a wail of terror and my nurse, running to me, was too hysterical to quiet me—a young nurse, angular and uncomforting, not my dear old Nanette.

Yes, my father had come home unexpectedly. To be sure he was with my mother and she was quite all right. Well, at any rate, they would find her soon. She had not been in her bed that night. Everything in her room was as her maid had left it (for she had told her not to wait up for her)—her bed turned down as she liked it, her light still burning, her little slippers and her peignoir waiting for her. No, my father was not at all worried. He knew just where my mother was, and I was not to be frightened but to lie down and go to sleep and when I woke my mother would be home again.

But at the first word a little trembling fear crept into my heart and dilated till it filled my soul.

A terrible new word began to define itself in my mind—death! It beat its
meaning into my understanding by means of another word I knew better—never!

Never, never, never, would I see my mother again—never, never, never. And the word grew more final and limitless with its every repetition till my childish mind had grasped all it could of the meaning of eternity—an eternity of never, never, never seeing my mother. She had died—as my old Nanette had died—just disappeared one night and I had never never seen her again. That was death. Oh, they did not tell me that because they did not want me to cry, but I knew, and my father knew, and he would tell me; and, “Father, father,” I cried—but there was no answer, for my father was out with his men and with lanterns, back and forth from house to garden, though what to look for, whether a body or footsteps, wheel marks or a wandering figure, no one could faintly guess.

Simply my mother was nowhere in the house and none of the servants knew anything of her sudden disappearance. Last evening the Comte had called and they had sat chatting a while. My mother had sung to him her “Non, je n’irai plus au bois” and “Maman, dites-moi ce qu’on sent quand on aime.” They had laughed much, oh, but very much, over some idea of the Comte’s and then, quite early, he had called for his carriage and departed.

For some time my mother had sat reading in the salon and had told the servant he should go to bed and leave her alone—I, indeed, she was not afraid. And when my father had returned in the little hours of the night, the light in the salon was out and her book where she had thrown it on the chaise longue—but the big château was empty of her.

What doubts, what explanations, what fearful imaginings filled my father’s thoughts during those hours of futile search, I have often tried to conceive. The dreadful thing was that there was no clue to go on, no reason for, no possible explanation of this disappearance. Everything was as it had been a few hours before when she had been so vitally present. There was no evidence of a premeditated departure—no luggage gone, no signs of packing. That harm should have befallen her seemed absurd; robbery, violence, crime were unthinkable in that pastoral land of ours.

I was told afterwards that when he had sent his men to search grounds and forest, my father returned to the house and went up into my mother’s room and sat there quietly as if waiting for her to come in.

He looked as calm as though she had just stepped into the next room to fetch a book or a sheet of new music to sing to him. He sat in the window as that fresh green day opened on the world with its sweet bird pipings and its damp fluttering breath lifting leaves and flower heads only to let them languidly fall—sat with clasped hands and raised his head with a slight smile whenever the door was opened. Surely he expected her.

As he sat listening to all the distant sounds in the house, he often seemed to hear the rustle of her dress, her quick footfall, her light voice. Surely the next moment will bring her laugh, her hand on the knob—for she is somewhere in the house without doubt.

Then suddenly there is a quick step—but not hers; a hurried voice—not hers; a maid who runs to him. She has looked again through the wardrobe of Madame la Marquise and Madame’s velvet riding habit is missing.

A sharp knocking at the door and Jean, the coachman, is here. Madame’s riding horse is gone from the stable—harnessed.

Then my father sits waiting no longer. Quick! Boots, whip, spur, and to horse! Two men to go with him and five in other directions. Not a moment to lose. Mount and off!

And then, when the men had scattered and only my father remained, giving a last sharp order, high and clear came a flutter of laughter, scat-
tered like foam in a breeze. The spangled forest lay before us—bombs of gold sunlight bursting in a mesh of green leaves. Almost before we knew which way to look, a horse, two horses, came galloping toward the edge of the woods, and there, through the green forest light, rode the Marquise de Saint-Armand and the Comte de Beauharnais.

As they came dashing through the patched and tossing greens of the woods, she raised her hand to her hat, knocked it off with her crop, and brought all her loosened hair about her shoulders. I thought that at that moment she saw us there on the terrace, my father already out of his saddle; for it seemed to me a lightning alarm flashed over her face, and she wheeled her horse suddenly to face the oncoming Comte. Then with a pretty, impudent gesture, she reached down, slipped the garter from her leg, and with a light laugh snapped it about her shaken curls.

Laughing, they rode toward us, and as they came into the broad belt of sunshine that lay across their path, the Comte lifted his eyes from my mother's radiance and saw my father.

IV

What passed in the mind and heart of the Comte de Beauharnais at that moment I have never known. I fancy that there was much of his joyous career that he would willingly have sacrificed not to have come to that moment in his life. But by his manner as he came down the driveway, reining a horse that danced on the morning air, he might have been returning with my mother from a ten minute canter around the garden.

My mother, when she saw us—perhaps for the first time, I think for the second—waved her crop gaily but came not a pace faster, and turned her head to talk to the Comte and smile up at him. Her colour was whipped to a sharp pink, in her eyes were bubbling wells of merriment, and on her lips, red laughter. My father stood with one hand stroking his horse's neck and waited.

What each of those three people felt as they drew slowly together, approaching inevitably that climax in their lives, with no more power to arrest it or delay it than encountering thunder clouds, I can now only imagine, and then, of course, I had no understanding of the situation beyond the fact that after my night of loss, my mother was returning in sunlight, unharmed and happy, to our embraces.

As I stood on the flagged walk with my hand in Pierre's, I seemed to be waiting through all the time there was for them to arrive. Finally, at the end, they broke into a little canter and came to a halt with a flourish at the steps of the porte-cochère.

Before the Comte could dismount to hold her stirrup, my father was at my mother's side.

With one hand he held her horse, and with the other, as though she had been his sovereign at the levée, he raised her fingers and kissed them.

At that my mother went white as sunlight. Her whole body, as she dismounted, moved stiffly as a puppet's. Without a word, without a glance at the Comte, noticing me no more than if I were the gardener's child, she turned and walked into the house.

My father and the Comte stood encountered. The Comte removed his hat and, all unconsciously, as though in the presence of one of those sacraments which men thus honour, stood with it in his hand.

"Monsieur," he said, "command me. My honour is in your hands."

"Monsieur le Comte," said my father, "the affair is ended," and bowed.

At a glove flung in his face the Comte could not have turned more instantly pale. A moment he stood taut, then took a step toward my father and held out his hand.

"Will you do me the honour, Monsieur?" he said.

But my father only bowed again,
turned sharply, and passed into the house.

The Comte de Beauharnais remained a moment with his refused hand still outstretched; then very slowly, as one urged to action from deep sleep, he mounted and rode away under the flecked green and yellow lights of the driveway; and for as long as he was in sight, his head was bowed and his horse did not move out of a walk.

I have partly heard, but for the most part guessed, the scene that passed between my mother and my father.

When he went to her in her room, she stood before him with tortured, twisting hands, for all bravado had dropped from her at that simple gesture of his. The intrigue she had prepared to revenge herself, the imposing structure of outraged love and wounded pride she had erected about herself, had fallen in sorry debris about her, leaving her piteously unprotected. Then my father went to her and took her in his arms.

I think he looked over the brink of her eyes deep into her heart and saw down even to that vague impulse that desired his constancy to waver that her charm might win him back.

But it needed not this searching to give him the surety of her innocence. That was as crystal to him as light upon running water. Her jealousy would have obscured even that to revenge itself, but through the little subterfuges she invented for his confusion, through even the impudence of the garter episode, my father saw as though in rare atmosphere.

And as for Madame de la Pagerie, no doubts, no fears could stand for one moment in the clear white light of my father's honesty and loyalty. So that evening the little Marquise de Saint-Armand, very tender and a little wistful after the storm that had ravaged her, walked with my father among the failing lights of the garden, where blue and violet scarfs of mist, detaching themselves from the purple Pyrenees, floated in upon us. Across the dying day came a breeze gifted with damp odours from the woods, stirring the drooping flowers on their stems. Suddenly out trilled a laugh, breaking in spray at the crest, and from my castles and towers, built of the broken stones and bits of brick of a new pathway, I looked up to see the Marquise de Saint-Armand, half of two red lips mocking my father above a filmy scarf and half of two brown eyes enticing him from beneath dropped lashes, raise her fan, an inadequate bit of frozen lace, between his lips and a red and promised kiss.

And I laughed, and they laughed back, and we all understood that our old sweet life together had renewed itself with the quickening spring.

NOTHING makes a man feel so foolish as a woman laughing at him. Nothing makes him act so foolish as a woman looking at him.

IF this industrial unrest spreads to Turkey, we can imagine the Sultan striking for an eight-hour day.

IF you would be intimate, don't be personal.
The Face Is Unfamiliar

By Oscar Lewis

The papers, naturally, had not been silent. It was the sort of news that in the journalistic sense cannot be overly plentiful, and the fact that young Coyle was an upstate Coyle certainly detracted nothing from the interest of the story.

The girl, on the other hand, was mentioned in a rather incidental fashion. She had given her name as Virgie Rund, her age as nineteen, and Pexie’s, the candy store near the west gate of the campus, as her place of employment. She was referred to as attractive.

These statements, including the latter, were subsequently checked up by a reporter and found to be correct. Which was to his mild disappointment, for he had been following a tip that promised to lead to the door of one of the largest houses on Sorority Row. Which merely indicates that he was a good reporter and valuable to his paper.

He found Virgie Rund at a boarding house on Bancroft Way. Far from being appalled at the notoriety, the girl seemed rather to enjoy it. Nevertheless, she was tearful in a dutiful fashion as he extracted her version of the story.

Young Coyle had called for her at Pexie’s on the previous evening, at ten o’clock when she went off duty. It was a warm night, with a moon. They had driven south, just ambled along, and had reached Chabot Inn out in the hills, she thought, about twelve. Something had gone wrong with the car there; Coyle had worked, unsuccessfully, for fifteen minutes trying to get it started. As to the fire, it had started in the lobby downstairs and had burned so quickly that by the time it was discovered the inn was already as good as gone. The other guests had managed to get out, but the whole stairway was a mass of flames when they reached it. Coyle had lowered her down finally through a window, and then had jumped. That is how he had broken his ankles. This was absolutely the true version of the affair, whereas the papers, every one of them, had twisted the facts around in some way or another.

She had managed to become quite tearful by the time she finished.

The reporter shook his head in unprofessional sympathy and studied the picture before him upon the table in the front room of the boarding house. It was an enlarged snapshot of the girl, showing her looking out from beneath the limp brim of a wide, summery hat. He was sympathetic and truly sorry for Virgie Rund who was crying so conscientiously. But he was also a reporter and an excellent one, and before he left he had managed to slip the photograph into his pocket.

It was not until she saw the evening paper that Virgie Rund missed her picture. She was glad then that he had not stolen the less attractive one which stood on the piano.

II

At the end of three years, Hoyt Coyle’s ankles still caused him considerable trouble. Medical authorities, to whom he had many times exposed them, wiggling his bare feet under their direction (first up and down and then to the east and west) had shaken their learned heads, and Coyle himself finally had come to doubt if he ever again
would have really strong, dependable ankles.

This seemed at first a very real handicap, but as such misfortunes sometimes do, it served to open larger opportunities to him in another direction. At golf, as at dancing, he was poor and uncertain, and tennis, of course, was out of the question. It was, therefore, one might say, almost in self-defense that he had taken to polo. Yet it is true that on the day they beat Claremont, for the first time in memory, Hoyt Coyle was captain and the particular star of the Los Altos team.

This—to a man who two years before had never sat on a polo pony—was a very creditable achievement, and Coyle felt a satisfaction that despite his treacherous ankles he could no longer be classed as an athletic nonentity. Under the buoyancy of it, he contrived that night to lead Alys Connyers, a beautiful and charming girl, and an old acquaintance, to a bench beneath the hedge at the west end of the clubhouse, and to propose an alliance of matrimony.

Alys Connyers, who had been gay all evening, grew quiet as he spoke. When he had finished she allowed his hands to remain where he had placed them, over her own, and gazed ahead into the darkness of the garden.

Coyle regarded her profile, which was very clear cut even in the semi-darkness, and as she continued silent, he raised one of her hands as a tentative measure to his lips.

But he could not understand her hesitation. His proposal, he knew, could hardly be a surprise to her. There was a tiny frown upon her forehead above her nose and Coyle reached across and blotted it out with a forefinger.

"Don't puzzle yourself for a way to let me down easy, Alys," he said. "Save the honeyed words for the next one. Brutal frankness is your cue with me."

"I may take you at your word, Hoyt," she said, returning his gaze a trifle uncertainly. "Shall I tell you just why I am hesitating?"

"Just why," he encouraged. "And preferably, for the sake of custom and usage, in words of one syllable."

"Here they are, Hoyt. Two words, and both short—Virgie Rund."

"Virgie Rund?" repeated Coyle, puzzled for just a second.

Then he released her hands and sat up straight upon the bench.

She stole a glance toward him and in the semi-darkness placed a hand upon his shoulder.

"I'm not refusing you definitely, Hoyt," said she, in a lower voice. "I think that I am ready to be—sensible. To make—what do they call it?—allowances. I'm sure I can be sensible. And it was more than three years ago. You'll wonder then why I am bringing it up at all."

Hoyt Coyle was wondering, very much.

"Perhaps you wouldn't understand if I told you, but I must know about Virgie Rund. Tell me about her; tell me all about her. Was she pretty?"

Coyle laughed with somewhat forced gayety. "I thought so then; I was a junior."

"Brunette—dark eyes?" Alys Connyers might have been describing herself.

"No—blue," confessed Coyle, "and blonde. But why—Perhaps Alys, we'd better go in!"

"Tell me about her," repeated the girl.

She leaned forward and looked into his face. There was a gravity and a real sincerity about her. Moreover, she was more than usually pretty, he thought, that night. "Do tell me about her."

"Well," said Coyle, uncomfortably, "she was a blonde and she worked in a candy store—you know that. She had no brains, and not much education to cover the lack. But she had attractions and knew how to use them cleverly. Flirtations were a game with her; they were her entertainment and excitement, like poker to a gambler. And like a
gambler she could be depended on to play her cards well. I took her for a ride one night after she had got through work. And then the next night we went again, and often after that."

"Did she go out with anyone else?"

"No one else, I think, just at that time."

"Did she like you very much?"

"I don't know, Alys. She liked excitement and she liked to be admired. She knew she could attract chaps; get them to make fools of themselves. She liked that."

"I want you to tell me, Hoyt—had there been anyone before you?"

"Anyone? Good Heavens! That was the girl's recreation. She was a confirmed, unregenerate flirt. She—"

"Without doubt she was, Hoyt," said Alys Conners. "But I'm thinking now of Chabot Inn."

"Oh, I say, Alys! Let's drop this business!"

"I must be sure, Hoyt; I must know for certain. I can make allowances, but I must know if there were others before you. That—"

"Good Lord!" said Coyle. "Alys, this sounds indecent. Great Scott! Let's go inside."

He was on his feet. She rose and stood beside him.

"You will wait, Hoyt, a week for your answer?"

"I—yes, of course, Alys. Let's go in."

They went inside and danced.

There were times during the next twenty-four hours when Alys wondered at her hesitation. Hoyt Coyle was in all ways eligible, and he attracted her strongly. Her inclinations were to look broadly and tolerantly upon the incident of Virgie Rund. Any harbored resentment would have seemed to her an outcropping of a secret feeling of jealousy, and she had no secret feeling of jealousy. Coyle, moreover, attracted her keenly, each thought of marriage to him brought her senses a stimulating little shock of pleasure.

Yet she hesitated and was holding her answer in reserve because of Virgie Rund, toward whom she was conscious of no personal feeling whatever.

Her interest in the girl was entirely the extended reflection of her interest in Coyle. She might have explained her attitude toward Virgie Rund by likening her to a woman who had been hurled from the top of a building, though she thought that was a rather unnecessarily violent comparison. Down in the street below, passersby walked over her as she lay. Coyle, perhaps, was one of these, which was regrettable, but to a person of tolerance, no proof of his total depravity.

On the other hand, he may have been the one on the roof who had tossed her over the side. To the eye of Alys Conners, this seemed a different thing. She could not quite widen her sense of tolerance to encompass that.

But it was here that the real difficulty lay; she must know the precise part that Coyle had played in Virgie Rund's figurative descent from the high spot. Coyle himself had proved an unsatisfactory witness.

She smiled now as she recalled his panic when the intent of her questions on the previous evening had grown clear to him. Even were an answer exhorted from him, she knew by an instinct that she could not rely upon its truthfulness.

There remained, of course, the girl, but the difficulty with her was similar. She might prove difficult and unresponsive under the most tactful cross-examination. And no doubt, if it suited her whim, she would be untruthful as well. There was something about the situation to tempt even the habitually truthful to lie, merely for the sake of lying. The words of neither would be trustworthy; Alys Conners felt that by unerring instinct.

But, she wondered, was there need for actual words? There was the police strategy of confronting the suspect with sudden evidence of the crime and thereby surprising a confession. She knew that she would need no formal
THE FACE IS UNFAMILIAR

statement. If she could contrive that
the two meet and could observe the
girl’s face as Hoyt Coyle stood before
her, there would be no need, for her
purpose, of a verbal confirmation or
denial.

Alys Connyers was distinctly proud
of her plan. The psychological truth
of it made failure impossible. Con­
fronting Coyle unexpectedly, Virgie
Rund’s face would be an infallible reg­
ister, pronouncing his guilt or innocence
of the major crime with the distinctness
of a jury foreman.

Alys Connyers, being a woman, knew
this. Only a woman, she thought,
could have devised the plan; could have
been so certain of its infallibility.

III

The following day she went to Bar­
wick, hoping that in the college town
she might get some clew as to the pres­
cent whereabouts of Virgie Rund. Her
success was immediate and complete.
The girl still lived there, in the same
boarding house. She still held forth
at Pexie’s.

The youth from whom she acquired
this information regarded her with an
expression of pleasure and of entire ap­
proval.

“Always glad to do anything for a
friend of Virgie’s. You might mention
if you will that Pape Orchard directed
you down. She knows me—now and
then she does, that is. When it suits
her whim. A remarkable girl, Virgie;
a charming girl—but erratic. And
with an eye, I regret to say, for the
main chance.

“Now if you are staying in town,” he
added, in a more flattering tone, “you
mustn’t let Virgie be selfish and keep
you all to herself.”

She returned his smile and expressed
a polite hope that such would not be
the case.

As Alys continued on she began to
grow more confident of her errand.
She had entertained some logical fears
that there might be difficulty in induc­
ing Virgie Rund to return with her to
Los Altos. This volunteered informa­
tion made it seem to her less difficult.
She must, of course, tell the girl noth­
ing; the entire success of her plan de­
pended upon that. What was required
now merely was to gain her acquain­tance; the rest, she felt, would develop.
There was the crew race with Stamfield
over the Los Altos course on Saturday,
which would afford her ample reason
for an impulsive invitation.

The plan was a greater success even
than she had hoped.

It was five o’clock when Alys Con­
nyers entered the door at Pexie’s, and
at seven-ten the girl sat beside her upon
the car seat, traveling back with her to
Los Altos. Virgie Rund remarked to
her new acquaintance that she got a
regular kick out of doing things like
that, suddenly.

Alys Connyers, elated by her success,
leaned back and studied the girl at her
side. She was forced to pay her a real
tribute, for Virgie Rund was excellent.
She was blonde, and certainly not un­
attractive; a disciple of what Alys had
once heard called the “you-big-strong­
man-protect-me” school. She was con­
sciously and painstakingly the clinging
feminine; a modest, demure showwin­
dow, her charms, artfully enhanced, on
display. Alys felt a curious new
interest in the test she had pre­
pared.

She closed her eyes and pictured
again the scene as she had planned it;
went again over each minutest detail,
and when she had finished admitted
herself satisfied. Her plan was cor­
rect in its fundamentals, and therefore
was universal in its application, which
sounded to her like good logic. Virgie
Rund was a human being and a woman,
that was uncontroversial. She cast
aside as an impossibility all thought of
failure.

IV

The next afternoon the test was
made. A telephone call brought Coyle
to the house at two-thirty. On his arri­
val he was directed to the pagoda at
the lower end of the garden; all precisely as she had planned.

When she heard his footsteps upon the gravel path, Alys excused herself from Virgie Rund and disappeared along a continuation of the path, which led toward the rear of the house.

She advanced twenty feet; then, when she was well out of sight, she turned quickly and reapproached behind the protecting shrubbery. When Coyle entered the cleared space and confronted Virgie Rund, Alys Connyers was standing secreted less than a half dozen feet distant.

She was very calm and observant, and conscious only of a regret that Virgie Rund was a blonde. A brunette might be depended upon to faint in an orderly fashion; blondes, she felt, were variable and prone to hysterics.

Coyle had advanced to within a few feet of her when Virgie Rund looked up. Alys Connyers, whose eyes were upon the girl’s face, was conscious without looking about that Coyle had come to a sudden stop. She was standing near enough to hear him draw his breath; a quick, astonished inhalation. Alys kept her gaze upon the girl’s face. She missed no shade of its expression. Less than half a dozen feet separated the two when Virgie Rund looked up, her eyes looking full into Coyle’s face.

She regarded him for a few seconds with a casual, tranquil interest.

"Won't you sit down?" said she, politely. "Miss Connyers will be back in a minute."

V

It was perfectly obvious that she did not know him from Adam!
There came a series of gasps from behind the shrubbery; then a loud peal of laughter, shrill and off-key.
Alys Connyers had become hysterical.

On The Hill-Path: Evening

By Odell Shepard

NOW there will be roses, roses to remember,
And a bright cloud fading in the sky;
And I shall hear the little waves plashing in the twilight
Beside her high-walled garden, till I die.

It may be this is better—to have my road before me
And the steady grind of gravel under heel,
To face the rancour of the wind and see the shadows gather
And the great blue planets burn and wheel.

Now the circle of the hills is my high-walled garden
And the whistling wind will be my evening song,
And the branches of the pine waft a sweeter scent than roses
In the land where I belong.

But always I’ll be haunted by a ghost of faded colour
And the sound of water lisping on the shore;
Always there'll be roses, roses to remember,
And a voice, and a softly closing door.
Even as You and I
By T. F. Mitchell

He tried on overcoat after overcoat, but none suited him. Some were too gaudy in hue, some too extreme, some did not fit properly. He despaired of being suited. At length he picked up one and put it on. To his surprise he found that it fitted perfectly. Moreover it was of a sober shade and conservative cut.

"I'll take this one," he said.

"Beg pardon, sir," said the clerk, "but that's the one you had on when you came in."

Why Should I Dream?
By Harold Crawford Stearns

I thought that love would come with bright
And dazzling colours of the day.
Why should I dream that love, like a starry night,
Is gray?

I thought that love would come to me
With crash of drums and songs to thrill.
I did not realize that love can be
So still.

A man is always thinking about a woman, a woman about a man. In the case of the man it is recollection. In the case of the woman, anticipation.

Bigamy: An unfortunate way of surmounting a dilemma.
Répétition Générale

By H. L. Mencken and George Jean Nathan

§ 1

WE TWO.—When one of us, in the course of his critical writings, indulges himself in polite words about the other, it is a common antic of the newspaper literary supplement professors to observe that this encomium is merely by way of mutual log-rolling, that it is based upon no sounder critical ground than our friendship for each other and our commercial alliance, and that it is perhaps not honestly believed in by either the one or the other. This, of course, is idiotic. We are friends and partners, not because we admire each other's beauty, or each other's conversation, or each other's waistcoats or wives, but because we respect each other professionally, because each to the other seems to know his work in the world, and how to do it, and how to do it—it may be—just a little bit better than the next nearest man. This, obviously, is the soundest of all bases for friendship. It is not friendship that makes men approve one another; it is mutual approval that makes them friends.

§ 2

The Great Delusion.—The trouble is not, as we are constantly being assured, that the great majority of men are emotional and run their affairs and the dependent affairs of their fellow men emotionally, but that the great majority of men are thoughtful and run their affairs and the dependent affairs of their fellow men in pursuance of the results of that meditation. Complete emotionalism is responsible for not nearly so many direful eventualities as incomplete thought. The great masses of men think, but they think faultily, inaccurately, grotesquely. Compared with their thinking, the quality of their emotionalism is more often thrice sound, thrice salubrious. A nation run by pure emotionalism is perhaps not a well-run nation, but it is at least a nation that is run better than one controlled by half-baked thought. . . . Lincoln's heart made him a great statesman. Dr. Burleson's mind has made him a great clown.

§ 3

The Most Useless Thing of a Most Useless Today.—A non-refillable whiskey bottle.

§ 4

Again the Old Subject.—No woman has ever loved a man so truly and deeply that she has not at some time permitted herself the thought of the pleasurable heart-ache his death would bring to her.

§ 5

And Once Again.—To a man, the least interesting of women is the successful woman, whether successful in work, or in love, or on the mere general gaudy playground of life. A man wants a woman whose success is touched, however faintly, with failure. The woman who is sure, resolute and successful, he may want for an associate in business, a friend and confidante, a nurse or a housekeeper, but never for a sweetheart.
Personal Record.—To one ineradicable prejudice I freely confess, and that is a prejudice against poverty. I never have anything to do, if it is possible to avoid it, with anyone who is in financial difficulties, and I particularly avoid all persons who are in that state habitually, or who tremble hazardously on the edge of it. Such persons do not excite my compassion; they excite my aversion. I do not pity them, and do not believe in their common plaint that they are the victims of cruel and inexplicable circumstance. I have yet to meet one who did not show plain evidence that external circumstance had little, if anything, to do with his condition.

The blame, so far as my experience runs, always lies within. The poor man is a stupid man, and usually a lazy and sentimental man. His poverty, nine times out of ten, is not due to a lack of opportunity, but to a shirking of opportunity. He is one who has turned aside from what he could do, sometimes in ignorance, more often in hollow vanity, and attempted futilely to do something beyond his capacity. In brief, he is an egoist brought down by his own egoism—and that is a figure, not in tragedy, but in farce. But I can't laugh at him. It would cause a scandal, and get me an evil name. So I simply avoid him.

The Descent of Vaudeville, or The Darwinian Theory As Applied to the Two-a-Day.—Clipping from Variety, the official vaudeville organ: "Ignatz, the big monkey in Teddy Osborn's pantomime novelty, succumbed at Rock Island, Dec. 11. Miss Osborn has discontinued the act. From now on, she will confine her efforts towards singing acts with a male-partner."

The Jazz Webster.—
10. Newspaper: A public organ for making the ignorant more ignorant and the crazy crazier.

11. Theater: An institution devoted to programs advertising phonographs, union suits, perfumes, chewing-gums, corsets, scalp treatments and restaurants, to candy slot-boxes, Red Cross meetings, Drama League conventions, Sunday concerts, benefits for destitute actors and managers, the influenza, classic-dancing matinées, book-stalls, presentations of tokens of esteem to Ada Rehan, coat-checking leases, tonsilitis, sheet-music sales, war saving stamp speeches, Lowney's chocolates, lectures on Rabindranath Tagore and, occasionally, drama.

12. Prohibition: The theory that life is more desirable after sixty than before forty.


15. Gentleman: A man with a small acquaintance.

16. Man of Honour: One who lies to and for women, but not about them.

17. Boston: The cold storage warehouse of the intellect, full of very stale eggs.

(To be continued)

Impression En Passant.—In the course of a long conversation a Catholic never fails to mention the fact that he is a Catholic, or a Jew to mention the fact that he is not a Jew.

Sketch Maritime.—The Pennsylvania Railroad this side of Wilmington. To the left the Delaware River. Somewhere below Chester there passes a British tramp-steamer—a hideous monster in the new style, with the engine and funnel directly over the propeller—a dirty drab in color—squat and waddling like a corn-stuffed hog—a clumsy machine manned by greasy men in overalls. This is the heir of
the viking ships, the caravels and galleons, the lordly four-masters, the windjammers, the clippers! This is the successor of Drake's *Golden Hind*—a tub full of union men! And think of her work in the world: to pile up money for the holders of first and second preferred stock, to haul cattle and baled hay, to ply endlessly between Cardiff and Philadelphia!

§ 11

*From the Memoirs of a Beer-Wagon Horse.*—A man boasts of his strength; a woman, of her weakness.

§ 12

*The New Goose Step.*—It is amazing to observe how far the regimentation of the American people has gone. Once a race of strutting individualists, they are now as docile as so many sucking doves. When Prohibition threatened, it was announced with great clamour that the honest workingman was against it to the death, and would stop work if deprived of his beer. But when Prohibition was forced through and his beer—turned into ditch-water, not a single workingman in the whole nation went on strike. The American, in these latter days, will obey almost any imaginable law, however inquisitorial and extravagant. Worse, he will obey the extemporaneous orders of anyone in authority, law or no law. The policeman says "Move on!", and he moves on. Some unintelligible commission informs him that he must do this or that, and he does it. A high functionary tells him what to think, and he thinks it. Some time ago, in a large American city, a small minority of Puritans demanded that the police enforce the existing Blue Laws to the letter. These Blue Laws, on the books since the early eighteenth century, had been dead letters for years and years; they prohibited many archaic offenses, unheard of in modern society; they interfered seriously with the common business of living. The police, at first defiant, finally decided to play a joke on the clamorous Puritans by enforcing the whole code to the letter. They well knew that this would put every citizen of the town to great inconvenience, and they figured that the resultant explosion of popular indignation would force the repeal of the laws, and so knock out the Puritans. . . . Alas, the poor cops blundered sadly. There was no such explosion. Only a few citizens so much as complained. The vast majority docilely obeyed the laws.

§ 13

*A Toast.*—To Women's Rights—and Lucrezia Borgia!

§ 14

*Another, For Use At Supper Dances.*
—To the ladies, God dress 'em!

§ 15

*The Dog.*—The notion that the dog is an ever-faithful animal and will plough twenty miles through a driving snowstorm with a keg of schnapps tied to his neck in order to rescue his master, no matter how ill the latter may on a forgiven occasion have treated him, is perhaps somewhat sweeter than true. A dog loves a master who treats him kindly, gives him plenty to eat, pets him, warms him with comfortable blankets and tricks him out with pretty collars. But a dog will turn from that master if the latter neglects for a space of time to coddle him, to look out for his well-being and to pat him occasionally on the head. So, in each instance, will a woman. The American notion that a dog is in this respect superior to a woman is perhaps an exaggerated one.

§ 16

*The Autograph Collector's Last Straw.*—The autograph of Chas. H. Fletcher, of Fletcher's Castoria.
Brief Remark on War.—The doctrine that war is a sort of discreditable madness, a disease with overtones of immorality, say like lues or delirium tremens—that civilized man, when he takes to arms, slips into a state that is at once pathological and criminal—this doctrine, now greatly prospered in the world, is of a piece with all the other feeble denials of reality that the Sklavenmoral has foisted upon human reason. One hears it of late, not only from Chinamen, Quakers and other such professional poltroons, but also from men born of proud, heroic and puissant races; it marks, perhaps, the extreme achievement of that conspiracy against all the primal instincts which lies at the center of modern ethics. Even more than those abominable evasions which pollute the most unescapable phenomena of sex with a furtive and revolting indecency, it reveals its sources in the terrors and self-distrusts of fifth-rate men. What one finds in it, stripping it of cant, is no more than fear, and, with that fear, a profound hatred of those who are devoid of it. The warrior is not afraid. He delights in hazards. He embraces the extraordinary, the inordinate, the impossible. Above all, he is not squeamish—the horrible does not dismay him. Ergo, there must be something the matter with him; he is not “normal.” Ergo, he is not to be trusted; he is “immoral.”

Sunshine Thought for Today.—Cheer up, boys, there is a Hell!

Sunshine Thought for Tomorrow.—But think of a hoochie-coochie dancer with appendicitis!

Sunshine Thought for the Day After.—Well, how’d you like to be the man who for the last ten years has had to tear up all the paper for the snowstorms in “Way Down East”?

Sunshine Thought for the Day After That.—Quite true, but think of the cooties assigned to the coon regiments!

Sunshine Thought for Next Tuesday.—Harold Bell Wright says that he is able to turn out a novel only every other year.

Sunshine Thought for Next Friday.—Say what you will against it, it’s necessary for putting out fires.

The Bluenose in Error.—The Puritan, knowing that he is disliked by other men, almost always concludes that it is because he is more moral than they are. This is not true. He is disliked because he is less honourable.

Relatives-in-Law.—A man dislikes his wife’s relatives for the same reason that he dislikes his own, to wit, because they appear to him as disgusting caricatures of one he holds in respect and affection, to wit, his wife. Of them all, his mother-in-law is obviously the most offensive, for she not only burlesques his wife, she also foreshadows what his wife will probably become. The vision naturally sickens him. . . Sometimes, perhaps, the thing is more subtle. That is to say, his wife herself may be the caricature—say of a younger and pretty sister. In this case, being tied to his wife, he may come to detest the sister—as one always detests a person who symbolizes one’s failure and one’s slavery.
§ 26

Typographical Error of a Hopeful Character.—He went to the theater and looked at the pogrom.

§ 27

Mob vs. Individual.—It is the pride of the inferior man to be as much like his fellows as possible, to avoid all offense to them, to consider their prejudices and stupidities, to escape their envy—in brief, to bear their obliterating stamp, to be respectable. It is the pride of the superior man to be as much unlike them as possible, to challenge them, to shame them, to go boldly where they are afraid to venture, to excite and flout their envy—in brief, to be himself in every atom. To be himself he must not only rid himself of all those hollow formulae that make up what passes for thinking in the mob; he must also rid himself of that pervasive distrust of natural impulses, that terror of the instinct, that disabling fear of the spontaneous and unaccountable, which is the mother of all mob emotion. Farthest from the brute in his aspirations, in his habitual engrossments, in the whole range of his ideas, he is yet nearest the brute in his free movement in the cosmic stream, his essential autonomy as an individual.

§ 28

Great Actors.—Burbage, Betterton, Garrick, Keene, Macready, Farren, Matthews, Salvini, Coquelin, A. Mitchell Palmer.

§ 29

Aesthetic Note.—Religions, like castles, sunsets and women, never reach their maximum of beauty until they are touched by decay. The Christianity of the first ages was almost completely devoid of aesthetic appeal. The early Christians were almost exactly like the Calvinists and Wesleyans of today—men quite without taste or imagination, whoopers and snorters, low vulgarians. So far as is known, their public worship was wholly devoid of beauty. They left us nothing worth preserving—not a single church, or liturgy, or even hymn. All the moving beauty that adorns the corpse of Christianity today came into being long after the Fathers had perished. The faith was eight or nine hundred years old before Christians began to build cathedrals; it was nearly twelve hundred years old before they invented mariolatry—the source of nearly all the poetry to be found in Christianity as we know it. We think of Christmas as the typical Christian holiday, and no doubt it is; none other is so generally kept by all the Christian sects. Well, Christmas, as we have it today, was almost unknown in Christendom until the eleventh century, when the relics of St. Nicholas of Myra were brought from the East to Italy. At this time the Church was already torn by controversies and menaced by schism, and the shadow of the Reformation was plainly discernible.

§ 30

Altruism.—A large part of altruism, even when it is perfectly honest, is grounded upon the fact that it is uncomfortable to have unhappy people about one. This is especially true in family life. A man makes sacrifices to his wife's desires, not because he greatly enjoys giving up what he wants himself, but because he would enjoy it even less to see her cutting a sour face across the dinner table.

§ 31

Liberty vs. Fraternity.—Whenever the liberties of the average citizen are grossly invaded and made a mock of, as happened, for example, during the late war, there are always observers who marvel that he bears the things so well. There is, however, no real excuse for wondering at it: The truth
is that the average man’s love of liberty is nine-tenths affectation and self-delusion. He is not actually happy when free; he is uncomfortable, a bit alarmed, and intolerably lonely. Liberty is not a thing for the great masses of men. It is the exclusive possession of a small minority, like knowledge, courage and honour. It takes a special sort of man to appreciate and enjoy liberty. It is only the exceptional man who can even stand it. . . . The average man doesn’t want to be free; he merely wants to be safe.

She Sings of the Flowers of Her Garden

By Margaret Lane

THESE are yours: the marigolds, Bitter-scented, good to see; Four-o’clock and lavender, Rose and rosemary.

The spiderwort I found afield, The foxglove from the hill,— They bloom in tended plots for you, Though the wild bees haunt them still.

Yours the proud flowers along the paths, The shy flowers under the wall— But mine, mine, the gray-leaved verbena That has never bloomed at all.

THERE is one job never finished. No matter how much of a fool a woman makes out of a man, there is always another woman able to come along and carry on the good work.

THE trouble is not with the idols men worship, but with the altars upon which they are placed and the temples in which they are enshrined.
The Dance-Hall at Unigenitus

By Vincent O'Sullivan

I

The steamer in which I took passage for England from New York, in the middle of July, 1916, was slow and many years old, and not very big. She carried about as many passengers as she could hold. A great number of these were Englishmen, or at least British subjects, who had come to realize in their far colonies that their country wanted all the men she could get. There were also some French and Belgians, and a fair number of Americans.

A medley of costumes could be seen on deck in the daytime. The picturesque garb of planters and cowboys mingled with the Army and Navy uniforms of different nations and the costumes of the nurses and other Red Cross workers. There were also a few men in mufti who were going to the war countries on one pretense or purpose or another.

I had a small inside cabin. The only advantage of it was that I had it to myself. Most of the rooms carried two or three or even four passengers. The heat was terrible when we left New York, and it grew worse as the ship took her slow and anxious way on a southerly course. My little room was intolerably stuffy; I had to leave the door wide open all night to catch what air was moving in the stifling darkened ship with all the ports closed.

This being the case, it was unfortunate for me that the cabin just opposite, which opened like mine on a narrow gangway running off the main gangway, was occupied by a particularly noisy pair. At least, one of them was noisy. The first morning out I was awakened about five o'clock by a man shouting at the top of his voice in what I took at first to be London Cockney. It turned out to be the "wailer" accent of Australia.

"What are you layin' there for? Why don't you get up? You don't seem to know there's a war on. All you think about is your own bloomin' hide! Who are you anyway? You're nobody. You're only a rotten kid."

The other mumbled something I could not catch.

"That's it," sputtered the Australian. "There you go! Wakin' everybody up. What right have you got to 'ave an opinion on anything? D'ye hear me? On anything. You're only a rotten kid."

"I know it," replied quite a well-bred English voice.

I wondered to hear him take the other man's insults so meekly; I supposed that whatever difference in class their voices denoted, they must be very intimate. I found later that they had never seen each other till they met in the uneasy cabin where fate had thrown them together for the voyage.

"Has your razor got a decent blade?" asked the cultivated voice.

"You won't get my razor, my boy. You're too lazy to strop your own. My word, I'll teach you somethin' before this voyage is over. God bli'me, I'll make you sit up, see if I don't."

And the Australian went off singing loud (about five in the morning, mind you)—

"It's the wrong wrong way to tickle Mary."

It's the wrong way, you know."
That Australian was really too bad. Every night, when at last between twelve and one I gathered enough resolution to descend from the breathless deck into the choking hull, there he would be in his bunk sweating and snoring. And just as I was dropping asleep, he would be getting up for the day, and the tirades against his roommate would begin. He was a pursy, red-faced little man, and carried in the daytime a uniform which I could not identify. He belonged to some vague military corps or fire-brigade in Australia.

I was at a stand before the roommate’s patience and long-suffering. There was something baffling, and at last, for me, a dull irritation in such platitude. He did not even take refuge in the irony which is often your Englishman’s way with a man he has too much contempt for to fight.

Now and then when the Australian, after being particularly trying, decided to go on deck, I could hear the other mutter: “Blighter!” under his breath. That was all.

I began to observe him with some curiosity. He was a tall young man who did not look as if he had yet taken his final shape—as if he was “set,” as the phrase is. I took him to be about twenty, but when I came to know him he told me he was twenty-six.

He was not at all spruce; he always looked as if he had tumbled out of bed and had neglected to wash, though, as a matter of fact he spent a long time every day in the bathroom. It was one of the complaints of the Australian who accused him of monopolizing the bath. His skin had that kind of paleness or muddiness which no exercise or sharp air can colour; he always went about bareheaded, and his shock of hair was never properly brushed. He wore a blue cricket blazer with the arms of some Cambridge college embroidered on the pocket. The sleeves of this were too short, and from them hung his big clumsy hands and wrists. His white trousers were also too short and showed tan socks covering thick ankles and huge feet.

For all that, he looked as if he might be good at games; if you saw him lounging down from some pavilion to bat at cricket you would have confidence in his prowess. A certain number of youths just like him may be seen any normal year at Oxford or Cambridge, and somehow or other they always suggest that their career there will end in a scrape—they will get entangled in some network which will trip them up, not out of any viciousness, but through mere slackness and want of prudence.

And in fact Barrage—Arthur Barrage his name was—did let me know that his career at King’s college, Cambridge, had come to an undesirable end not very long after he had gone there from one of the big schools—Repton, I think.

At lunch time the third day out, our doors being wide open, he had called over from his cabin to mine some new instructions which had just been posted about life-belts. We had then strolled down together to the saloon, and after lunch again we had some desultory talk. I happened to know the part of Somerset—the Quantock neighborhood—he came from, and this made the basis of such talk as we had, which was very little. He had got attached to a party, two British officers and a nurse, who played bridge most of the time. The little Irish nurse, who was good-looking, used to bully him dreadfully.

“Of course, if you don’t want to play . . .”

“I do want to play,” Barrage would answer in his abstracted way.

“Well, why can’t you come in time then?”

And he did seem to want to play and to be around with them—a somewhat rowdy lot they were—though he gave the impression of a superfluous unhappy hanger-on clinging to the skirts and coat-tails of people who would not miss him much if he dropped off.

I began to think he was in love with the nurse; he forced himself so
obviously and persistently on her when she was talking to some other man. She showed him, too, some attention which might at a push be taken for a version of tenderness: finding him untidy, she often set him to rights, pulled up his coat-collar, tied his tie, grumbling, to be sure, all the time she was doing it, calling him “a clumsy brute.”

II

The voyage got more and more dismal and uncomfortable. The heat day and night was crushing. In the evening, after dinner, the only alternatives were to sit in an overcrowded and sweltering saloon watching people playing cards, if not with wonderful industry, despite the untoward circumstances, filling in diaries (the diarists were Americans), or to grope about on a pitch dark and slippery deck, littered with gear, where a hot rain was always drizzling.

One night, having stood the saloon as long as I could, I went below about half-past nine to fetch a raincoat from my cabin. When I turned on the electric light it threw a light into the opposite cabin which was unlighted and with the door wide open. Then I saw Barrage.

He was kneeling on the floor by the side of his bunk; his face was pressed down into the bedclothes, and his arms were stretched out above his head. I had made some noise as I entered my room, but the kneeling man never stirred.

It would be hard to express the astonishment with which I watched him there; he seemed so utterly lonely — so young a man withdrawn from all the other passengers in such an attitude of desolation. My first impulse was to speak to him: then I thought that as he had evidently not heard me it might make him uncomfortable to think he had been seen.

Out on the deck explanations came crowding to me.

Perhaps he took drugs; perhaps he was in love with the Irish nurse and sick with jealousy— I had left her playing cards quite happily with two men in the flying corps and another man, a British officer, who was always about with her. Yes, that must be it: calf-love and jealousy. Unless, of course, what that Australian was always girding at him should be true. He was always accusing Barrage of being in a blue funk about submarines. Darker thoughts came to me. Perhaps he had committed some crime out in those lands where he had been . . .

III

The next day was Sunday. While most of the ship was getting ready for the Church service, I sat out on deck in the rain watching the green sullen ocean. Just as the bugle sounded to call the people to church, Barrage came along the deck holding a rug and a pillow which he spread over the chair next to mine and then flopped into it.

We exchanged some casual words. He interested me a little now; I observed him with some curiosity and was readier to talk with him than I had been hitherto. We spoke of the long and tedious voyage, and I said that no doubt he was anxious to get home to England.

He was lighting his pipe.

“No, I’m not particularly anxious.”

He gave a short laugh. “It’s the other way.”

“Well, there can be only one reason for that. Or rather two reasons. Either you have left something behind you are sorry to part from, or you don’t believe in the war.”

“Oh, the war!” said Barrage. “I never give it a thought. That is, I think it’s the best thing for me.”

He paused a moment. “I shan’t much mind if I don’t come alive out of the war.”

What could I say? I was not seeking his confidences—in fact, as they promised to be unpleasant, seeing the condition I had found him in last night, I did not want them. But this remark of his was an obvious bid for a sympa-
thetic listener. You can always tell when people want to tell you their troubles. It is not so much by their words as by their air.

Anyway, Barrage leant back in his chair puffing at his pipe and staring out at the ocean and began to talk, and I had not the courage to stop him. No, I had not the courage. It was plain that he found it an immense relief to speak about it all to a sympathetic listener, to one, at least, who contrived to appear sympathetic. As he went on, his rather weary eyes lit up, and his stuffed bosom seemed to expand, so great was the relief which was there.

He told me what I had guessed, that his university career at Cambridge had been cut short owing to debt, and his father, a landowner in Somerset, at a loss what to do with him, had jumped at an offer to ship him off to Australia. He had had no luck in Australia, or he had not liked it, and he had gradually drifted up to California, after a halt of some months at Hawaii.

"It was not a bad ranch I got on to in California, but I didn't care for it particularly, and I might have gone off eastward if a certain thing had not happened.

"Do you know California? We boys used to go for a round-up now and then to a town on the coast—city, they call it out there—a pretty enough little place as far as scenery goes, called Unigenitus. One of the old Spanish settlements. There was not very much to do there in the way of delights, but after a ranch, you know, any kind of a town is thrilling.

"We used to go to a dance-hall there which was built practically on the beach. You know how those things are all over the States. This one at Unigenitus is like the others at all the seaside places. One side of it was open to the sea; there was a balcony and a lot of chairs on that side. The walls were covered with American flags and flags dangled from the ceiling. It wasn't a very sporty place, or even very lively, compared to what I had seen in Australia. The loud nights were when the boys used to come into town. They would get all boozed up before they arrived, they would bring girls along with them, and sometimes it would end in a fight. Those were the tough nights. But at no time was it a film-drama kind of hall.

"I used to go there and loaf and smoke cigarettes and look out on the sea. One night a girl I had not seen before came up and asked me if I felt lonely. She said she would dance with me if I liked. Now, I can't dance: I am too clumsy: even the few steps that my sisters used to teach me at home I can't do.

"I told her that I couldn't dance. She said that made no difference—she would teach me—she was there for that. If only I had taken her at her word then! I think it would all have been different if I had known how to dance.

"She leaned, or rather half-sat, on a table near my chair and talked a little. She belonged to the place. The proprietor had brought her there lately from Los Angeles, where she had been a movie actress, to be a sort of floor-manager and general introducer. The proprietor, Charley Driscoll, had been in the ring, and did the floor-managing himself on the rough nights.

"I offered her a cigarette and lit it for her.

"'What are you besides American? Italian?' I asked her.

"She laughed and said that the U. S. A. was good enough for her. And I never did find out what her origin was. Her name, Jessie Mortal, told nothing, for it was probably borrowed. She spoke English with some kind of foreign accent which was not altogether American. Perhaps she was Russian. Perhaps she came from New Orleans where there is a lot of French blood, isn't there? Or she may have been Mexican. I don't know.

"The band struck up again and she jumped off the table and went waltzing with her hands on her waist and the
cigarette between her lips on to the middle of the floor. She was caught up, not by a man, but by another girl, and the two fell in with the dance.

"That was the first time I had really looked at her. I can't describe her. I see her now like I see you, but I can't describe her. The ocean out there might be the floor, and this deck the balcony where I was, and God! I see her dancing. She wore a black frock cut rather low in the neck and rather high in the skirt. It was covered with some kind of jet which took the light as she moved.

"You might not call her very pretty; some men out there didn't. She had brown eyes which would look at you steadily, with good-humoured smiling gravity. She took a man seriously, and she made allowances for him—that is what you thought when you looked at her. Perhaps it was right. I suppose her features were irregular, and sometimes she put too much carmine on her lips. What you couldn't help noticing when she was dancing was how well she was built—'harmonized,' the German who led the band called it—and that was just the word. Her trim feet and ankles finished her off perfectly. And I have never seen such dancing. There was gaiety in it and give-away, and yet a kind of dignity, too. The girl she was dancing with didn't dance very well, but she was too good herself for her show to be spoiled by that . . .

"Before long, a time came when I couldn't get her out of my head. You know how it is with a man in lonely places where he has not much chance of meeting women—he gets sentimental about any woman who looks kindly at him.

"It was worse than sentimental with me: I could think of nothing else but Jessie Mortal. I hadn't much money, but whenever I got any I took the long journey to Unigenitus. And there I would hang about till evening, till the dance-hall opened and she appeared. I never met her about the streets in the daytime. I knew the boarding-house she lived in—in a small town you get to know those things easily—and I went there one afternoon after I had drunk too many cocktails. She was out, or they said she was, and that same evening in the dance-hall she made such a row about it that I never dared to go there again. She even threatened to leave the town if I persecuted her, as she called it.

"She wasn't very encouraging. The fact is she didn't care anything about me. I didn't appeal to her. She was much more coming-on with other men than she was with me. There was nothing whatever of the prude or the outraged innocent about her. I used to wish there was. When I was away from Unigenitus, nothing else could I think of but what men she was with and how she was treating them. Besides, there were many things that could happen to her. The men were sometimes rough. It was maddening.

"I carried these thoughts to San Francisco, where I had taken myself to get rid of them. I told Jessie that I was going to San Francisco to look for a job, and she accepted the news with perfect indifference. But I had Jessie with me in San Francisco right enough. She used to come between me and the newspaper I read. If I went to a theater and saw dancing—well, you know, could any of them dance or look like Jessie Mortal?

"Then one day I got a letter from a chap I knew who kept a garage at Unigenitus. He related casually that there had been a row at a dance-hall one night lately. A drunken rancher had thrown an ice-cream soda all over the girl at the soda-fountain, then smashed a few glasses, and then tramped down the room intending to go out. Charley Driscoll was away that evening, the dancers were few and mostly women, and nobody cared to interfere with the man, who looked ugly. They all stayed huddled at the top of the room round the soda-fountain where the girl was crying. Then Jessie Mortal stepped out from the crowd and followed the man down the room.
"If I had a revolver,' she said, 'I'd shoot you.'

"Thereupon the man plucked out his own revolver. 'Shoot me, you —! I'll put daylight through you if you don't talk polite!'

"But Jessie darted in under his arm before he could think, and grabbed the gun. She held it out. 'Now you go back and apologize to that girl and pay for what you've broken.'

"You think the man did it? It would be a nice story of a heroine. He seized hold of her, took back his revolver, and then laid her out with more or less gentleness on the floor, and went out of the dance-hall laughing. The girl at the soda-fountain continued to cry. But Jessie didn't cry. She was very white under her rouge.

"'If ever I meet that loafer I'll kill him,' she said.

"When I had read that, I packed my trunk and went back to Unigenitus.

"In the dance-hall, the night I returned, she never came near me. I don't know whether it was on purpose or not.

"However, I sat there stubbornly till everybody had gone. Even then she didn't seem in any hurry to speak to me. But I called her, and she came slowly out on the balcony.

"Nobody was near: Charley Driscoll was in a far corner inside the hall making up his accounts, and the girl at the soda-fountain was getting ready to go home.

"She put both her hands on the little table and bent over it, looking at me sitting deep down in a rocking-chair. We had the table between us. She had a very red flower pinned at the opening of her gown, and another was in her hair.

"She said: 'So you have got back?'

"I answered: 'Yes, I've got back. You brought me back.'

"'I did?'

"'What was that row here the other night? What did that brute do to you?'

"I thought she would burst out with an indignant account of the outrage. Instead, she looked out at the dark sea and the stars—the great throbbing stars you see out there. She had fallen into a revery, and there was half a smile of tenderness hovering in her lips and eyes. So she remained for some little time, thoughtful and smiling like that, and I looking at her in bewilderment. There was no noise but the little waves splashing on the beach.

"'Jessie,' I said in a whisper, 'I know who he is. I'll kill him if you say the word.'

"She shivered, seemed to wake up, and the smile disappeared. She turned on me impatiently.

"'Oh, I didn't mind that one little bit,' she said. 'Forget it, do you hear?'

"'Jessie,' I said miserably, 'I've come to the end of everything but you. Nothing exists for me but you. I can't eat or think or sleep. You know it. I never thought it could be like this. I'd go to the end of hell for you. Jessie—Jessie!'

"I tried to take her hand, but she snatched it away.

"'I don't love you at all,' she said. 'If I did I'd say so. Listen, do you know what's going to happen to you? You're going to have a sickness. Sure as your name. You go to the hotel and go to bed and send for a doctor.'

"With that she ran back into the dance-hall. 'Mr. Driscoll, I'm going home,' she called. 'Wait for me, Mary; I'm coming with you.'

"Then a moment later I heard her voice again. 'Mr. Driscoll, there's a man sitting out on the balcony. He's not well. You ought to take care of him.'

"She was right. It was big, good-natured Charley Driscoll who got me back to the hotel and put me to bed. I had picked up scarlet fever at San Francisco. I was moved to a little cottage on the outskirts of the town, because the ward for infectious cases in the hospital at Unigenitus was a small one, and just then there was no room in it. There was also no nurse to be had, and I suppose I might have died before one had been found if a woman in the
town had not volunteered to nurse me.  

"It was Jessie Mortal. She cut the dance-hall and everything else and spent days and nights in that wretched cottage along with a sick man, listening to his delirium, humouring his fancies, always on the watch, never flagging. Who could do more for love? I can't bear to think of it now: my heart goes out of me when I think of it.

"And yet, when I was convalescent and toddling about for short walks in the sun in secluded places, she told me again she did not love me. I asked her to marry me; I said I would bring her home to England to my people and tell them all she had done for me. But she would have none of it. She wouldn't allow that she had done anything out of the common. She went as far as to say that she would do as much for other men in the town—'if they had made themselves as much of a nuisance to me as you have,' she added. It may be hard to believe, but I never even kissed her. I kissed her hand a few times—that's all. She wouldn't let me do even that often.

"When I was really mending, the doctor told me to go somewhere for change of air. I hadn't the funds to go out of the State. I decided to go to Pasadena, and I asked Jessie to come with me.

"'Never in this world,' she said. 'When I'm disinfected, and the doctor allows me, I'm going back to Charley Driscoll's. That's where my heart is.'

"She put her hand on my arm. 'Never mind: you'll find a lot of nice girls down there, even if you are a big stupid Englishman.'

"With that I took a piece of paper out of my pocket and rather absurdly I wrote on it some old words which I had kept in my head from the time I used to hear them in the chapel at school. I wrote them out and shoved the paper over to her. These were the words: 'My step hath turned out of the way, and my heart walked after mine eyes.'

"'That is me,' I said.

"I thought she would laugh, but she didn't.

"She looked at the paper long enough to read the words over three or four times, frowned in a puzzled way, coloured a little, and then folded up the paper and kept it.

IV

"I spent a tedious, lonely month at Pasadena, hating to be there. The evening I came back to Unigenitus I thought myself in Heaven.

"After dinner, of course, I went over to the dance-hall. From the place where you pay your admission you have the whole floor in front of you. Something was going on. The people had formed a circle, and in the midst a man and a woman were dancing. The woman was Jessie. The man was the same man who had thrown her on the floor. He was a very good-looking chap—a man whose name was Caro. He had—look here, I can tell you who he was just like. Have you noticed Plater, that Captain in the Borderers who plays cards with us?"

Barrage, who had been gazing before him while he was talking in a kind of hallucination, as if he saw what he related, now turned and looked at me.

Yes, I had noticed the man he spoke of. He was one of those young Englishmen who have appeared since the war, whose social position it is hard to fix once they are in uniform. They go everywhere, they speak in educated voices, they have an unruffled demeanour. They are found in the most expensive hotels and restaurants just as much at ease, and with much more engaging airs and manners than the advertised millionaires, young or old. Sometimes they turn out to have been in extremely moderate positions before the war.

Plater was a man of this kind. Superficially, he had all the marks of the well-bred Englishman, and yet, to one well acquainted with the type, there was an indefinable shade of dif-
ference. Perhaps he was a little too assured, a little too insolent. Old Barraige seemed to me to be much nearer the real thing.

But no woman would look at Barraige while Plater was by. He was perhaps the handsomest man I have ever seen. He was a little above middle size, extremely graceful and lithe, with dark hair and eyes and a little dark moustache. His hazel eyes were fine, with a sort of humid brightness in them; but they were faithless and sometimes cunning. There was an irresistible seduction about him which he exercised without apparently trying to do so. He was a man I would not trust five yards out of my sight, but if I had been a woman I should have ruined myself for Captain Plater.

"Yes, I know him," I said to Barraige. "There's a man of fine favour and shape, if you like."

I could not help a glance over Barraige. What chance could he ever have if his rival looked like that?

He sighed heavily.

"Good God! Do you think Plater handsome, too? Frank Caro was even better than Plater, or the clothes he wore showed him off better. He danced wonderfully. They were dancing a kind of tango, indecent and abandoned, and Jessie was putting her heart into it. Her face was flushed, and she half smiled, and looked as if she would have laughed outright for very joy if it had not been for the tension . . ."

"'She's clean gone on that feller,' said Charley Driscoll, who had come out of his box to watch the show. 'And to think he knocked her down on the planks here, it's not three months ago. Oh, women, women!"

"I went away from the dance-hall and back to the hotel and lay awake all night.

"After lounging about all the next morning in the bar of the hotel, I made up my mind to go and see Jessie. She had often forbidden me to see her elsewhere than at the dance-hall, and I knew it would be all over with me if she happened to take it badly. But I was desperate; it was neck or nothing.

"She no longer lived at the boarding-house. She had taken a flat in a new street in which as yet there were only three houses, and the rest building-lots with real-estate men's signboards. It was up-hill, above the town. When I got there about three o'clock of a hot, sunny afternoon, I found the door of the house standing wide open, and some children who were playing there told me her flat was on the third floor.

"The only door which opened on the landing of the third floor was half open. There was a card up to say the bell was broken. I went into the passage. At the end of the passage I saw a bedroom. The foot of the bed was nearest to me. A man was lying crosswise on the bed, his arm hung over the end rail, and a cigarette was smoking in his fingers. I could only see this arm and hand, and his high boots resting on the floor, and the knees of his riding-breeches. But I recognized the big checks. It was Caro!

"The reason I could not see him altogether was that Jessie Mortal stood between me and the bed. Her back was turned. Her shoulders and arms were bare, and she seemed to be doing her hair.

"I made a movement, and she turned round, still with her arms above her head, without any alarm, with just a look of inquiry. But the moment she recognized me her face changed to fury—yes, hate and fury. She never said a word: she swung out her arm and pointed to the door. I knew as well as if she had spoken what it was: she did not want Caro to see me there. Standing with one hand on her hair, and the other white arm outstretched, and her whole face on fire with rage and also with dread—that is the last I saw of her—that is how I saw her last . . ."

For some time my people had been writing me chiding letters calling me a slacker because I had not gone home for the war. There was nothing to keep me now. I was drunk all the week before I started. But I never
went near the dance-hall—or at least, if I remember right, I did once, and heard Jessie tell them that I shouldn't be admitted as I wasn't sober. But that may have been a dream. It was a chum, one of the bartenders at the hotel, who finally put me on the train. And here I am."

The passengers had come out from the church-service and were walking the deck.

Barrage bent forward with his head in his hands. I felt rather sorry for him.

"I suppose your Jessie is happy with that man?" I said.

"I don't know. Somebody said he knocked her about. How I hate him! Why I didn't kill him before I left, beats me. I believe she might have married me after all if he hadn't taken her. God, how I hate him!"

V

Monday and Tuesday the heat became intense. There was little sun, but a continental mist and the dense rain. On the oily sea great patches of seaweed floated. Some of the passengers became morbid about floating mines and submarines. The greatest part gave up all vanity of appearance, and sprawled about listlessly, or unhappily dozed. The ship was taking a very southerly course and going slow.

On these days I only spoke to Barrage once.

I met him on the stairs before lunch on Tuesday, he coming up and I going down.

He said he had been to Plater's cabin to fetch a pack of cards.

"He's got a ripping cabin all to himself on the same deck as ours. Lucky brute!"

It was quite in keeping with the rest of the treatment inflicted on him by his particular party that they made him run their messages for them. The Australian, too, bullied him worse every morning, and he took it without complaint. The base of the Australian's vituperations was that Barrage was in a funk about U-boats. No doubt he was in a funk himself and was shouting to keep up his courage.

"That man in your room is very noisy," I said now. "He wakes me up. Why don't you squelch him?"

"Oh, he's a bounder," said Barrage, and left it there.

I, too, left it there. I took no interest in Barrage. His story only moved me to a vague pity. So many lovers have suffered from the preferred rival since the world began! And Barrage was a destined victim. Even an ordinary man—the Australian, for instance—could cut him out with a woman; what could he do against a man who looked like Plater?

I thought with a certain complacency upon the rightness of my estimate. He had indeed done all the things I had inferred from his type, and he was ready to ruin himself for a girl in a dance-hall who did not want him.

"If she had held up her little finger," I thought, "he would never have gone near the war."

On Tuesday night I stayed on deck till half past twelve. Then, reluctantly, I went below. I saw that Barrage and the Australian were both in bed. They were disputing from bunk to bunk about something—the best grease for brown boots, I remember—but they soon fell silent.

I had to leave my door wide open or smother, and the noise of their snoring came across the narrow passage. The ship's bell had been suppressed; from time to time I read the hour on my watch by the advantage of an electric flash. Half-past one; and then the next time I looked it was seventeen minutes past two. Just after that, I heard a low moaning sound from the opposite room, and then, in the dim light of the passage, I perceived the tall form of Barrage pass quickly.

I concluded that he had found his room unbearable and had gone to finish the night on deck. I thought of doing the same myself. I lay there deliberating about five minutes, I suppose,—I do not think it was less, but it might
have been more. Then Barrage passed the door again. I thought that the ship's guard had turned him back, and I got out of bed meaning to ask him.

His cabin was quite dark. I turned on my own light. It was dim and threw a dim light into the opposite room.

I saw Barrage standing there in his pajamas facing me. He was holding his hands before him limply, and he was looking down at his hands. He never saw me.

I thought of calling out to him, but he looked so odd and uncanny standing there like that in the dead hour of the night that I refrained. I could just make out the red face of the Australian lying on his back, fast asleep. All this could only have been half a minute, and even as I looked Barrage fell over on his bunk.

I put out my light and tried to sleep.

VI

Travelers know how rumors get about when anything has happened on shipboard. Nobody says anything that can be traced to anyone having authority, and yet there is a sensation of something in the air, and not a few appear to know something.

On Wednesday morning, about an hour before lunch, I had this sensation. People talked together in low voices, in groups of three or four, and broke off. I began to wonder whether anything had happened to the ship.

My neighbors at table were a tea-planter from Kandy and his wife, whom he was taking back to England. She was a pleasant, talkative woman, very full of the importance of the events of her long journey, as one who could not get over her surprise that her life had turned out so incidental. And it was she who blurted out as I took my place:

"Have you heard of the murder?"
I stared at her, thinking the great heat had stolen her wits. But there was a "hush!" from several people.
Her husband said lamely:

"Nobody knows what happened."

It appeared that their cabin adjoined the cabin of Captain Plater, who had been found dead in his room. They had heard some gossip from the steward. But the story was not encouraged. Another lady said that she had heard positively from the purser that Captain Plater had died in a fit.

After lunch, I spoke to an American journalist I knew who would be sure to have information if anybody had.

"Nothing wrong has happened," he said. "It was a natural death. But I can't get details. They aren't giving anything out."

I looked for the dead man's party. They were sitting together. The nurse looked white and dejected. Barrage sat with his head in his hands.

I knew the ship's surgeon; I had made a voyage with him before, and I knew some friends of his in England.

About half-past four I went down to his cabin.

"Yes, it was a murder," he said, "But I'm telling you confidentially—don't let it get round. The company doesn't want anything like that. For the present we'll say it was a fit. We shall have a service and put him overboard."

"But how was it done?" I asked.

"Isn't there some mistake?"

"Mistake? No. I don't make mistakes about such matters. Somebody went into his cabin when he was asleep and throttled him—choked him to death. His head was on the floor. What puzzles me is the strength and persistence it took to do it. It was more like a beast than a man. And then, why was it done? There doesn't seem to be anybody in the ship that he knew—before he came aboard. He was only in the States three weeks. I'll tell you what it is—there must be a German spy aboard here. That's the only way to account for it. But even so, why should he single out Plater? There are a good deal more important officers than Plater on the ship."

He got up and moved about the cabin distressfully.
"It's a beastly mess—a damned beastly mess," he repeated. "Well, God forgive us all."

The funeral was at six. Captain Plater's comely body—already how changed, alas!—passed away in a wall of fog.

After it was over, I stood on the main deck leaning on the rail. It was inexpressibly dreary. The damp seawrack came in gusts; the ship crept between the grey walls. They did not want to use the fog-horn, but they were obliged to as the lesser of two evils, and every now and then it bellowed over the waste of waters.

As I stood there, a man came up and stood by me.

It was Barrage, bare-headed as usual, and smoking a pipe.

"Were you at the funeral?" I asked.

"Yes. Frightfully solemn, especially when you know the chap. That was funny about Plater. They say he had a fit. He seemed quite healthy. I'm sorry. He was an awfully decent chap." There was a pause, and then he went on again.

"I had the rummiest dream last night. Nightmare, I suppose it was. You know that dance-hall at Unigenitus I told you about? I thought I was there in the evening, on the balcony by the side of the sea. Jessie came out there. She pointed to her face and said: 'See what he's given me this time!' There was a bruise on her cheek. I looked into the hall. Frank Caro was talking with another girl. I went across the floor and caught hold of him."

"Killed him?"

"Yes; strangled him." Barrage gave a short laugh. "I rather enjoy the thought of it. When I heard about poor Plater to-day, it all came back to me. You know I never could look at him without thinking of Caro."

He held them out—thick strong fingers they were—and worked them up and down.

The fog-horn boomed dismally, and the wreaths of fog came about the ship denser.

When the noise had ceased, I said:

"I shouldn't think about it, if I were you. Especially, I shouldn't talk about it."

"Oh, I don't. I hope you didn't mind my telling you like that on Sunday. I feel better since I told you. I wanted to talk about it just once so as to get it all before me. You looked as if you would understand."

VII

For the rest of the voyage Barrage and I did not come together except just to nod when we passed on deck. The last night, as we were entering the Mersey, leave was given to have a little music. This took the shape of a piano and fiddle played by two soldiers. They gave us the popular airs of London and New York.

At about half-past nine I went below. As I entered my cabin I saw Barrage as I had seen him once before—kneeling by the side of the bed, with his arms out and his face buried in the pillow.

I was not anxious to speak to him; but he seemed so desolate, so heavy-hearted down here in this empty part of the ship, cut off from the other passengers, that I had a movement of pity.

"Are you ill?"

He raised his face. It was wet with tears. "Do you hear that?"

He meant the music, which came to us rather faintly down here.

"That is what they were playing the night I saw her dancing with Frank Caro, the night he took her from me."

I was near the end of my patience with his obsession, his love-madness. Had he nothing better to think of than a woman who had thrown him over?

But I said:
“Never mind. You will hear from her again. Women never leave you except when you want them. Perhaps she has left him by this time.”

He knelt up straight on his knees.

“How do you know?” I muttered.

“Him? He’s dead.”

I knew it was absurd, but I was awe-stricken. I must have gone quite pale.

“I don’t know how I know,” he said; “but I do know.”

VIII

BARRAGE was killed early in 1917. I saw his name in the British casualty list.

Not very long before this, I had to go and see a Californian who was connected with an American ambulance service. He was out, and while I was waiting for him I took up some of the Californian papers which were on his table. In one of them, several months old, my eyes lighted on a sensational heading: “Death in the Ball-Room. Man Strikes Sweetheart, Then Falls Dead.”

It related in a dramatic and highly coloured way how a half-drunken man in a dance-hall in a small town on the coast had drawn his revolver on a girl employed there, threatening to shoot her, and had then struck her in the face with the butt-end of it. It was quite early in the evening, between seven and eight, and there were only a few people scattered about the hall. As soon as they saw what was doing, they ran up to seize the man; but before they could reach him he collapsed on the floor and died. The doctor said the cause of his death was strangulation.

Now the name of the place was Unigenitus, and it was the dance-hall there. The name of the man was Frank Caro and the woman’s name was Jessie Mortal. The date was the evening before the morning in July that Captain Plater had been found dead, and the hour, making allowance for the difference of time, was about the hour when I saw Barrage standing in his cabin looking down at his hands.

I scanned the newspapers on the table eagerly, and from one a few days later in date I learned that the woman had committed suicide. A strange detail was that they found she had sewn in her dress (as a sort of talisman, the reporter thought) a little satin bag that held a paper on which was written these words: “My step hath turned out of the way, and my heart walked after mine eyes.”

INTELLIGENCE is the determination to avoid women. Wisdom is the subsequent recognition of the futility of such determination.

IN seeking respect a man pretends he is something he isn’t, while a woman pretends she isn’t something that she is.

THE proper way to kiss a girl is, in the interest of novelty, in a different way from the last man who kissed her.
Little Scenarios

By Benjamin De Casseres

I

Economics

A SOCIALIST and an Individualist sit late into the night in a Fourteenth street restaurant arguing excitedly.
The Socialist has his mouth full of mush and the Individualist has a pickle in his mouth.
A man rises lightly from a table in back of them and pinches both of their overcoats.

II

Government

The Board of Aldermen is in a solemn discussion over changing the license fee to carry a pistol from $2.00 to $2.25.
The Board of Estimate in the next room is voting $400,000,000 in new building contracts.
The Mayor sits in his private office between the two dictating a letter to the Commissioner of Licenses on the rights of peanut vendors.

III

God

She trips along on French heels.
A man passes her with waterlogged, heelless shoes.
The pavement remains impersonal, neutral.

IV

The Onlooker

His soul bubbled in the champagne of her beauty.
Her soul aviated with him to the heights of his Olympian intellect.
The teeth of their ten-year-old are in a hideous condition.

V

Crowds

A great crowd of stars swarms through the streets of Space.
A great crowd of people swarms the streets of Paris, London and New York.
A great crowd of cells swarm through the brain of a poet looking at the other swarms and gives them meaning and beauty.

VI
Strata

At the top of the Woolworth Tower stands the Prince looking at the greater city.
At the base of the Tower, in Broadway, a panhandler is plying his trade.
Between the two, in the eighteenth story, a man sits at his desk and writes an advertisement about his New Hampshire diamond mine.

VII
Peace

He lounges in her luxurious boudoir and yawns about the inroads of Bolshevism over a fifty-cent cigarette.
She is lacing her scented body for the evening in the Diamond Horseshoe.
Under their window a boy yelps an extra about five deputy sheriffs and eight strikers dead in a riot.

Why I Follow So

By Harold Cook

LOVE is a young man
And a good brother,
Walking with me everywhere
And with no other.

Ah, he does not know yet
Why I follow so—
He was in an old dream
Dreamed long ago.

IT'S always so pleasant to teach a beautiful girl anything. They learn so slowly.
Sheep-Face

By Stephen Ta Van

FLEURETTE has fallen asleep.

She has the knack, common among professional beauties, of sleeping gracefully, and as she lies on the chaise-longue she seems still to be posing, consciously yet with little apparent effort. The lines of her astoundingly lovely face—a face celebrated a few seasons ago in the fashion shows and flesh bazaars—are scarcely relaxed. There is even a trace of the simper which flattery, the caricaturist, has sketched. Her slender body, long like a boy’s, lifts the thin covering in a haunting curve.

She is at rest: a beautiful woman obviously vain, indolent, selfish; fundamentally good-tempered, capable of passion, not ungenerous at times; eager for choice foods, good Burgundy, fine clothes, the kisses of the man of the season. Failing to grant her fastidiousness, one would do her an injustice; she is not gross. Granting her constancy of courage, one would deny one’s own intelligence. These lacks and leanings are characteristic of the type which, solacing and mocking me time and again, like an elusive refrain, has helped to shape my life. I call it Sheep-Face arbitrarily, because the name seems to me, for some reason that I cannot clearly explain, to fit the type.

I am sitting cross-legged on one of the swollen armchairs, unholstered almost to the bursting-point, that abound in our best hotels. Lured by the silence, my ego comes forth to contemplate—the ego which is the essential Me, and of which the Ta Van who flourishes efficiently by day as the Company’s promotion man is but one product.

It is no longer a boy’s, my ego. It does not change from hour to hour, becoming in turn Caligula, an ascetic, a malefactor hung in an iron cage against a wall, a lover kind and true, a monkey hunting fleas in the sun, a Don Quixote, a fugitive before ancestral chariot-wheels, an artist, a grave-digger. The prophet and the poet that were in me died long ago, the one smothered by a sense of humour, the other a suicide inglorious but none too mute.

Yet to a degree I am still mobile, still untouched by the atrophy which is Age. Essentially I am young. Three influences have kept youth in me through many stormy passages: the first, ambition—the will to express myself; the second, an invincible curiosity, the desire to see and to dissect; the third, Sheep-Face.

Being both old and young yet strictly neither, I may go lightly, without sentimentality or fear, to meet the coming crisis, the parting of the ways, Fleurette’s and mine, which is imminent. It is hard to renounce a mistress whom one has loved, but one should do it philosophically. Passion will no more remain for a prayer than it will come at an order, and every love-affair has its definite conclusion. We may try to prolong it, may strive to deceive ourselves like the moribund who denies death until it rattles in his windpipe, but soon or late we must yield. Better to direct a decent funeral than to be left with a mouldering corpse.

Of course Fleurette has vowed with tears that she loves me more than ever, that she will never leave me. She pretended to herself as well as to me that she was speaking the truth, but I saw withdrawal in her dark eyes, felt it in
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her hands, long and white like large pale flowers, as we sat this evening in the Park, watching the lights of the fleet, anchored in the Hudson, search the sky in gigantic arcs. Lately she has had a return of her sullen moods. I know that she is yielding to her love of change, and to her longing—to which she adds by self-dramatization—to see her daughter.

In the background there is the instinctive canniness of the female. For us who have been together many months, who are still fond of each other, the inevitable end is near. She must think of supplies. Perhaps she is planning in that queer way of hers, half impulsive and half design, one of her periodical reconciliations, or semi-reconciliations, with her husband. Maybe it is a new gallant; for some weeks a young aviator has hovered in the offing.

In any case, she will have a story plausible in her own ears, will be convinced of her own rectitude and sincerity. And who would have it otherwise? The last thing that one should wish for so beautiful a woman, and one so sure of unhappiness when beauty fades, is remorse. When the day of her departure comes—when I find her gone without message or address—I shall wish her nothing but good luck; and if in the gray days of her distant future she sends to me for money, I shall give it if I have it.

I could not have taken such a position a while ago. Yet nearly twenty years ago (Good God! is it possible that my love-life has lasted as long as that?) the lesson was taught me if I had had sense enough to learn it. From Fleurette my thoughts go back to Linda, the first sheep-face.

I am in St. Petersburg, Florida—not the cafeterial paradise of the Idle Stupid that it is today, but a lonely village in the sand, where few went and fewer stayed. I see the bungalow close to Tampa Bay, and the line of pelicans streaming with silly regularity athwart a painted sky. I am standing with Linda in the doorway, looking across the verandah at the launch that carries her husband out over the shining water. Her hand, beringed and with short, highly polished nails, is on my shoulder, my arm is lightly around her. Thinking of the moment when I shall kiss her lips, I ask with the tactfulness of nineteen:

"Were you ever in love with Jack?"

She is silent a moment, then answers slowly:

"I suppose that I was as much in love with him as a girl can be with a man."

"Then why ... ?"

"My dearest Steve, no woman stays in love with a man more than a couple of years. Men are too stupid, and we are too changeable. . . . Now kiss me, I may not want you to tomorrow."

There you have blonde Linda, painted by herself. Into my affair with her I might have looked as into a crystal, and seen a miniature of the future, and a warning. But I had learned love from novels, and took Linda seriously, believing in her against herself. When she dismissed me I rebelled. She tried to help me out easily by staging a parting scene. I see it now—a rainy day in Tampa, with water streaming down the windows of a cab permeated by the dank and deadly odour common to all the aged cabs in the world in wet weather.

Linda was tender and sad, a heroine determined to renounce her young lover for the good of Society. She played the part only too well. Instead of spouting an adaptation of Sydney Carton from the cab steps and disappearing with graceful finality, I pleaded and besought. Poor Linda! She must have been terribly bored. She showed a good deal of control over a temper naturally sharp. Not until I exceeded all bounds by calling on her the next summer in the North did she tell me clearly how she felt, and even then I was too vain and stupid to understand. I still pictured her as the Ladye of Romance, from whom a cruel fate separated me. The knowledge that I should have gained from the experience passed me...
by, and my pricked vanity healed as
time blurred the memory.

II

I married early. As I look back it
seems astonishing that my wife and I
got on so well. I remember commit­
ting most of the cardinal matrimonial
blunders that are so much more deadly
than the listed sins. I persisted in ar­
guing with Ruth as if she had been a
man, and in expecting her to act in
what Reason (mine) said was a ra­
tional manner.

She must have made a remarkable
effort to meet the requirements, for I
did not suspect how feminine she really
was until after she had left me. We
lived together eight years, and though
we were friends as well as lovers, I
misunderstood her as completely in the
eighth year as in the first.

Toward the end of the eighth came
the cause of our parting, the super­
sheep-face, little Eve.

It is easy to describe a woman over
whom one holds the advantage; but to
define the charm of her by whom one
has been overcome is hard. It is an
elusive quality, often non-existent to
others, inexplicable to one’s self. The
Eve of today is no more to me than a
woman I once knew intimately, and
feel kindly toward for that reason. Her
magic is gone. But as I write her name—
unwritten now for a long time—I am
caught by a ghost of the thrill that
used to shake me when I saw her. She
was the one woman, the focus of all
desire. He who has known that kind
of love does not forget it, no matter
how his feeling for the woman herself
may have changed.

She was introduced to me as the
prospective leading lady of an amateur
play which I was to coach, for the la­
dies of some society or other in the
ancient town of Tearle. I saw a girl
of twenty, blonde, with brown eyes
which showed a line of white beneath
the pupil when the gaze was level. She
had beautiful hands and a beautiful fig­
ure. Her manner was cleverly flashy.

She took a good deal of trouble with
me, being in a receptive mood on ac­
count of an engagement lately broken.
I was her man, almost from the begin­
ning.

Our love affair progressed through
the following spring. The play was a
melancholy thing, and when its totter­
ing skeleton could no longer be upheld
I produced another, in which I played
opposite Eve. It was while working
up a scene that I first kissed her—a
Paolo-and-Francesca paraphrase; for
that evening we rehearsed no more.
She cried and spoke of her parents, and
I assured her of the seriousness of my
love, and went home drunk with the
sweetness of her.

That summer was wonderful. By
day I had to work, but the nights
seemed made for dancing and sailing
and long rides to some far inn. Some­
times it was a party, often we went
alone. A hundred miles of moonlit
countryside were ours, and if we spent
one evening on the beach at Point o’
Rocks, on the next we dined late at
Counterfeitters’ Castle, at the head of a
lake far inland, drifting back when the
mist lay thick on the meadows, and in
the woods along the lake’s edge the
wild fragrance of midnight hung heavy.

So vivid were the impressions of that
time, and so completely was I under
little Eve’s spell, that today I cannot
hear with indifference certain airs they
used to play for dancing at the Castle,
or see an August moon shining down
on water without remembering the
witch-moon of that year.

Of course there was a struggle. We
argued yea and nay interminably, hold­
ing each other’s hands, and quarreled,
and made up. But each knew in secret,
from the beginning, that there was only
one answer. In spirit we were lovers
the second time we met. In actual fact
we had come to an understanding three
months before my wife finally decided
to leave me.

I doubt if Eve believed that Ruth
would really go, or going, would re­
main away. She loved to play with
danger, and the luring of a man away
from his wife fed fat her vanity. I had a strong attraction for her, and she often thought that she wanted to marry me; but the scandal that was let loose by my wife's actual exit frightened her badly. Also it was characteristic of her type that having won definitely, she should feel a reaction. The man whom she could have at will was not so valuable as the one concerning whose possession there was a lingering question.

The wonder is that she stood by me so long—especially in view of the accident which resulted in a complete physical and nervous breakdown, laying me flat for seven months. She began to cheat very soon, and before long, made reckless by my helplessness, had spun a wide web of deceit. With health, I could have held her interest for a time; sick, I was merely able to detect her lies, after suspicion had wakened.

The period that followed was ghastly. Little by little every vestige of belief in her vanished, and my world, distorted by physical pain almost beyond endurance, became a cavern of nightmares. Gradually the knowledge was forced on me that I gave every appearance of a broken prospect—a man not only without visible business assets, but shorn by weakness of all personal attraction for the charming, predatory, illogical, deadly, soft-and-hard female of the species. Finally I heard from Eve the bitterest speech that a woman can make to a man: she was tired of me. Health, beauty and victory gleamed insolently in her eyes, and when I mentioned other men she didn't deny the impeachment.

III

A recital of the tedious steps by which I climbed up from the slough would be neither interesting nor essential to this story, which is of Sheep-Face. My ego saved me—the will to win and the desire to learn: the raw core of strength that in the ultimate test wins or is crushed. I came up by a devious path, battling always against the indifferrence of persons and events, which invariably presents itself to the sick man as active hostility.

By degrees I learned to be a comedian, to see and offer the ironic side. I couldn't pretend that life was sugary, but I could see its comedy, and my temperament became a screen, through which life came to me ironically. My ironic viewpoint, softened and developed, made me interesting—a sort of Yorick cheerfully rolling his own skull on the edge of the grave. It is now supported by enough health to give strength. I have a fair equipment for success, after much floundering; and one of the first signs of progress that I noted was the power occasionally to attract women. Having deserted me in my time of need, Sheep-Face came to aid me when her help was no longer a necessity.

Rose Marie; Mrs. Renauld; Hazel, Queen of the Backwoods Stage; Enid, sixth of seven alliterative sisters whose father was a Pioneer; Pearl, owner of a movie heart; Saving-Face, Mimi and Andrée, allies of the Services of Supply at Tours; Lynde's wife, dead in Demerara; Fleurette the Fair: to each of these, and to others, I owe gratitude for rest and surcease from the grinding of the mill. I think there was no one of them who did not manage to deceive me in part, and none who failed to believe that she deceived me wholly.

It is the weakness of the sheep-face, as it is that of other liars, to underestimate the listener's intelligence. My study of Eve, made in the cold light of disillusionment, after romance fell to pieces and reality showed a sardonic face, enabled me to discount every speech and act of her type-sisters. Since her time I have never put faith in a sheep-face, or made any sacrifice for one except willingly and with full knowledge of its ultimate futility.

The character of the Sheep-Face is two-formed: on the one side a personality unreal, a puffed-up thing of pretty speeches, plumes, stringed music, painted scenery and coloured lights, the cause and result of the self-dramatization in which the owner ceaselessly in-
dulges; on the other, and co-existent, a pawnbroker sharper than any man, hard, practical, merciless, acquisitive, cold. Neither side is one to invite the trust of any save the fool or mild-eyed stranger.

Somewhere between the two there dwells, one supposes, a real unrest, an aspiration, which gives the Sheep-Face an appeal and a mystery, rendering her interesting. One remembers that when Helen, that early sheep-face, walked upon the wall of doomed Troy, the elders sitting there absolved the young Trojans and Achæans from blame for making war because of a woman so beautiful. As to the woman herself, no thought of blaming her crossed their minds, for they were old, and wise, and fortunately ignorant of the banalities of modern Western thought. But what did Helen herself think of the young men and the old, and of the gods who ruled them erratically? There is that other scene, in which she bitterly reviles Paris for his cowardly flight from battle, and then falls into his arms. What did she really think of him and of her destiny?

All of us who have been lovers of a sheep-face have passed through scenes like that—have been reviled and then caressed. Each has his easy explanation that tickles his vanity, but all know its inadequacy. The mystery of what Sheep-Face thinks remains unsolved. She herself cannot tell us, for she does not know, and there is no authoritative interpretation of the strange things she does.

Saving-Face, wife of an architect, sought me as a lover in order to revenge herself on the husband whom she adored, and who was unfaithful. But she took the greatest pains to prevent the object of her vengeance from learning that she had wreaked it.

... The variety is endless. Doubtless in her strange, vague way, Sheep-Face is searching as restlessly for an ideal that will satisfy, as am I. Doubtless, too, if she found it she would be unable to resist the temptation to mar

it and throw it away. That is her real tragedy.

IV

Fleurette stirs in her sleep and becomes quiet again, always gracefully. She cannot forget herself, even in dreams. Her self-centredness has a pathetic quality akin to a child’s, without the child’s ignorance. She covets things beyond her reach, and the things that she reaches break in her hands—the long, slende hands that love instinctively the touch of silk and velvet, and the weight of jewels, as they did in Antioch or Persepolis two thousand years ago. She would be happy if she had a billion dollars to spend, but only for a little while.

It will be hard to let her go. I have for her a real affection, genuine if light. She is an epitome of the type of woman that seems to have been paired with me as a curse and blessing, and that I have loved in my fashion. She is also an individual, to whom I have become so accustomed that in a little while she might threaten to degenerate into a habit. I might begin to love her by the clock or calendar, as most husbands love, instead of by the mood. That would never do for me, or for her. Instinct tells her rightly that the end is near; experience tells me.

Sometimes in the inevitable hours of depression that come to the most obstinate of us, I long for the comfort and peace of a longer and more temperate emotion. Images of a different sort appear: Ruth, whose devotion I threw away on little Eve’s account; Mary Ghaunt, my friend through many a crisis, whose hand I never touched except as a friend.

But when I revert to normal I realize that for me such a longing is a delusion. Unrest is my portion, with only the short intervals of comfort that Sheep-Face can give me, in that strange period between interest and satiety. The personality of the family man was in me once, along with the preacher, the sot, and the manufacturer of toys, but my
Sheep-Face

destiny lay in another direction—and there is no second chance.

Life moves in cycles, but one man’s life is a straight line. We do not “recover” or “repent”; we drop back or progress. We are like the frog in the well in Stacy’s old blue reader; we climb three feet and ‘all back two. Unlike the frog, and more fortunate, we never reach the top and consequent disillusionment. Over us, as we strive, there is always the circle of blue sky, crossed by the green bough with delicate leaves, that sways lightly across the mouth of the well.

Fleurette moves again. She would sleep more easily in the dark. It is not late, nor am I tired. The city’s garden of lights, poppies of the night, is in full bloom. On the Avenue I saw today a woman with a vixen’s face, over summer furs. It touched a chord—something unfinished, an affair not carried out. There was some unusual quality, some intriguing trick or turn of speech. She did not see me, but as she passed I caught a subtle perfume, almost used, I am sure, by some woman I have known. Memory is strange and sometimes brutal...

The woman with the vixen’s face may prove to be a false lead, or uninteresting. But soon or late I shall meet another who will hold my interest for a time, and shall pass through with her a variation of the eternal tragi-comedy, which gives relief from the grinding of the ego, and from the reaction which is the penalty that one pays for the splendid drunkenness of hard work.

Ah, Sheep-Face!

Romance
By John F. Lord

He had been reading knightly romances and grew dissatisfied with the present sordidness of the world. He believed it to be his duty to inject some romance into the daily grind.

On a rainy, muddy day he sallied forth to perform some knightly errand. He beheld a bewitching princess about to step from her limousine upon the dirty pavement. Hastening forward, he spread his fur coat under her dainty feet.

She looked at him in surprise.

“Well, of all the damn fools!” she exclaimed.

The most futile thing in the world is trying to impress the woman whom you care about and who does not care about you that you do not care about her.

Matrimonial news is of three varieties: whether the husband, the wife, or both, were to blame for the divorce.
The Divine Right of Tenors

By Richmond Brooks Barrett

I

"I adore fat people—the sort that were round as balls when they were born and have never lost their baby curves. Of course I dislike people who have grown fat, people who should be thin. Do you understand what I mean?"

"Yes indeed! If I put on fifty pounds, you'd hate me. You love Lorenzetti, though, because he's been a cherub all his life. His stoutness delights you. It rightfully belongs to him, just as his round eyes belong to him."

"Everything in Lorenzetti's life belongs to him—his earnings, his dreadful lady-loves, all these curtain-calls. He doesn't usurp what should lie outside his province. It's a case of divine right with Lorenzetti. If he put on airs, tried an aristocratic pose, we should stop loving him. It's the perfect justice of his claims that makes him so extraordinary, so convincing. I'm sure the newspapers are truthful when they tell us about the girls waiting outside the stage-door for a kiss. I could see myself on that very errand. A kiss from Lorenzetti would be unique; he wouldn't pretend to be honoured; he would let one know right off the true state of affairs. Lorenzetti's so different from you; you're sophisticated, conceited—a man, in other words. Lorenzetti's an immortal baby."

"Oh, Lorenzetti's the greatest person alive—when he's behind the footlights. Once take away the incandescent barrier, however, not to mention that delicious Egyptian armour, and he loses everything but his fearful vulgarity. All barbarians are babies; Lorenzetti's not a bit different from the rest."

The man who had just spoken would have continued his argument, had he not at that moment realized that the woman beside him was not following. She had of a sudden leaned forward in her chair and indulged in an outburst of laughter. Lorenzetti, grasping the yellow curtain with one hand, had at last ventured forth alone on the stage. The audience, perceiving that Aida and Amneris were not bringing up the rear, shrieked out its affection for the rotund Rhadames.

To the crowd at the opera "Aida" meant Lorenzetti; the loudest shouts had therefore been reserved for the moment when Lorenzetti should appear companionless. The tenor toddled now to the footlights, tossed passionate kisses indiscriminately at his admirers, bobbed up and down in a series of abortive curtsies and scampered away. A ripple of mirth followed the absurd retreat.

"Do you really think he's amusing when he acts like that?" Lorenzetti's intolerant critic put the question disdainfully to his companion.

A frankly affectionate smile still played over her mouth as she answered him. "I think he's always delicious," she confessed. "His curtain-calls are like those of all little boys."

"Upon my word, Virginia, you're too fond of Lorenzetti." The man was stern. "You're positively talking rot."

She smiled. "No, I'm really quite sincere. I am tired of people who talk in nice, polished and intelligent sentences. Nothing would tickle me more
than a man like Lorenzetti—all beautiful sound, without an ounce of meaning in it. I think brains are pernicious things; an empty head and a great voice!—I envy the man's lady-loves."

Suddenly she put a hand on her companion's knee and indulged in a few tender pats.

"Please don't worry about me," she begged. "I'm nervous—that’s why I’m talking like this. At tea this afternoon I got engaged to the most intelligent talker in New York. The thought of my future's beginning to scare me. The strain of being a brilliant man's wife will be dreadful—"

"So you've taken Chester Bank at last—after all these years of silly hesitation? Ah, Virginia, I’m so happy—for him and for you."

"Thank you," she said and, sighing, put a queer question:

"Do people continue to converse after they're married?" she asked.

II

JOHN BURDEN never forgot the perverse words of his niece at the opera that night. Five years later they took on a new significance.

Disconcerting rumours had got abroad in regard to the domestic relations of the Chester Banks; bidden to dinner one night by Virginia, Burden found himself alone at the table with his hostess. Here then was his opportunity; the moment they had settled, in the music-room, to the enjoyment of their after-dinner cigarettes, he would give her a straight talking-to, a real dressing-down.

But she allowed him no opportunity for his carefully planned lecture. While Burden contemplated the fire and drummed his yet unlighted cigarette on his thumb nail, his niece announced:

"My husband and I have agreed to march in opposite directions—did you know it?"

She continued, without a pause,

"We are so sick of each other's intelligence and conversational gifts! But we can't keep still; the minute we meet, we're off at a gallop. We say awfully clever things; we are a witty pair. The strain on our nerves and tempers is incredible, though. It's a case of too much mental stimulation, you see. We season our talks too highly—shake pepper and spices over the commonest topics."

"It would be criminal of you both—separation or divorce or whatever you're planning," Burden told her.

"There never were two people more suited to each other's needs. Really, Virginia, if this marriage of yours goes to smash, I shan't have the slightest patience with you in future—I shan't have the slightest faith in you. I hate people with brains who deliberately throttle their reason in a crisis. You and Chester have irritable scenes, I suppose—as if every couple didn't!—and you refuse to make allowances for each other's weakness. You're absurd, both of you—and you'll ruin your lives, just because you want to hurt each other."

Virginia was cool. "We shan't argue; I wanted to tell you the facts and then go on to something else. It's all settled, anyhow, you know. So let's drop it."

Burden, however, kept coming back to it.

Virginia, with a gay smile, refused each time to answer his questions, until the opportunity for a master coup came her way.

"Is there anyone else, Virginia?"

Burden had pressed.

"Good heavens, no!" she cried. Then, after a short silence, "Unless—"

She broke off, scrutinized her companion archly for a moment and indulged in a soft laugh—"Unless—possibly—Giuseppe Lorenzetti; but of course he wouldn’t have me. Dear Giuseppe!"

She hummed an amorous measure the tenor had made celebrated.

Her uncle's calm retort was rather unexpected.

"It wouldn't surprise me. You
thought you were going to make a great impression with that bit of news, didn't you? Well—marry your tenor if you want to. I'm resigned to anything where you're concerned. Lorenzetti's sly, Virginia. Don't consent to be merely one of his affaires; do insist on the legitimate thing, won't you?"

He was bitter and incisive.

Virginia laughed. "How vulgar; how horrid you are!"

III

The following autumn, the opera opened with Lorenzetti on the stage in the role of des Grieux and with Virginia out front in the vastly more curious role of Madame Lorenzetti. It was brazen of her—this courting of publicity. Of course she had known beforehand that her appearance in the audience would create a sensation; there was no excuse for such a display of herself. Burden, in his mother's box, thanked God neuralgia had stricken the old lady that day.

Virginia, in her orchestra chair, had thrown her uncle a radiant smile—an amazingly unconstrained greeting it was!—the moment he entered the house. She was lovelier than ever and her costume was magnificent. In the past, Virginia had loved simple gowns and austere effects. But tonight! She belonged on the stage—the bright central splash of colour in a riotous pageant; behind footlights she would have been gorgeous enough, God knows, but she might have fitted into the picture. In the orchestra, however, she was devilishly out of place—an operatic figure astray. She did not blend with the people about her; she was like a persistent clash of cymbals in a symphony that should have had serenity for its keynote.

After the first act, Virginia arose, beckoned imperiously to Burden and made her way up the aisle with as little perturbation as if she were strolling along a solitary forest path.

Burden, quite against his will, obeyed her gesture of invitation. They met in the broad space between the staircases. The man could not help flushing hotly, when he perceived that they were the center of a perfect whirlpool of inquisitive people; Virginia, however, was very calm.

"I'm going behind," she informed him. "Don't be afraid—I shan't ask you to come with me. He still sings like an Olympian, doesn't he?" Over the man's shoulder she was watching the eager crowd. "I called you out here, because I wanted you to see me at close range—tonight of all nights. Giuseppe is so nervous; he begged me not to show myself."

She smiled. "The poor man is sensitive—would you believe it? I've been having a beautiful time; I have no more fine feelings than a rhinoceros."

Still surveying the pushing eavesdroppers, she laid a hand on Burden's arm.

"You're as nervous as my husband," she remarked. "I just wanted to tell you this—that I'm quite secure in my vulgar happiness, that the ostracism tickles me. Now go back to your box, you poor timid dear."

Burden would have forced himself to a cordial response—it would have been the only decent course!—but Virginia with a light laugh pushed him gently away from her and, sweeping the round-eyed throng aside, disappeared.

Her orchestra chair remained vacant during the second act.

Burden, watching Lorenzetti in a half-daze, sought manfully to catch in the tenor something of charm, something even of infantile graciousness, that might justify Virginia in her strange choice. He failed to glimpse one physical trait that he could dub attractive. To him the singer seemed merely gross, an animal that made no more pretense than does a hog to human intelligence and self-respect. He was a wallower in mire and cared not a rap who saw him at his rooting and rolling.

Such was poor Burden's verdict; it was but natural, but just, therefore,
that he should become convinced of Virginia's insanity.

As a matter of fact, Lorenzetti was not the dreadful specimen Burden thought him. The typical Anglo-Saxon is incapable of seeing a single good point in a foreigner of the lower classes; and when that foreigner happens to be a professional music-maker, his fellow man's cup of loathing runs over. Witness Macaulay's disgusted comments on Piozzi the fiddler!

Burden, in his mother's box, grew hot with indignation as he watched this Italian trespasser on the family's fair domains. It was for all the world as if a wild boar had invaded an ancestral estate, and as if the creature watched poor Burden slyly as it rubbed its tusks up and down the trunk of one of the choicest trees. Bah—it was sickening!

The tenor, taking a curtain-call alone after the second act, did an appalling thing. With a timid, wistful appeal in his round eyes, he looked straight at Burden; then he struck his fat hands together on his breast and the next moment had thrown a loud kiss right at the other man. Burden gasped and, jumping to his feet, stormed out of the box.

Lorenzetti's salute was like a gadfly's sting. It sent Burden out of the opera house and into the street. As he climbed into his motor, he forged the resolution never again to enter the place on one of the tenor's nights of triumph. Of all spots to suffer ignominy! In the past, the opening night of the opera had been such a polite and pleasant occasion; now! Why, the evening had been simply incredible; and Virginia, the niece he had ever adored, had been responsible for the topsy-turvy farce.

One sorry comfort Burden had: Virginia had fled after the first act; despite her words, the retreat had been precipitate. He did not believe she had joined her husband in the off-stage hurly-burly. No — she must have rushed home.

The morning paper, however, took from him even this balm. Wincing, Burden read of an impromptu love-scene enacted at the stage door. As Lorenzetti and his bride had prepared to enter their motor, a crowd of admirers had cheered the pair; whereupon, the arch tenor had gathered Madame to his bosom and, to the hysterical delight of the bystanders, had planted on her lips a boisterous kiss.

"My darling leetle wife!" the idol of the populace had shouted—and had accompanied the words with a droll wink.

"Oh my God!" cried Burden.

IV

The morning paper contained other news of Lorenzetti—a feature article with photographs. Of course the picture of the tenor and Virginia—the already famous snapshot of them, arms linked, eyes intent on the Goddess of Liberty, who was for them a warning that New York drew near and the honeymoon was ended—of course that picture confronted one. The second photograph was, naturally enough, of a woman; a decidedly plump creature, bold-eyed and filled to the brim with southern fire. Santuzza Bellini—a dramatic, even a volcanic name! She had been famous once as an actress of the whirlwind type; Broadway had waited for her with expectancy but, alas, she had found it impossible to learn English. Critics whispered once of her "sheet-lightning performance" in a Bowery theater as the wronged girl in "Cavalleria Rusticana." She had soon dropped out of sight.

Well, she was back in the arena today—and with a vengeance. She had an eye to effect—no one could deny that. The moment she had chosen for exploding her bomb could not have been improved on.

"I, Santuzza Bellini, sue for divorce my husband, Giuseppe Lorenzetti; I name as his paramour the woman who calls herself his wife." Santuzza still could blaze out with her old sheet-lightning intensity!
When one read the sensational article through, one learned that Lorenzetti's conduct was after all not that of a hardened criminal; his marriage to Virginia had not been the act of a conscious bigamist. The guilt was entirely his explosive Santuzza's. The union of the tenor and the Italian actress had been a secret one. Their life together had been turbulent—the lady admitted it. "He was unfaithful to me, his loving and obedient wife!"

Santuzza's insane outbursts had not been confined to the boards; one day, in a frenzy, she had cleared out—with a man in tow, perhaps, and perhaps also with a substantial sum of money. She had left behind a deeply tragic note—"I am going to drown myself and my burning heart; my body will never be found, for I shall choose with care my watery funeral pyre." The naive Lorenzetti had never missed the money and had accepted without suspicion the demise of his electric spouse.

"I shall demand much alimony," Santuzza confessed in the columns of the feature article. "A woman who has so suffered must have something to salve her wounds." Ah—she was hard up; that explained neatly this resurrection or eruption or whatever it might be termed.

"Atrocious, filthy!" opined Burden. He flung the paper away from him, and fixing an anguished gaze on the patch of street outside his window, wondered grimly whether or not he should ever have the courage to leave the house again.

A magnificent motor had just drawn up at the curb; it was the sort of equipage an oriental potentate would have adored. Burden recognized it at once; the tenor's automobiles were notorious.

A bedizened footman held open the door; Virginia in an extravagant chinchilla wrap stepped out calmly.

For a moment she stood on the sidewalk and looked up and down—on the hunt for reporters, doubtless. Then she shrugged and disappeared beneath the entrance-canopy of the house.

Her greeting, in the drawing-room, was off-hand.

"I've been turned out of the hotel—naturally enough. Giuseppe was furious, but I quite understood. It's not the thing at all to harbour a man and his mistress under your respectable roof." She laughed. "I came here to tell you that I'm going to clear out of New York for a while. I thought you'd be in a dreadful muddle and I wanted to give you what comfort I could—my poor, wretched uncle. I'd much rather stay here and fling my share of the mud; but if I did, Giuseppe would have an apoplectic fit or lose his voice. He's so excitable!"

Burden was icy.

"I don't pretend to understand you, Virginia. It seems to me that you've made a ghastly mess of things. If I can ever do anything to help you, I shall be only too glad; but I really am not in the mood for an ordinary, friendly visit. There's my mother to consider, you know."

He drew himself up.

"Can I aid you in any way? If I can't, I think you'd better not stay here."

"That's very sweet and frank and upright," Virginia acknowledged. "No, there's nothing you can do—at present. I came here to test you for a possible future need. You won't disappoint me—that's my comfort."

She walked quickly to the door.

"I may write you. Now I must be off—before your mother gets up."

With a graceful wave of the hand and an obviously amused smile, she left him.

V

Virginia did not write to her uncle; just a month after her flight from New York, she appeared without warning at his house.

"Such a complication!" she informed him, as she drew him down beside her on the divan in the drawing-room. "My poor susceptible Giuseppe has gone from under me. He and San-
THE DIVINE RIGHT OF TENORS

tuzza are reconciled; she's living with him at his hotel. It's dreadful, isn't it? Of course, it's deliciously funny, too. I shouldn't have left him alone. I was a fool; and she's such a hussy."

Burden said nothing. The tidings had quite robbed him of breath. He just sat beside the incorrigible Virginia and rolled his head from side to side on the cushions piled behind him. His lower jaw had dropped, almost as if it had become unhinged from the force of the blow his niece had dealt him.

"We must act quickly," Virginia pursued, the light of conflict in her eyes. "Something's got to be done at once."

She paused, tapping one foot against the floor with the regularity of a metronome. "I don't want the whole of New York to shriek with mirth at my expense."

She turned of a sudden on her uncle, seized his limp arm and shook him lightly while she announced, "Santuzza's got to get that divorce! Then . . . I shall publicly refuse to take my poor Giuseppe back."

Burden found voice. "You'll publicly refuse to take him back," he echoed her words for his comfort. "I'll do my best to help you, Virginia—on that understanding. You will refuse publicly to take him back?"

He pressed the point.

Virginia watched him with wary eyes for a moment. "Yes indeed I shall," she said in firm tones at length. "Now for my plan! Santuzza's developed a voice—an immense, booming mezzo—during her period of obscurity. Given a chance, she will do big things in opera. I know; I have heard all this on good authority. The fact that she's ruined the life of Virginia Bank—a niece of one of the directors — would be enough to keep her out of the Metropolitan forever—that's obvious, isn't it? A contract for Santuzza would be contrary to all etiquette, naturally. Well, you see what I'm driving at. I want you to talk the thing over with the other directors, put it up to them that the lady deserves big roles and that this divorce will be quite enough to overrule any possible objections to her appearing at the opera. Then you will go to her yourself, my poor uncle, and with the weight of your wonderful prestige upon you, you will tell her a trial awaits her and a possible contract of huge proportions. Legal freedom from Lorenzetti the only condition! You see how simple it is. Then, the divorce over, it will be my turn to speak out my fiery denunciation of poor Giuseppe. Everybody will be pleased—Santuzza with her prospect of greatness, Giuseppe with his skin whole and I with my recovered self-respect."

She laughed gleefully at the pretty arrangement and, linking her arms around Burden's neck, rubbed her cheek against his. "You will be pleased, too, poor darling," she murmured. "Even while you're wading through the mire, you will see before you the day when the strayed sheep will be back in the fold and bleating with joy at its safe return and its dazzling, newly-washed fleece. You will be the one to scrub me clean of all this dreadful mud."

Burden, stiff as a ramrod, frowned down Virginia's tender advances: petulantly he turned his cheek away from her rhythmic, catlike assaults upon it; with annoyance, he untwined her arms from about his neck. Then he jumped up and faced her.

"It is preposterous and degrading," he let her know. "It is simply one dirty subterfuge after another."

"Ah, I see that—I see it," Virginia returned. "But it is a question of the family honour; and there's no other way out. I've racked my brains; polite, decent methods won't do—I've found that out to my pain."

Burden gave her a glance of icy scorn.

"I'll do this last service for you, Virginia," he said. "Please don't think, however, that I'm impressed by your sudden regard for the family honour. You're in a sorry mix-up; you'd do
anything to get yourself out of it. I don’t blame you; but I’m quite aware it’s a purely personal concern. You don’t give a damn for your family’s integrity. It’s just a question of your own rhinoceros hide.”

Virginia sat up abruptly, aggressively; the most convincing and facile arguments were on the tip of her tongue. Burden gave her no chance to voice her protest; he strode through the nearest door and slammed it behind him.

VI

The divorce was ridiculously simple; even the new co-respondent had been located without difficulty. The day after proceedings had closed, Burden presented himself at Virginia’s hotel; in a gay little note she had begged him to come and drink tea with her.

“I still need you,” she wrote. “You mustn’t refuse me this.”

She did not waste time on preliminaries. Burden had hardly got seated when she announced,

“Giuseppe and I were married this morning. We decided it would be better to finish the business up in that way; a public denunciation from me would have created such notoriety.”

Burden was on his feet before she had finished.

“Ah—then that settles it; that settles me, at least. You have been very clever and very dishonest, Virginia. My regard for the family honour, my sense of decency even, won’t allow me to stay here.”

Virginia was wistful. “But—don’t you understand that my marrying him was the supreme sacrifice? My dear, it was in direct opposition to my personal wishes. The least notoriety possible—that was what I considered when I took this step.”

Burden shook his head. “That’s the last dreadful lie you’ll ever tell me, I hope.”

Without looking at her, he turned and walked to the door.
Burden turned his back upon her and without a word rushed for the door. "You are going out of my life—at this minute—forever," she called after him. "Everybody but Giuseppe has gone out of my life today. And you don't know what a relief it is to be through with civilization and intelligence!"

The last sound Burden ever heard on his niece's lips was a burst of laughter—bright, merry, jubilant, without a suggestion in it of bitterness or regret.

Night Song of the Gipsy

By Amanda Benjamin Hall

SILENCE alone is loud. The pass
Has heard no countersign of breeze,
No winds conversing with the grass,
Nor traffic of the trees.

The caravan will sleep till morn,
And each will make his dream his goal;
Even the trusted fire has gone
Down to a bloody coal!

But nothing can assuage my fire,
However still the night and long;
Out of my heart escapes desire
Like an unbridled song.

For scents of love and danger spill
Their sweetness on the witching air,
And either one may kiss or kill—
I do not care... .

The trail is sinuous, but soon
I move as swift as its surprise,
Striking a match against the moon
To light the lanterns of my eyes.

With all life in the open cup
I sleuth the ways of field or town,
Thirsty for joy to lift me up
And grief to strike me down.

My elders counselled "rest" to me,
And made encampment in the glen,
But ah, soon comes eternity,
And I can slumber then... .
Moonlight Sonata  
By Muna Lee  

HERE were pretty flowers, easy to grow, she reflected listlessly; hollyhock and larkspur and marigold, bright, upstanding flowers, whose vivid colour would have glowed bravely against the dingy background of the house. Why hadn't the last tenant planted them instead of white petunias? Not that they were really white, these dirty gray blossoms, sticky, unpleasant to the touch—if the petunias had been bright rose or lavender, she would have been grateful even for their homely presence, but gray—grimy, sticky gray—they seemed like an overflow of the refuse heap. She wondered at the stray butterfly that hung above them, poised against a background of yellow-brown wall.

It was always like that in her life, she thought with an apathetic resentment. Dingy petunias instead of larkspur, which would have grown as easily—a dull backyard—a vacant lot in the foreground blowing high with weeds—Ed Hastings.

Ed Hastings summarized it all, well-meaning, clumsy, inert. He would not notice the difference, she told herself, with a certain bitter satisfaction, if white and crimson hollyhocks should spring up overnight in a corner of the picket-fence, or if the walk should be magically lined with stiff yellow marigolds.

She remembered one afternoon when they had driven together along a country road, and she had clutched his arm in an ecstasy at the sight of a purple finch fluttering above a redbud tree, picking delicately at flowers the exact colour of his wing. And he had looked at her, surprised, unable to see even after she had shown him how this was the incarnate joy of sun-flooded April. She had learned since then, she reminded herself harshly, not to try to make him feel the wonder of scent and sound and colour.

She wrung out the dish-cloth and turned from the door. Well, she would marry Ed Hastings and make him a good wife. He should have no cause to complain; and if there was a fragrant plot in her soul which should be forever shut off from him he would never know, and would probably be relieved if he did know.

Oh, Ed Hastings would get just what he expected and desired, no more, no less. It was she who would be the cheated, the defrauded. It was she who would have the husband whom she had not chosen, whom life had put upon her. It was all a part of the same injustice. Neither had she chosen her surroundings, her parents; they, too, were a part of life's grotesqueness: there was nothing in all her world which would have been there had she had the making of it; nothing except that scent and sound and colour which sometimes poured itself about her from an overflowing universe.

If only Ed Hastings had been a little different, she repeated to herself that evening as they sat together on the bench between the two straggly locust trees of the front yard; if only there might have been a touch of magic in their marriage, at least in these scented evenings before their marriage! Resentfully conscious of her own hungry youth, she felt that life was cheating her, cheating her; and she cried out bitterly within herself against the injustice of it.

Ed Hastings hardly stirred as they
sat there side by side; certainly he suspected nothing of her silent revolt. If he had known, he would have taken her hand and stroked it in an effort to express his sympathy with an inexplicable feminine mood. Since he did not know, he leaned back contentedly, in a placidity that was almost stolid, thinking about nothing in particular but conscious of a pleasant sense of companionship and well-being. He was not a man of many words, and the quiet of the evening was soothing after the unaccustomed heat.

One of the things for which he prized the girl at his side was her rare quality of silence. She never bothered a man. Contentedly he gazed at the passing automobiles, without feeling any need of comment. By his side the stormy monologue went on silently. She examined his face with pitiless criticism in the fading light of late afternoon; it was so contented, so dull, so sheep-like a face; she could imagine it under any emotional stress and see exactly how it would look, reddened with pleasure, the mouth a little slack and foolish, or like a child's in disappointment or grief. There were no surprises in that face; nothing. She, too, looked at the automobiles which passed in a stream slowly thickening as the spring darkness drew on.

The breeze which comes with night-fall in the Middle West rustled through the locust leaves, lifted the pendulous clusters of blossom, shook their heavy sweetness down through the cooling air. The yellowish flowers, blackened by the spring rains, whitened slowly in the half-light. Three fireflies darted across the street in eccentric, blazing zigzags. Ed Hastings took advantage of the dusk to lay his arm clumsily across the back of the bench. The girl leaned forward slightly, her eyes on the street; neither spoke.

She found herself thinking with a painful, almost pleasurable, intensity of what the coming of Spring darkness might mean to two who loved each other and the Spring. If it were not Ed Hastings here beside her—she dreamed vaguely of what love might be like. It was another of those mystical, starry things which she would never know. She would not have demanded fulfilment of love—she could have been satisfied with its pain. It was not happiness for which she longed, but intensity of emotion—any emotion other than this dull resentment against circumstances.

She realized self-contemptuously that she would in all probability be relatively happier as Ed Hastings' wife—what was happiness but an enormous well-being, a release from anxiety as to food and clothes and shelter? She did not care about it—not now. She wanted a poignancy, a depth of feeling, with which happiness had nothing to do. She would not mind if love hurt, mocked, even if in the end it eluded her—it was so little she asked, and life had so much . . .

The man turned slightly that he might watch her face as the lights flashing by in the street fell upon her, flushing her cheek with the irradiation. He wondered comfortably of what she was thinking. He was very fond of her—she felt a warmth in his heart to see her there, so small against his arm.

The lamp at the street corner gleamed mistily through the gloom. Splotches of inky shadow splashed across the grass and on to the sidewalk in front. It was growing swiftly darker. Beneath the trees, they could see one another's faces only as whitish blurs in the darkness, except when the lights sped by in the street.

The girl grew tired of her reverie, impatient of her own train of thought; yet she felt no desire to talk. Indifferently she leaned back against his arm, her eyes closed, trying not to think, trying to lose all sense of identity in the sense of the night. The locust fragrance grew more insistent. She breathed it dreamily; there was nothing else so heavily sweet. Another perfume came to her upon the freshened breeze, more delicate than the locust, but poignant, with a quality aching, unsatisfied, clutching at her heart like a
pain. She realized without surprise that it was the scent of the petunias—it was a pity that that most haunting, most magical of all odours should belong to that grimy flower.

She sat up, and opened her eyes. Through the darkness the petunia bed glimmered more dimly than the face of the man beside her. He drew her back against his shoulder with a softly muttered protest.

She scarcely heard. Her eyes were on a rift in the sky, a rift edged with moving silver. Moonrise. She watched the molten flood reach out and overflow. The shadows grew more sharply black. Night lay in black pools around her, black pools washing ragged white islands of light. The petunias flowered swiftly out of the gloom like a mist, like a cloud, like the flowers of a dream.

She looked up to where the locust blossoms hung in snowy racemes. They moved slowly in the breeze. She felt an overpowering recognition of their beauty. She turned her gaze to Ed Hastings' face.

He leaned against the tree-trunk, a part of its shadow. The moonlight fell in an irregular bar across his cheek. His eyes gleamed through the dark. Blackness held his mouth and chin. Only the eyes and that moving streak of light were alive.

He stirred a little, turning his face from her in sharp profile. The light ran grotesquely across his features, there were splotches of black beneath his eye, the breeze made his hair a windy shadow. The hand upon his knee, lying palm upward with relaxed fingers, touched her suddenly with an inexpressible pathos; it was so strong a hand, so big, and here in the moonlight, empty, quiescent, so like Ed Hastings himself. She found herself wondering what it had done during the day, that powerful hand; she could see it, the fingers clenched about an axe-handle, the knuckles whitened under the strain; or gripping the reins that held to his will a strength even greater than his own. Suddenly, without conscious volition, she slipped her own hand into his open palm. It closed about her fingers tightly, and clumsily Ed Hastings bent to kiss her roughened wrist. Her hand, too, was white in the moonlight. She looked at it dreamily.

She drew away quickly in a sudden, unexpected shyness. What did she know about this man, so big and still and strong? For the first time she wondered what he was thinking. She realized as she had never realized before that she was to marry him, that his life was to be her life, that she was to go with him into the mystery.

The darkness closed about them for a moment as the moon slid behind a cloud. She looked up at the man's face, still with that feeling of maiden shyness. All at once she found a metaphor to express him. He was like a tree, rough of bark, unexpressed, uncouth to the point of grotesqueness perhaps, but alive and strong, and it might be—how could one know?—capable of bursting into unexpected blossom.

In this atmosphere of magic anything was possible: the locusts glimmered ghostly-white above her head, the petunias held up fairy chalices to the emerging moon; the vacant lot across the street was a tossing sea of shadow, ragweed and fennel and dock were a dim, waving mass like an embodiment of the wind. The emptiness had gone from Ed Hastings' face; there was shadow in it, and light; there was strength; there was mystery.

Ed Hastings' arm tightened about her. He liked the breeze against his forehead; he hoped it would be cooler tomorrow. He liked the silence of the girl, and her unaccustomed yielding to his embrace. She was a good girl and she seemed to understand a man. He liked, too, the white patches of moonlight at their feet; they were queerly shaped, there was one like a horse's head. He started to call her attention to it, then thought better of it. It was good to be here without talking; it was good to have her head against his shoulder.
He looked down at the curve of her cheek. How white it looked there against his coat, like—he groped for a word—like one of those flowers by the porch. How little she seemed, for all her capableness about the house and garden—how very little! He felt a desire to take care of her flood his consciousness. He felt an increase of tenderness. She seemed so pathetically dependent upon him, so infinitely precious. He leaned above her with a vague longing to make her understand the feeling that possessed him.

"Dear—" murmured Ed Hastings uncertainly.

She lifted her face to him with a sudden passionate gesture of surrender, and their lips met. The perfume streamed across the grass. The night eddied about them in black and silver waves.

The Odds

By Dennison Varr

LIFE met Fate one day and expressed a desire to gamble. Whereat Fate produced a pair of dice and the game was on. Life found himself steadily losing and suddenly stooped to examine the dice.

"Why, they're loaded!" he exclaimed.

"Naturally," said Fate. "I made them."

"Here's a pair I picked up somewhere," said Life. "Let's play with these."

So they played again, and again Life found himself losing.

Life picked up the dice and examined them.

"These are loaded too!" he cried.

"To be sure," said Fate. "I made them also."

The difference between twenty and seventy is that at twenty a man is interested in fair young ladies, at seventy in their granddaughters.

A MAN'S duty is to attract success. A woman's, to attract successful men.

LIFE: An experience relished only by the very young.
I

PETER WATKINS belonged to the class that is the hole in our economic doughnut. He was an office worker. The hole never gets any credit, but if it wasn’t on the job there wouldn’t be any doughnut. The hole doesn’t add anything, doesn’t make the doughnut taste any better, has, in fact, the purely passive function of just being there. But it is a necessity.

Now, for all Capital and Labour care, Mr. Watkins and the millions like him who make up the hole of the doughnut aren’t worth bothering about, but if Mr. Watkins and the rest quit work finance and industry would promptly go to pot. At least that was Peter Watkins’ opinion.

As Mr. Watkins reasoned it out, he was being penalized for having had the purposes, hopes and ambitions that he had been brought up to believe were honest, honourable and human.

In the days before every labourer thought he was worthy of his “higher,” as Peter put it, he had, with the help of a building and loan association, purchased a plot of ground in a “growing section” of a suburban city situated some fifteen miles from the metropolis. On it he erected a modest house and Mrs. Watkins and he had proceeded to apply that subtle alchemy that sublimates a house into a home, fitting it out with furniture that came to them when the old folks broke up housekeeping and with other articles acquired on the instalment plan. Around the little house they raised a garden, chickens, and children. Then, just when everything was going along nicely, the present era of high living costs came in.

Peter Watkins’ regular deposits to the bank account that was some day to pay off the mortgage on the little house became irregular. Soon they stopped. And as the prices of butter and beef and little boy’s shoes bounded upward, the bank account began to melt. Whereupon Peter’s interest in Capital and Labour became acute. But neither offered any sympathy.

“Why don’t you organize?” was Labour’s impatient reply to the protest of salary-workers such as Peter Watkins that the constant more-money, fewer-hours game was unfair.

Organize! What would they organize for? Peter wanted to know. To strike? That seemed to be about all Labour was organized for. Strikes were all right for Labour, but not for men in Peter Watkins’ position... men with homes, with a stake in the land where they lived. The majority, the vast majority, in the ranks of Labour, he had observed, didn’t have homes.

“Don’t blame us!” was Labour’s retort. And Peter agreed that under the old condition it wasn’t Labour’s fault.

To give Labour its due, it had for years got less than that due from Capital. But when Labour rose against its exploitation it did not stop there; it continued the upward revision of wage tariffs beyond reason. And about the time Peter found there wasn’t any of his week’s pay left to put in the bank he was convinced that man for man, between Labour and his kind, there wasn’t a one who couldn’t afford as well as, and better than, Peter Watkins to buy land and build a home.
But did they do it? asked Peter. They did not... not most of them! That was one thing Peter proposed Labour should answer for to him and his friends.

Instead of getting together enough money to start a home-building project, they went out on a spending spree. They invested in more clothes, talking machines, theater tickets, and second-hand automobiles, increasing the demand and price for these things. That was a second charge Peter was prepared to bring.

And, for the life of him, Peter Watkins couldn't see why they didn't realize that they were cutting their own throats. To get more money was one thing. The claim was that they needed more money to get along at the existing standard of living. Then, to that very demand for more money, they added an equal demand for shorter hours, cutting down production and changing the standard they were basing their claim on. They defeated themselves, to Peter's way of thinking.

And meanwhile, with production down and prices up, the victorious toiler succeeded in overlooking the effect of burning both ends and instead of putting something aside to meet the inevitable rise in clothes and canned goods went out and bought a mechanical piano or a fancy vest. Then, when the pinch came, there was only one thing to do: Strike again.

All the while, reflected Peter, they would go on living in other people's houses.

Besides, argued Peter, there was the further phase of it wherein the butcher and baker and grocer, having heard that a man's pay had been raised, resolved with unanimity to profit thereby. Hence for every penny a man's pay was raised he was paying triple tribute of an extra penny to each tradesman, or losing two cents where he supposed he was gaining one. As for the non-participant Peter, he lost the full three cents. But there was a day of reckoning to come!

Capital, it appeared to Peter, wasn't a bit better. When wages were forced up it cried aloud about ruin, but quietly boosted the prices, with something to boot. In the additional time the factories were closed the bosses played more golf, and had longer hours for motoring and yachting. And as automobiles, yachts and golf balls cost money, hence the margin above the amount wages were raised, Mr. Watkins paying his pro rata share. The only difference Peter could see was that Capital was a little more clever about it. He remembered a certain afternoon.

The vice-president, who was the active head of the concern Peter worked for, came out into the main office. He called all the employees together and said the following: "Our company is cognizant of the increased cost of living and feels that you who serve us so faithfully should be put into a position to meet it. There has been adopted by the company a graduated bonus system by which every one in the office will receive a fixed sum every three months. The bonuses will run from $25 to $10 a quarter."

There was general handclapping, loud, but perfunctory, Peter felt. The announcement that had started so promisingly had... well, Peter for one was disappointed and he sensed the same reaction among the others... except for one--to whom the ten additional dollars meant... no one but an office-boy fully knows the fabulous things they did mean.

But for Peter: Twenty-five dollars! He had been with the firm fifteen years, received the routine raises in pay and been thankful in the old days.

But now when he needed money, now he was told he would get twenty-five dollars every three months... an increase of two dollars a week. And the hands at the company's factory had just won a strike for a dollar a day more pay!

Two dollars a week! Peter glanced down at the shoes he was wearing; half soles a few days before at a dollar
and a half where five years ago the job would have cost fifty cents.

The book Mrs. Watkins had brought home from the public library for Peter to read lay open on his knee that night . . . but he couldn't get down to it. He was thinking about that $25 every three months . . . and about the day of reckoning.

II

That was some time ago. On a certain Saturday morning of which this tale relates the bonus arrangement no longer had even the virtue of being recent.

That particular Saturday, Peter arrived, as was his habit, three minutes before train time, the walk from his home to the station having in long experience been logged precisely.

He passed the three boys who with armfuls of papers guarded the approach to the station and proceeded to the newsstand within where Frank, something of a sage in a cynical way, commented more or less epigrammatically on the headlines in the day's news. Peter, meanwhile, picked up a copy of the local morning paper and deposited two pennies in payment.

From the newsstand he immediately passed to the station and placed himself opposite the point where the smoking-car would stop, for Peter liked his pipe in the morning. Many commuters had the same traveling companions on every trip, but Peter preferred to be pleasant to all without committing himself to any permanent alliance. So on this, as other mornings, he waited alone.

Down the platform came a little girl with a pasteboard box, and a badge pinned to her coat. If Peter had overlooked his calendar this was enough to assure him that it was Saturday—for in the city in which he lived every Saturday, as regularly as if by rule, was tag day.

Not a Saturday in the last two months, reflected Peter, but women or children had been around with a button, or bit of pasteboard on a string, and the inevitable little box for coins. There had been tag days for everything: The orphan asylum, hospital, day nursery, the fatherless children of some nation or other, until it seemed they must surely have run out of subjects.

But here was the little girl approaching.

Even before he knew what the appeal was to be, Peter began to fumble for a coin to contribute.

"Please buy a tag, mister?" asked the youngster with an eagerness that showed she wouldn't be satisfied until the box was filled so full it wouldn't jingle.

"Who's it for today?" asked Peter, smiling down at her as he drew out a dime.

"The 'Baby's Milk Fund,'" answered the little charity worker, and as the coin clinked into the box gave him a glad: "Thank you very much."

Then the train came thundering in.

Not caring especially what the weather for the next day would be, Peter, on opening his paper, was driven to the alternative of reading strike news. He came in the course of his reading to a story that had to do with an offer of the Cleveland Board of Trade to the nursing-nipple manufacturers of New York.

"Come to Cleveland," they said; "you can get your labour here at a little more than half the price you are paying in New York."

Peter had to laugh. He had visions of the nipple manufacturers removing their businesses to Cleveland and of the very next train carrying out to Cleveland the nipple-makers who had struck in New York; nipple-makers being such a notoriously itinerant class of labour!

The story made Peter wonder what would happen if by some unbelievable shift he should suddenly be prevented from finding employment in his line anywhere except around Chicago.

Could Peter Watkins emigrate with the immediacy of the nipple-makers?
Perhaps, if he wanted to sell for the first cash offer the little home he had built. Peter didn't mean to say that there weren't nipple-makers who owned their own homes, but he did contend that as between them and men in his line of work, comparison made the number of such nipple-makers negligible.

It reverted right to the basic fact: Peter Watkins, plain citizen, American born and of American parents, educated, as the saying is, in American schools that in his day had been long on Latin and scorned the manual arts and industrial occupations, was being penalized for having followed in the way in which he had been trained and taught. He had sowed his modest ideals in the hope of having a home for his children and a roof for his old age. But while Peter worked and went his way, others were sowing the wind, sowing it recklessly, so that Peter, no less than the sinister sowers themselves, was reaping the harvest that sprang from their rashness.

Getting back to his paper, Peter discovered that window-washers in Pittsburgh wanted seven dollars a day. Well, maybe they deserved it . . . in Pittsburgh. But here, in his own city, the button-hole makers who had been on strike nine weeks were reported as having rejected their employers' offer to compromise for eighty per cent. of their wage demands and only three-and-one-half times pay for overtime.

Strikes! Strikes! Strikes! Something in every column of the paper.

But the climax came when the train reached Jersey City.

Peter found that the ferryboat crews had gone out on strike at six o'clock that morning and service had been suspended. Of course the river tubes ran into the railroad station and most of the commuters took them anyway. But Peter, although it meant catching an earlier train, had been in the habit of using the Twenty-third street boat. The ferry passage was included in his commutation ticket while to tube it cost seven cents each way, fourteen cents a day, or the better part of a dollar for a week. And Peter had to watch where his dollars went.

This morning there was no help for it, and Peter paid seven cents tribute to the striking ferrymen. But there would be an accounting . . . some day.

Still gargling the gall and wormwood, Peter Watkins on emerging from the tunnel in Manhattan came upon fresh evidence of industrial unrest around the first corner.

Two by two, eight men in column paced slowly along the curb. Each held breast-high a placard that read, "The Big Eight, On Strike."

Peter paused. There was something irresistible in the sight of these physically unimpressive gentlemen of the Russian jewry who advertised themselves as "The Big Eight." As he looked, the double quartet executed an awe-inspiring to-the-rear-march and went waddling the other way in their duck-footed and funereal double file.

It was as Peter turned to go that he gained further information. A brass plate on the building in front of which he was standing was inscribed "Lipschultz, Rabies & Co., 'The Big Eight' Pants."

That explained things: the placard's reference was not to the men but their shop, and the eight little tailors Peter had paused to look at were just so many of the employees doing picket duty.

There was something epic about the incident: the octette of picketers trying to make their tread on the pavement sound like the footfalls of avenging gods. To complete the picture, the Messrs. Lipschutz and Rabies must be imagined cowering before their doom in their eleventh story loft. For doubtless, reflected Peter, the four pairs of pants makers in the street dreamed of terrifying their employers into complete capitulation . . . something along the idea of walking around the walls of Jericho.

Peter Watkins was roused by the introduction of a policeman's night-
stick in the neighborhood of his floating ribs. The officer showed an Irish proficiency in prodding him.

"Don't be after loafing around here!" warned the bluecoat who had been standing in the doorway, "If it's going to work you are, get in with you. If you're not, be moving along!"

Peter fled in confusion. Although his back was turned he felt there must be mocking smiles on the faces of the eight imitators of the gods. To escape them, he dodged around the next corner... and into the hands of an excited group of men.

So suddenly was Peter seized upon that for a turbulent moment he could think of nothing except how much it reminded him of the time he had been knocked down by a wave and rolled in the surf at Ocean Grove ten years before. Pushed, pulled, poked, jolted, jostled, and with all the dozen men about him talking without any two saying the same thing, Peter finally discovered that they were more of the "Big Eight" strikers and that he was a "scab" and they'd "show him!"

Peter wasted no time in replying, but bending every effort to escape, broke away and beat it down the street. At a safe distance Peter stopped to straighten his disheveled vestments. It was then he discovered that his hat, the derby that had done faithful duty for three years, was beyond redemption. Peter surveyed it ruefully: the broken crown, the brim, torn away at the inside and with a strip of the binding hanging from it.

"Two dollars and a half gone!" sighed Peter, and the remains were regretfully laid to rest in a street department rubbish can.

Peter went out of his way in going to the office to call at one of the Kugel stores, the hatters who advertise "From Factory to Wearer." In better days Peter had gone there every fall and emerged in a new two dollar and a half derby. He always wore the same model and, even after three years, recalled its stock number as 104.

The old clerk was not there and to the young man who came up Peter explained that he wanted No. 104, size seven.

As the salesman turned away, Peter took out his pocketbook. He could have laid out the exact change and was on the point of two bills and a half dollar when he reflected that the price had probably been raised. He tentatively took hold of his third and last dollar... with no warm feeling of fellowship for the striking pants makers.

"How much?" asked Peter, prepared to present the three dollars and a half. "Four dollars," said the clerk. "Will you wear it?"

Peter laid down the three bills and the half dollar. It was as he was fumbling in the purse to make up the extra half dollar from the small coins there that Peter saw pasted to the glass of the showcase the announcement:

"Kugel Quality Hats are now being made in a factory where the workers share in the profits. . . ."

Peter could read no more. He laid down the extra fifty cents and closing his purse on the two remaining dimes, put the new hat on backward and walked out of the store.

III

Outside, Peter, with only two minutes in which to reach the office, found himself in a terrific jam of people. The instant he discovered the fact he found its cause. In the street was passing rank after rank of marchers, and just at that moment there came along a standard bearer carrying a red banner with the legend:

"Striking Hair-Net Makers. Liberty, Freedom, the Five-Hour Day!!"

"Striking hair-net makers!" exploded Peter, and sweeping an indignant eye along the street, Peter beheld a revelation. There were other banners... scores of them. "Peoples Day," read a big one carried by two men. Behind it bobbed the battle-flag of the "Apprentice Shirt Pinners," and to the
flank flamed the flag of "Chewing Gum Wrappers, Local No. 945."

Peter Watkins was white and shaking. It was an outrage to permit such a demonstration as this! Infamous to allow this rabble to surge through the streets! It was a desecration of American institutions . . . and it would make him so late at the office that his pay would be docked. Peter tried to push his way forward.

"Quit your shoving!" warned a burly fellow, a born first-nighter in that he never failed to be in the front row for safe-hoistings, tin-toy vendors' displays, and drug store window demonstrations of patent suspenders.

Peter hesitated irresolute as his rage rose. Things had come to a pretty pass when any one class could turn the city topsy turvy this way. It ought not to be allowed . . . . There was a tremendous commotion in a side street.

Up to the intersection came dashing a rank of mounted police, the crowd stampeding before them. There was a bedlam of noise and a furious milling of men as the plunging horses of the police charged in on them. The marchers were crowding up on the sidewalks, their banners flung away. The sidewalk crowd was surging into stores and corridors . . . except Peter, who was enjoying this immensely.

Someone in the mob fired a shot. The police answered with a volley . . . delivered in the air. Peter exulted at the business-like way the men in blue were making the dispersion. He was now on the outer edge of the fleeing crowd, and when a foam-flecked bay pranced close, prudence demanded that he join the general rout.

So quickly did Peter swing around that he had to grab at his new hat to keep it from going underfoot. He had just readjusted it when . . .

Peter really performed the function of a pin-boy in a bowling alley. He put his nice, four dollar, profit-sharing derby at the proper aplomb only to have it crumple the next instant under a policeman's club.
the collector, not to Peter, but to that part of the general public just arrived on the train, bawled the petition:

"Help the striking button-hole makers!"

Peter stayed his hand inches from the slot in the box.
There surged over him again all the anger that had flamed when he read in the local paper ten days before that the police commissioner had granted the striking button-hole makers permission to hold a tag day.

The box was shaken suggestively and the striker observed: "Every little helps!"

Peter Watkins' hour had come!

"It all helps," urged the button-hole maker. "Give us something!"

"Not by a damn sight!" said Peter. And having delivered the rebuke to Labour, and, ergo, to its twin, Capital, The Hole in the Doughnut went home.

---

**April Afternoon**

*By Eugenia Lea Remelin*

OUT of my window all I could see
Was the tossing green of a maple tree.

All I could see was the green and the sky,
And little white clouds that the wind pushed by.

All I could hear was the wind in the tree,
Like the whispered voice of a far-off sea.

And yet the quiet hours rode by,
In a sun-crowned blue of pageantry;

And yet the silent afternoon
Was rich with a gold-embroidered tune.

The tree and the sky and the wind, these three
Were enough of the April world for me.

---

A MAN becomes sentimental when he thinks he's going to win a woman;
she becomes sentimental when she thinks she's going to lose him.

---

HALF the time a woman is unhappy because she is not sure she will be happy the other half.
Two Portraits

By Peter Merritt

I LOVE her for all the wonder in her eyes; for all the unseen, inexperienced adventures waiting to be hers, and which I wish to give her. I love her for her infant attitude, for her lack of understanding, her Madonna mind and Mona Lisa ways. For all this do I love her.

I hate her for her belief in me, for her trust, for her implicit confidence in a clay figure. I hate her for her big, lovely eyes that seem to say, “You can do no wrong.” I hate her because I must be an angel or lose her love.

Yes, It Is Better

By George B. Jenkins, Jr.

YES, it is better that we never meet again,
Yes, it is wiser—

Nevermore to see your face glow with joy
When you glimpse me on a crowded street.
Nevermore to hear your gentle laughter
Trickle through your voice.

Yes, it is better, for who can tell
When madness may arise again, and then—

Nevermore to wait for you—
A little song singing in my heart.
Nevermore to watch the feather in your hat
Fling its jaunty defiance to the world.

Yes, it is better for us to say good-by,
But why are there no tears in your eyes?
Mr. Icky

The Quintessence of Quaintness in One Act

By F. Scott Fitzgerald

The Scene is the Exterior of a Cottage in the east part of West Suffolk Shire on a quiet afternoon in August. Mr. Icky, very quaintly dressed in the costume of an Elizabethan peasant, is pottering and doddering among the pots and dods. He is an old man, well past the prime of life, no longer young. From the fact that there is a burr in his speech and that he has absent-mindedly put on his coat wrong-side out, we surmise that he is either above or below the ordinary superficialities of life.

Near him on the grass lies Peter, a little boy. Peter, of course, has his chin on his palm like the pictures of the young Sir Walter Raleigh. He has a complete set of features, including serious, somber, even funereal, grey eyes—and radiates that alluring air of never having eaten food. This air can best be radiated during the afterglow of a beef dinner. He is looking at Mr. Icky, fascinated.

Silence. The song of birds.

Peter

(Evidently continuing a conversation.) Often at night I sit at my window and regard the stars. Sometimes I think they're my stars... (Gravely.) I think I shall be a star some day...

Mr. Icky

(Whimsically.) Yes, yes...

Peter

(Dreamily.) I know them all: Venus, Mars, Neptune, Pearl White.

Mr. Icky

I don't take no stock in astronomy...

Peter

(Very dreamily.) Speaking of stocks, what is a good six per cent buy, Mr. Icky?

Mr. Icky

Don't make me think o' Lunnin, lad- die. It calls to mind my daughter, who has gone for to be a stenographer... (He sighs.) It's all too much for an old man.

Peter

(Pensively.) I liked Ulsa, Mr. Icky; she was so plump, so round, so buxom.

Mr. Icky

(Abstractedly.) Not worth the paper she was padded with, lad- die. (He stumbles over a pile of pots and dods.)

Peter

How is your asthma, Mr. Icky?

Mr. Icky

Worse, thank God!

Peter

Cheer up; you're not definitely brittle yet. No one is really old until they start falling down and breaking something every time they walk on cement.

Mr. Icky

I'm a hundred years old...

Peter

(Thoughtfully.) I suppose life has been pretty tame, since you gave up burglary.
MR. ICKY

Yes . . . yes. . . . You see, Peter, laddie, when I was fifty I reformed once, in a prison in America. I reformed for the same reason that they all reform, because I was too tired to do anything else.

PETER

And when you were returned to the world I suppose you went wrong again?

MR. ICKY

(Sadly.) Worse than that. The week before my term expired they insisted on transferring to me the glands of a healthy young prisoner they were executing.

PETER

(Clapping his hands.) And it renovated you?

MR. ICKY

(Plaintively.) Renovated me! It put the old Nick back into me! With my own glands I was only a suburban burglar, but this young criminal was evidently a forger, a blackmailer and a kleptomaniac. I inherited his vices with his glands.

PETER

(Awed.) How ghastly!

MR. ICKY

(Sighing.) I got him pretty well subdued now. ’Tisn’t everyone who has to tire out two sets of glands in his lifetime. Arduous, I calls it. I wouldn’t take another set for all the energy in the world.

PETER

(Considering.) I shouldn’t think you’d object to a nice quiet old clergyman’s set.

MR. ICKY

(Regretfully.) Yes, but who’s going to bother to execute a nice, quiet old clergyman?

PETER

(Gravely.) Anyway, clergymen haven’t got glands—they have souls.

(off stage to indicate that a large motor-car has stopped in the immediate vicinity. Then a young man handsomely attired in a dress-suit and a patent-leather silk hat comes onto the stage. He is very mundane. His contrast to the spirituality of the other two is observable as far back as the second row of the balcony. This is the Honourable Rodney Divine.)

T. H. R. DIVINE

I am looking for Ulsa Icky.

(Mr. Icky rises and stands tremulously between two dods.)

MR. ICKY

My daughter is in Lunnor.

DIVINE

She has left London. She is coming here. I have followed her. (He reaches into the little mother-of-pearl satchel-for cigarettes that hangs at his side. He selects one and scratching a match touches it to the cigarette. The cigarette instantly lights.)

DIVINE

I shall wait.

(He waits. Several hours pass. There is no sound except an occasional cackle or hiss from the dods as they quarrel among themselves. Several songs can be introduced here or some imitations by Divine or a tumbling act, as desired.)

DIVINE

It’s very quiet here.

MR. ICKY

Yes, very quiet . . .

(Suddenly a loudly dressed girl appears at R. L. E. and advances toward R. I. P. She also is very worldly; so much so as to almost resemble a human being. It is Ulsa Icky. She is very beautiful, with one of those shapeless faces seen in early Italian painting.)

ULSA

(In a coarse, worldly voice.) Feyther! Feyther!
MR. ICKY

(Tremulously.) Ulsa, little Ulsa. (They embrace each other's torsos.)

MR. ICKY

(Hopefully.) You've come back to help with the ploughing.

ULSA

(Sullenly.) No, feyther; ploughing's such a beyther. I'd reythe not. (Though her accent is broad, the content of her speech is sweet and clean.)

ULSA

(Suddenly seeing Divine.) You! Here! Oh!

DIVINE

(Conciliatingly.) See here, Ulsa. Let's come to an understanding. (He advances toward her with the graceful, even stride that made him captain of the walking team at Cambridge.)

ULSA

(With repulsion.) Ugh! You still say it would be Jack?

DIVINE

(Kindly.) My dear, of course, it would be Jack. It couldn't be Frank.

ULSA

It would be Frank! And anybody who thinks otherwise—well, I'll have no more to do with him!

MR. ICKY

(Whimsically.) No good fighting . . . no good fighting . . .

DIVINE

(Reaching out to stroke her arm with the lithe movement that made him stroke of the crew at Oxford.) There, there, have it your own way. But marry me.

ULSA

(Scornfully.) Why, they wouldn't let me in through the servants' entrance of your house.

DIVINE

(Angrily.) They wouldn't! Never fear—you shall come in through the mistress' entrance.

ULSA

Sir!

DIVINE

(In confusion.) I beg your pardon. You know what I mean?

MR. ICKY

(Whimsically.) You want to marry Ulsa? . . .

DIVINE

I do.

MR. ICKY

Your record is clean.

DIVINE

Excellent. I have the best constitution in the world—

ULSA

Yes, and the worst by-laws.

DIVINE

At Eton I was a member of Pop; at Rugby I belonged to Near-beer—

MR. ICKY

Skip that. . . . Have you money? . . .

DIVINE

I have. I should expect Ulsa to go down-town in sections every morning—in two Rolls-Royces. I have also a motor-car and a converted tank. I have seats at the opera—

ULSA

(Sullenly.) I can't sleep except in a box. And I've heard that you were cashiered from your club.

MR. ICKY

A cashier? . . .

DIVINE

(Hanging his head.) I was cashiered.

ULSA

What for?
DIVINE

(Almost inaudibly.) I hid the polo balls one day for a joke.

Mr. Icky

Is your mind in good shape?

DIVINE

(Gloomily.) Excellent. But after all what is brilliance? Merely the tact to sow when no one is looking and reap when everyone is.

Mr. Icky

(Sternly.) Be careful. . . . I will not marry my daughter to an epigram . . .

DIVINE

(More gloomily.) I assure you I'm a mere platitude. I often descend to the level of an innate idea.

Ulsa

None of what you're saying matters. I can't marry a man who thinks it would be Jack. Why Frank would—

DIVINE

(Interrupting.) Nonsense, Jack would—

Ulsa

(Emphatically.) You're a fool!

Mr. Icky

Tut—tut! . . . One should not judge . . .

Ulsa

I'm judging him! I'm simply saying he's no good!

Mr. Icky

Tut—tut! . . . Charity, my girl. What was it Nero said—"With malice toward none, with charity toward all—"

Peter

That wasn't Nero. That was John Drinkwater.

Mr. Icky

Come! Who is this Frank? Who is this Jack?

DIVINE

(Morosely.) Gotch.

Ulsa

(Esoterically.) Dempsey.

DIVINE

We were arguing that if they were deadly enemies and locked in a room together which one would come out alive. Now I claimed that Jack Dempsey would take one—

Ulsa

(Angrily.) Rot! He wouldn't have a—

DIVINE

(Quickly.) I call it quits. You win.

Ulsa

(Tenderly.) Then I love you again.

Mr. Icky

So I'm going to lose my little daughter. . . .

Ulsa

You've still got a houseful of children.

(Charles, Ulsa's brother, coming out of the cottage. He is dressed as if to go to sea; a coil of rope is slung about his shoulder and an anchor is hanging from his neck.)

Charles

(Not seeing them.) I'm going to sea! I'm going to sea! (His voice is triumphant.)

Mr. Icky

(Sadly.) You went to seed long ago.

Charles

I've been reading Conrad.

Peter

(Dreamily.) Conrad, ah! Henry James rewriting "Two Years Before the Mast."

Charles

What?

Peter

(Still dreamily.) Walter Pater's version of "Robinson Crusoe."

Charles

(To his father.) I can't stay here and rot with you. I want to live my life.
Mr. Icky
(Sternly.) We can't have anyone doing that around here. . . . Making a mess. . . .

Charles
(Contemptuously.) Why, the worms are licking their chops already when they hear your name.
(It will be noticed that some of the characters have not spoken for some time. It will improve the technique if they can be kissing or dancing or something, R. V. E. or B. V. D.)

Mr. Icky
(Mournfully.) These vales—these hills—they mean nothing to my children. I understand.

Charles
(More gently.) Then you'll think of me kindly, feyther. To understand is to forgive.

Mr. Icky
No . . . no . . . We never forgive those we can understand. . . . We can only forgive those who wound us for no reason at all. . . .

Charles
(Impatiently.) I'm so beastly sick of your human nature line.

Mr. Icky
So be it.

Charles
Anyway, I hate the hours around here. Early to bed may make a man healthy, though it's problematical, but it certainly won't make him wealthy or wise.

(Several dozen more of Mr. Icky's children trip out of the house, trip over the grass and trip over the pots and pans. They are muttering "We are going away," and "We are leaving you.")

Mr. Icky
(His heart breaking.) They're all deserting me. I've been too kind. Spare the rod and spoil the fun. Oh, for the glands of a Bismarck.

S.S.—Mar.—7
Wait. Let me read to you from the Bible. Let me open it at random. One always finds something that bears on the situation. (He finds a Bible lying in one of the dods and opening it at random begins to read.)

"Anab and Istemo and Anim, Goson and Olon and Gilo, eleven cities and their villages. Arab, and Ruma, and Esau—"

CHARLES

(Cruelly.) Buy ten more rings and try again.

Mr. Icky

(Trying again.)

"How beautiful art thou my love, how beautiful art thou! Thy eyes are dove's eyes, besides what is hid within. Thy hair is as flocks of goats which come up from Mount Galaad—" Hm! Rather a coarse passage. . . .

(His children laugh at him rudely, shouting "Jazz!" and "All life is primarily suggestive!")

Mr. Icky

(Despondently.) It won't work today. (Hopefully.) Maybe it's damp. (He feels it) Yes, it's damp. . . . There was water in the dod. . . . It won't work.

All

It's damp! It won't work! Jazz!

One of the Children

Come, we must catch the six-thirty. (Any other cue may be inserted here.)

Mr. Icky

Good-bye. . . .

(They all go out. Mr. Icky is left alone. He sighs and walking over to the cottage steps lies down and closes his eyes.)

Twilight has come down and the stage is flooded with such light as never was on land or sea. This can be done with any vaudeville calcium. There is no sound except a sheep-herder's wife in the distance playing an aria from Beethoven's Tenth Symphony, on a mouth-organ. The great white and grey moths swoop down and light on the old man until he is completely covered by them. But he does not stir.

The curtain goes up and down several times to denote the lapse of several minutes. A good comedy effect can be obtained by having Mr. Icky cling to the curtain and go up and down with it. Fireflies or fairies on wires can also be introduced at this point.

Then Peter appears, a look of childish sweetness on his face. In his hand he clutches something and from time to time glances at it in a transport of ecstasy. And then after a struggle with himself he lays it on the old man's body and then quietly withdraws.

The moths chatter among themselves and then scurry away in sudden fright. And as night deepens there still sparkles there, small, white and round, breathing a subtle perfume to the east Suffolkshire breeze, Peter's gift of love—a moth-ball.

The play can end at this point or can go on indefinitely.)

The three men who most worry a woman are the one she could not get, the one she is now trying to shake, and the one she is planning to go after.
They're All Alike

By Van Vechten Hostetter

I

There was just one place where they were brought together and reduced to absolute equality. That was in the list issued by the Marriage License Bureau and published by the newspapers along with the births and deaths. There they appeared as follows:

John F. Williams, 756 Spruce street, and Hattie Johnson, 275 South 8th street.
Horace Windsor Barclay, 3d, 18 South Randolph Square, and Virginia Thayer Montgomery, 1927 Walnut street.
James H. Harrison, 4215 Spruce street, and Elizabeth Dougherty, 6424 Maple avenue.

They had not experienced equality at the Marriage License Bureau, although the first and third couples had come somewhere near doing so. The clerk had been abrupt and impatient with John F. Williams and Hattie Johnson. Williams wore an ill-fitting, rusty brown suit of coarse pattern, mostly cotton, that could not have cost more than fifteen dollars, even with prices as high as they were. Hattie Johnson was doused with rank "perfumery" and overloaded with cheap finery. The pair were unprepossessing enough at their best. They were dull-witted and their embarrassment made them appear even more dull-witted than they were. James H. Harrison was a clean-cut young man of some intelligence, and Elizabeth Dougherty was a clean-looking and rather pretty blonde, wore a neat blue suit, well tailored and fitted if ready made. Harrison subconsciously expected civil treatment and received it.

As for Horace Windsor Barclay, 3d, he did not have to wait in line with his fiancée as the others did, or present himself to a clerk. He called at the office of the chief of the bureau and sent in his card. The chief received him with deference and himself issued the license, also offering congratulations and good wishes. The necessity of Virginia Thayer Montgomery's appearance was obviated. An affidavit from her served.

The Williams-Johnson marriage was performed by a magistrate. A few friends helped celebrate it by drinking beer and whiskey and eating sandwiches and exchanging jests with the bridegroom and the bride, the physical relations constituting the essence of most of the humour.

The Harrison-Dougherty "nuptials were solemnized," as Mrs. Dougherty wrote to the newspapers, "in the home of the bride's mother in the presence of a hundred and twenty guests, the Rev. George C. Swain, pastor of the Second Congregational Church, officiating." Mrs. Dougherty gave other details—the bride's gown, her attendants and their gowns, the best man, the trip to the Great Lakes. What she wrote was modest and not overlong; the newspapers published it substantially as written—in the general news columns, all but one, which, having a policy of flattering the middle class, gave it an obscure position in the "Society Department."

There was much to-do about the wedding of Horace Windsor Barclay, 3d, and Virginia Thayer Montgomery—very much more than either of them wanted. It began a month or more before the actual ceremony. Preparation of the wedding and reception and dinner lists was a difficult and delicate labour; there were so many people to be pleased; so many who could not be
pleased without offending others who could not be offended. Such discus-
sions over the status of this, that and
the other person and the wisdom or
desirability or necessity of inviting him
or her to this, that or the other func-
tion. Such pleadings and arguings and
labourings to placate relatives. There
were half a dozen violent quarrels
among various persons before this tre-
mendous task was completed, and one
proposal to abandon the whole project.
Selections of gowns, gifts, attend-
ants, a clergyman, music, etc., were
hardly less distressing. Two ministers
had staunch champions and almost
equal claims. An advantage of a few
months in age finally turned the scales
in favor of the Rev. Stuart Collins,
D.D., D.C.L., Rector of the Church
of St. Mark and the Epiphany. A
florist almost wept in his efforts to har-
monize two hostile colour schemes of
mother and daughter before Miss
Montgomery, rising to a sublime height
of filial devotion, yielded.
There were great telephonings, tele-
graphings and even cablings; great
dashings here, there and everywhere in
motor-cars; great rehearsings and
photographings.
The families were by no means the
oldest, richest or most distinguished;
but they were old, rich and distin-
guished enough to stir the ennuyé
newspaper people to pyretic activity.
The rivalry was keen and bitter. Re-
porters were constantly telephoning
and calling. Doormen were no match
for them. They talked their way in.
"The place is alive with them!" Mrs.
Montgomery exclaimed once in des-
eration.
It got so bad that the bride's brother,
Thomas Watters Montgomery, was
obliged to withdraw from all other
activities and devote his entire atten-
tion to the press.
The upshot of it was that they were
married. After the last solemn bless-
ing had been pronounced, the last jest
delivered, the last toast drunk and the
last rice thrown they lay back in their
stateroom, facing each other with half-
closed eyes, happy but too tired to
speak to each other.

II

John F. Williams had not thought
very seriously about marriage. That
was not because he was a one-sided or
ill-balanced man mentally. He had not
thought very seriously of anything.
The facts were that he lacked the dis-
position and the equipment for any but
elementary thinking.
He was a strong-bodied man and
made a living by beating carpets, carry-
ing rubbish out of basements, serving
as a porter in saloons—performing any
kind of manual labour he could find
to do. Always he worked under the
direction of some other person. There
was hardly a task so simple that he
could be trusted to perform it properly
alone. He could not be trusted to drive
a horse because if he should encounter
any of the ordinary difficulties a driver
encounters he would not know what to
do. When he was removing rubbish
from a basement he had to be watched
or he would carry out some articles of
palpable value, temporarily in disuse,
put here because it was a convenient
place to put them where they would be
out of the way.
Williams had dropped out of school
and been lost track of by the school
authorities at a very early age, which,
because of his incapacity, was not par-
ticularly unfortunate. He could never
be anything more than a common
labourer.
Persons of a considerably higher or-
der of intelligence, casually considering
those of Williams' order, are sometimes
mildly astonished and wonder that they
get along at all. They do get along,
and, on the whole, very well, too—ex-
cept when they are monkeyed with by
people who do not know what is good
for them or others who do not care.
They lack the intellect that is necessary
to solve complex problems, but they
also lack the complex problems, since
those are created by the actions and
reactions of the same intellect.
John F. Williams, like the rest of his kind, was of some value to society and so society took some sort of care of him. Society was kindly disposed, too, as it is to the weak if they are weak enough and are duly grateful and not too bothersome. Williams got along particularly well because he was industrious and honest and generally well-behaved.

Hattie Johnson was a fit mate for Williams. Her origin, her physical capacities, her intellectual incapacities, her experience in life—all were like his. She had tried to be a domestic, at the suggestion of an intelligence office, but had failed and had become a scrubwoman and dishwasher in a cheap restaurant.

Hattie had thought no more deeply of marriage, of course, than John had. They simply loved each other. They were physically attracted, which was virtually the only way they could be attracted.

John knew of the existence in the higher strata of girls who were more beautiful than Hattie, but he was never troubled with futile thoughts of them for himself. For him they were so remote that they were undesirable. They were not his kind.

With Hattie and the men it was the same. Telling Hattie that she was the prettiest girl he had ever seen, John believed it. If she had said, "What! Really prettier than those two Raleigh girls at whose house you sometimes work?" he would not have known what to answer; but she never thought of saying any such thing.

Deep in their subconsciousness was the conviction that the people who occupied the higher places in the world generally deserved them. Their conscious belief, however, was that "the rich," "the swells," were a selfish and highly immoral lot, with only an exception here and there. They believed it because it was what they heard on every side. They would as readily have believed that everyone with an income of twenty-five hundred dollars a year or more was a saint.

John and Hattie were well pleased with their marriage. It satisfied their physical beings, which were about all the beings they had. Hattie was a good cook. Their food was not of the best quality, but it was of the quality they were accustomed to and they had all they wanted, which was a great deal. The same was true of their beer and whiskey. John did not mind his wife's drinking and would not mind it so long as it did not impair her value to him. Drinking beer and whiskey in greater or less quantities was then as common among the women of their class as it was among the men, which means that it was almost as common as eating.

John was not disgusted nor even irritated by any condition that Hattie reached when she drank to great excess. He was quite used to seeing women in such conditions. He had seen his mother in them. He had seen his aunts in them. Nearly every woman that he knew he had seen in them. The difference between Hattie's sober and drunken states was not vast. If it had been she would never have been his wife. She was personally negligent, but no more so than he. This negligence in each other never annoyed them; they were not conscious of it.

That they were married to each other was very largely if not wholly a matter of chance. That each of them should be married to someone had been just about inevitable. She satisfied his need for a woman; he satisfied hers for a man. Their inherent moral conception was scarcely necessary to keep them together; the very fact that they were was almost sufficient. He was not able to see any important difference between his wife and other women of their class. Nor was she able to see any great difference between her husband and other men.

The rest of their morality was like their sex morality. It was the conventional, scarcely questioned morality, but—due partly to chance though principally to their lack of intelligence and fine sensibilities—it had not been put to any severe test.
In a few months Hattie was not quite so eager for John's homecoming at night; but John, of course, did not know it. He came home as promptly as ever after his work because he was as hungry for food as ever. He did not know that he was not quite so eager to see Hattie.

Finally he came home one night and supper was not ready. Hattie had stayed too long with a neighbor in a motion picture theater. He upbraided her. She had angered him in almost the only way she could anger him. In the quarrel Hattie took her own part. Something of the sort happened about a week later and John, being even hungrier than usual, struck Hattie. In the fight that ensued he suffered almost as much as she. Thereafter there were fights of like causes from time to time.

During these troubles they were unhappy, of course; but the physical wounds and bruises were the only ones that lasted more than an hour.

In three years there were two children. They loved them as much as they were capable of loving, and were as good to them as they knew how to be. When the older boy was two years old he fell downstairs and when his father and mother picked him up he was dead. They were almost beside themselves with grief. They cried in each other's arms for hours. The next day John did not go to work. The day after that he did. A week afterward they still suffered. In a month they were almost as contented as they had ever been, and in three months they were quite as contented.

The death of this child was the greatest tragedy either John or Hattie ever experienced.

III

James H. Harrison and Elizabeth Dougherty married for love. That was what they said. That was what they believed. It was what everybody that knew them believed and it was approximately true. Neither of them had had an unrestricted choice of mates—not by any means. Among those from whom they had been permitted to choose there were none for whom they cared so much as each other.

As the assistant manager of a grocery store that catered to the fashionable classes, James H. Harrison had had some contact with young women of those classes. He had been considerably affected by the personal, cultural and temperamental charm of some of them. He had sometimes indulged in pleasant imaginings concerning them, all the time realizing that the imaginings were vain.

Marriage with a beautiful young woman of a distinguished and wealthy family was delightful to contemplate, even if one had to end with contemplation. With greater ambition or astuteness or freedom of spirit he might have realized one of these dreams. Indeed, he conceived the possibility of a successful campaign for the heart of one of these highly desirable young women; but he was too "proud," too weak, seriously to consider being a party in what would be generally regarded as a mésalliance. He knew of one marriage that, even as it took the bridegroom into the Social Register, had taken the bride out of Society.

After all, James H. Harrison had thought, there was more distinction than difference between the girls of the social elect and those of his own familiar world.

As for the girls of his own world, several of them had rejected him before he was accepted by Elizabeth Dougherty. However, after he had made his declaration to Elizabeth that she was "the only girl in the world" for him it never occurred to him to wonder how tragic the consequences would have been had one of the others accepted him. He believed what he said to her, just as he had believed what he had said to them.

Elizabeth had a modicum of utilitarianism in her nature, which, although she was ignorant of the fact, influenced her sentimental affairs. She had believed she could trust her "heart" and
had not consciously attacked the marriage problem with her intellect.

There had been some exercise of intellect, however, and the pursuit of an eclectic policy had brought her to accept James H. Harrison. She was partial to dark men, as blondes frequently are; James was personally and temperamentally attractive; he was smart and more successful than the average young man of his years. Some that were more successful had no appeal; some that had greater appeal did not “get along.” She had had proposals from men of both classes, but had not loved them.

Of course, she was not thinking of them at all when she accepted him. Neither was she thinking of those from whom she would have been very happy to have proposals a little while before. They had not proposed and she had been disappointed, but never heartbroken. He had and she was thrilled with joy.

In the first realization of their dreams the Harrisons experienced no disappointments. Marriage was as unspeakably blissful as they had imagined it would be. In their faces, in their eyes, in their manner their friends could see how happy they were. Harrison, who had been rather severe and often impatient with the men who took orders from him, was now constantly in a genial mood.

“Married life certainly agrees with him,” they said.

Elizabeth’s friends said, “My, how well you look!” “You’re getting fat, I believe,” and other such things.

Six months after the marriage the Harrisons were still happy, but if they had tried very hard they could have found words to describe their happiness. Harrison was still declaring enthusiastically that he felt just as he had the day after the wedding. He hated to admit anything else. He had, as a matter of fact, had the same experience with a wife that he had had with other things—suits of clothes, neckties, his watch, his motor-car.

Some of Elizabeth’s imperfections, some of her inadequacies, which had been apparent always, he had now observed for the first time. He had been so strongly impressed by her desirable qualities that her undesirable ones and her lack of certain desirable ones, being of less degree, had not impressed him at all. It was only after continued association had accustomed him to her qualities of greater degree that he had been affected by those of lesser degree.

For Elizabeth’s part it was the same. So James was now sometimes unpleasantly conscious that Elizabeth’s nose was somewhat too large and somewhat flat, that her mouth was too large, although it was well formed, that her voice, which was low pitched, was unmusical and, when she laughed, a little harsh; Elizabeth was at times annoyed by the realization that James was literally low-browed, that he was awkward, that his hands were too short and thick, his fingers too short and blunt.

These matters, however, were minor. They were not affected by them often and even when they were it was not too deeply. On the whole they still found each other highly desirable, highly lovable.

There came, of course, a moderation of their altruistic affection. Nearly everyone, no matter how brave a show he makes, has a feeling of uncertainty about himself, some fear that he is not quite adequate. Nearly everyone is—more or less—world-shy. Nearly everyone is apprehensive of what life, knowing his weaknesses, may do to him, and, therefore, feels the necessity of concealing the greatest possible number of those weaknesses; that is, the necessity of putting his best side forward.

Often this is done deliberately; more often, instinctively. The Harrisons did it instinctively. After the marriage they no longer felt the necessity of putting the best side forward to each other, but in their altruism they desired to. The moderation of that altruism brought unpleasant revelations.
James had little interest in any of the important things in the world. His principal concerns were business—not business in the large, which might be enough to fill a respectable mind, but the retail grocery business; sports—principally professional ones—and musical comedies. By being a good listener to men who knew world affairs and thought of them he managed to make them believe that he did likewise. But when Elizabeth, casually reading the newspaper, asked him for information about this or that important matter, he was generally unable to give a satisfactory answer.

This disappointed her and came to irritate her. She did not care enough about these matters to inform herself. The headlines simply made her mildly curious. She wanted to be told a few essential facts. Her own greatest interest was music. She was an indifferent performer, but she was devoted to the opera, the orchestra and other forms and never tired of reading of the doings and the personalities of musicians.

James cared nothing for music as music—except the musical comedy sort; but he was willing enough to attend the opera and the orchestra with Elizabeth. She was beautiful, despite defects, dressed charmingly and was noticed. It pleased his vanity to show her off and to be in a way associated with fashionable people. Such was his fatuous character that this association furnished him with a pleasant illusion instead of quickening his realization of exclusion.

James liked to talk in season and out about his business, the most trifling details of it being intensely interesting to him. He thought they should be interesting to others, anyway to Elizabeth. They bored her—more than baseball—more than golf. Without any consciousness of discourtesy she would begin to read a book or magazine or go to the piano. Just as unconsciously she refrained from doing anything of the sort when being bored by other men.

Of course, in time there were criticisms. There were admissions and reconciliations and promises to "do better." The efforts to "do better" failed. They did not have the intellect to solve their problem easily and, although they imagined they were the most unhappy spirits in the world, their unhappiness was not really enough to compel any sustained effort to cure it.

The time came when neither of them was sincere about the reconciliation. He, believing her admissions were honest, felt she was the one to "be different." She, believing he was sincere in accepting responsibility for the whole situation, felt it was for him to mend it. There might have been some hope if either had been strong enough to consistently maintain innocence, but neither was. The mutual admissions and promises brought cessation of active hostilities, which was what both wanted more than anything else.

James, positive that he was the unfortunate party to this marriage, the one who had been defrauded, saw nothing except what tended to justify this belief. So with Elizabeth. As they had not seen any of each other's faults in the first place, they now did not see any of each other's virtues. His ignorance was not merely aggravating now; it was contemptible. His short forehead and his short, thick hands were proof conclusive that he was of a low order. Elizabeth's inattention when he talked was evidence of a deficient mind. Even each other's personal tastes, such as his for liquor in moderation and hers for Oriental perfumes, now had the aspect of vices.

Both now regretted the marriage. They believed they knew enough about life now to make a success of it if they could only have opportunity. He offered divorce. She refused it. If she had not he would have snatched it back from her. The thought of divorce was not horrible to them; it was superbly pleasant; but the thought of what people would think and say and do—that was ghastly.

Elizabeth would not even confess to her mother that the marriage was a
failure. James was too proud to confess to his best friend.

In time they gave up quarreling, learning its utter futility, and by making the most of separate interests made wretchedness tolerable. Before the world they pretended affection. Alone there was not even pretense of affection except when appetite compelled them to resort to it to preserve the illusion—such as it was—of their self-respect.

Of course, there were men with whom Elizabeth believed she could be supremely happy; but she held herself quite unapproachable to them, as to others. This was not from moral considerations. Her moral conceptions did not resist many beautiful relationships, though impossible ones, that her mind conceived. She was simply afraid of what people would think and say and do if they should find out, and there could never be any absolute assurance that they would not find out.

There were women from time to time that James believed were “the only women in the world” for him. He never told them so. He never dared. Once, when Elizabeth was visiting some friends in Chicago, a young widow, who was understood not to be mourning, invited him to call. In a flash of courage he said he would and the time was fixed. He did not go. He was afraid.

And so on.

IV

Horace Windsor Barclay, 3d, had done a great deal of thinking about matrimony. He had inherited a disposition and an ability to think, along with a distinguished name and greater wealth than he cared about. All the Barclays, with here and there an exception, had been naturally disposed before doing anything to diligently consider what the consequences—both to themselves and others—were likely to be. Therefore they had not done so much.

Horace Windsor Barclay, 3d, could very easily have dashed into matrimony at any time (as a matter of fact, some determined efforts had been made at times to drag him into it); but it had taken him until he was thirty-one to do the requisite preliminary thinking about it.

He had been specially careful in his consideration of marriage with Virginia Thayer Montgomery, the reason being that everybody was so dead sure that such a marriage was superlatively desirable and that any other for either of them would be little less than a calamity. He had not intended to let his judgment be dominated by opinions of other people. He did not think very much of other people generally—though he was always considerate of them—and, even if they were far more intelligent than he believed them, how could they possibly know whom he should marry? Even he himself could not know that to a certainty.

Mr. Barclay did fall in love with Miss Montgomery. His proposal of marriage lacked nothing of earnestness, but it was governed by a becoming restraint—the restraint of a man who does not believe all is fair in love and war. For her sake, but also for his own, he refrained from making one of those furious emotional assaults by which men so often seize what it is impossible for them to retain. After some weeks of diligent and fearful examination of her heart to make as sure as she could that she was not misunderstanding it she promised to marry him.

They married for love. So far as they were concerned there was no other consideration. They were not influenced by the desires of other persons. They simply were pleased that those desires were so consonant with their own.

They were persons of sound, capable, well-cultivated minds and fine sensibilities. Each had a considerable knowledge of the world, a perception of life in its true values and proportions.

Although Virginia was not small, not dainty by any means, she was fair with a fineness of feature and a delicacy of color—beautiful; yet Horace knew there must be flaws in her beauty that he could discover with very little ef-
fort and that probably would appear to him sooner or later. He was tall, slim, dark, high-browed, generally of sober mien—a man of distinguished bearing. He did not look like Virginia's conception of a god. There were several that came nearer doing so than he. That did not concern her at all. She loved him, she believed, because of an essential goodness in his spirit or mind, which, although she could not analyze it, was the greatest goodness of which she had ever been sensible in a man. For like reason he loved her.

They knew that their fine sensibilities, which had often enough been outraged by others, would at times be severely hurt by each other. But there would be mutual tolerance, mutual forbearance, as there was mutual love.

Virginia knew that Horace sometimes drank to excess. She was sorry for this, but she knew that whether a man gets drunk or not is no conclusive proof of his character. And, as Horace whimsically said after a quite voluntary confession, he was drunk only when necessary, only at a proper time and only in a proper place. She was not dispassionate with him in this. She occasionally experienced humours of weariness and inquietude in which she felt, from what she had observed of drunkenness, that it would be a relief and regretted her strong but involuntary restraint.

All the theatricalism of the wedding was absurd and distinctly offensive to them. They considered it a kind of elegant barbarism. The marriage was a sacrament to them. Still, they had to conform for the sake of general peace and comfort for themselves and all others concerned.

As a matter of fact, they despised all artificiality and superficiality. They were sound for rational conventions, but hundreds of senseless ones irritated them. They were in Society, however, and could not get out without causing much sorrow and distress—to themselves only indirectly; directly to their friends and relatives, who were not so rational as they.

These persons were essential aristocrats, born in the most unsatisfactory sphere for an essential aristocrat to be born in. (Not that Society is a specially bad sphere; only that it is the most difficult one to get out of neatly and quietly and without doing any great damage.) They were bound by their natures, by consideration for others, by love for others, by sense of duty and obligation, by—if you please—a certain class consciousness to remain where they had been cast and make the best of it.

Well, then, they were married. Although there was no celebration of it the women all noted the first wedding anniversary of the Horace Wind­ sor Barclay, 3d, proudly declaring fulfilment of prophecies that the union would be rarely happy and successful. While they were doing so the Barclays were being tortured with the fear that their love was dying.

There had been a subsidence of the first splendid flaming; that they had expected. Likewise they had expected the constant and unfluctuating fire that seemed to remain—but that was only seeming.

The sinister change came at first so gradually that Virginia did not realize its coming. They had been living with a sense of security. Their attitudes that had promised such great happiness had seemed to realize it. But a vague uneasiness which in the beginning had given Virginia no serious concern because she considered it one of her transient humours remained and grew stronger. Misgivings rose—about what she was utterly unable to know. She brooded. At last she wondered if her love for Horace could possibly be waning still. Later she feared it was. Still later she knew.

She did not know why. There was the greatest horror of it. If she had known she could have acted—fought the cause if it was in her, asked him to fight it and helped him if it was in him. But there was no cause that she could see with all her desperate strain­ing of her senses.
She could not tell him because of the very hopelessness of the little there was to tell—a single but terrible and inexplicable fact. She could only hope—with an intensity that made her hope a prayer—for the life of their love. She might as well not have hoped. The waning now grew more rapid. There was still a strong power in her love, because its power in the first place had been so great; but her soul was in panic.

By effort that taxed her sorely she simulated the old fullness of affection. It was not self-deception; she was too discerning for that. At last—perhaps because she must justify abandonment of a struggle she was unable to continue—she conceived the conviction that this pretense, even for a lofty purpose, was wrong—immoral.

Then she told Horace.

He did not stagger nor cry out. She had not expected him to. She had expected him to be even more courageous than she was, and he was. His face grew pale. The colour slowly returned. He sat down and looked at her steadily for a long time. Then he closed his eyes. He was not in terror. He was alarmed. He was thinking.

At last he asked,

"Virginia, don’t you love me at all any more?"

"I love you," she said, "almost as much as ever—it seems—only somehow—I don’t know how—somehow not enough to be your wife."

He did not answer for a while, but was thoughtful.

Then he asked,

"What do you want me to do, Virginia?"

"I don’t know," she answered. "That’s what’s so terrible about it. Nothing. It’s nothing you haven’t done—nothing you have done. If it were anything I could tell you, anything I could understand, there wouldn’t be anything to be afraid of. You’d make it right."

"I surely would," he said.

His heart was sick. He was not without hope and yet he saw the possibility of tragedy as very real. What cruel irony it would be, he thought, if, with all their superior endowments of mind and spirit, they should fail, just as wretchedly as others had failed, in keeping love alive.

"Maybe I can understand myself better after a while," Virginia said. "Oh, I love you! I do love you!—but not enough! I want you—want you near me all the time—want to be in your arms—but it seems as if I haven’t a right to be. I want you—it seems with all there is of me—and still I don’t feel as if I loved you enough—not as much as I did. When I don’t love you enough"—she choked—"I feel like a bad woman."

He got up and drew her into his arms.

"Don’t be afraid," he said. "You’ll get over this, my girl. Whatever comes I am with you. I won’t fail you."

She did not get over it. He did not fail her. They struggled as bravely as they could to save and restore their full love; bravely, however blindly. There was no means at their command but sheer will and sheer will was, after all, only that. At last they realized that, while she still held a profound affection for him, her love in its fullness was quite dead; that struggling to revive it was futile; that it could never be revived, except, perchance, by another miracle like that which had first given it birth. And the horror was—for both of them—that his love was unchanged.

That horror remained with them, mitigated surely by mutual sympathy; mutual understanding of the bitter sorrow of benevolent strength, helpless beneath the incomprehensible and inexorable; mutual affection, nobler if less felicitous than much that is called love.

Eventually it occurred to them that the possibility of their finding love elsewhere than in each other, however remote, was still a possibility. They must prepare for that. The arrangements were made and Virginia obtained a divorce in a state whose law—
makers had a conception of marriage that was not exactly bestial.

V

The divorce was a good deal of a disappointment to the newspapers. There was not much they could say about it so far as the record was concerned. But they could surmise and insinuate. They could reprint all the details and pictures of the wedding and the histories of Horace and Virginia and their families. All of which they did. Horace's drinking helped. Drunkenness was not alleged, but that did not matter. "The interesting identity of his companions in wine and song has not been revealed."—That was one writer's way of doing it.

John F. Williams and his wife Hattie could not read very well, but by word of mouth from those who could they learned enough of the story. They understood.

"They're all alike, the rich!" John said. "They're all rotten. I guess she's just as bad as him."

Hattie guessed so, too.

James H. Harrison and his wife Elizabeth read all about the Barclays. Harrison said to a friend,

"They're a pretty wild pair, I guess. Still, they're no worse than the rest of their set. They're pretty much all alike. I'd like to know the whole truth about it. It would make pretty spicy reading."

Elizabeth said to a friend:

"I never did envy her—or any of the rest of them. I'm sorry for her, really, although I guess it's as much her fault as his. I have my suspicions there's other men in the case as well as other women. They're all alike! Riches don't bring happiness."

If We Should Speak

By Harold Crawford Stearns

If I should speak to you of love,

Our comradeship would fade away

Like mist the sun makes rainbows of

At break of day.

If you should speak of love, I know

That we would think of them no more—

The little dreams that long ago

We knelt before.

For love, once spoken, steals apart,

An elf all cold, and calm, and wise.

Let love creep stilly through my heart

Across your eyes.
The Betrayal

By Mifflin Crane

I

DR. WEATHERBY had completed a successful colectomy; his customary amusing comments, an uninterrupted overtone to the serious business of the clinic, had acted as a stimulus to arouse his students' enthusiasm. As he turned to leave the amphitheater they arose in a body and applauded him.

He bowed and walked rapidly to the little door through which, a moment before, two internes had wheeled out his patient. As he passed into the corridor the sound of appreciative clapping still came to his ears.

In his scientific enthusiasm his mind was for the moment mercifully detached from the unhappy indignities of his domestic life. He was still thinking of the operation, the fascinating and almost miraculous cleverness of his deft hands. He still sniffed the commingled pleasant odours of ether and chemical antiseptics, and before his eyes the amphitheater lingered, peopled with the white-robed nurses, the white-gowned assistants, the little group of graduate students on the floor and, above, the blurred faces of more than a hundred intent undergraduates.

An hour before, entering the door through which he had just passed, his mind had been oppressed by the sardonic failure of his other life, the life outside this work of his hands and brain. He was thinking then of his wife and of her latest vulgarity.

But, as usual, the sight of the clinic and the young, expectant faces of the spectators had taken away the burden of his oppression. That was a familiar and often experienced respite. For this reason he had been led, frequently, to look upon his scientific skill as more than an immaterial circumstance; at times he regarded it as an embodied thing, alive to his necessities, a benefactor, a giver of release.

He walked the length of the corridor, passing the opened doors of several wards, and reached his office. Here the necessary mission that would take the rest of his afternoon returned to his mind. The usual frown reasserted itself on his face, giving him that severe aspect common to most of his hours.

He glanced at his desk, gathered up several letters to be mailed, adjusted his hat, and left the little room with a hard and almost mechanical step.

Outside the hospital he climbed into his little runabout, driving through the streets toward the address he had in his mind. In the traffic the alertness required of him brought a little relief, and the crowds, as always, gave him a certain zest.

He liked this multitudinous aspect of life shifting before his eyes, and the clamour of its unnumbered activities that hummed in his ears. When he was younger it had charmed him and touched him to wonder; those were the days of his dreams.

Now his zest was coloured with an unvarying tinge of ironic comment. At one of the corners, brought to a temporary stop, he glanced toward the pavement and, among the many faces, saw those of a boy and a girl a little withdrawn and naively close. The young fellow, slender, enthusiastic, was standing with his head uncovered, bending toward the girl.

Weatherby saw her nod and the
boy's face coloured with the gesture of her assent.

He knew nothing, of course, about their conversation, nor what the boy had sought, but he guessed it as a trivial thing: some "yes" to a proposed call, a consent to see this boy in the evening, to go with him to a theater, to dine with him in a restaurant. But that sufficed these two; it was a promised excitement; they clothed it in the false garments of their illusions. Weatherby smiled, his lips curving unpleasantly. Ah! The abounding folly of life!

The whistle of the traffic policeman sounded; he drove on. Presently he reached the street he sought, stopping in front of a shabby building displaying the familiar triplicate of three gilded balls. Frowning more intensely, he descended to the pavement and entered the shop.

A middle-aged man, half sinister and half ridiculous amid the confusion and grime of the place, was standing behind the counter. The doctor took the folded ticket out of his pocket, presenting it with a small pile of bills to redeem the pledge.

The pawnbroker received it, counted the money and, going back to a distant shelf, returned with a dusty leather case, which he opened, displaying Weatherby's set of silvered urethrotomes.

"Do you remember the woman who brought these here?" he asked.

The man nodded, uttering a sibilant "Yes."

"Had she been here before?"

The pawnbroker hesitated.

"I guess—yes," he replied.

"How many times?"

He shrugged his shoulders.

"Ah!" he said, "so many leddies! That's hard to say, meestair!"

Weatherby was angry, yet at the same time he understood the futility of venting his irritation upon the pawnbroker. He took up the case, thrust it under his arm and, turning abruptly, walked out of the shop. Stepping into his car again he started the engine, swung out into the street, and drove in the direction of his apartment.

This last escapade of his wife, although intrinsically not so serious nor so dishonouring as many another of hers, had produced more than the usual unpleasant reaction. Often, when he refused her money, she carried something out of the house—a piece of jewelry, a fine book, a picture, a bit of bric-a-brac, taking it to some place of this kind.

Generally he was unaware of these excursions and she herself redeemed the pledges without his knowledge. Again, he would make an accidental discovery, yet say nothing, because he shrank from the unpleasant vulgarity of accusing her.

But now, in seizing upon his instruments, her act had acquired a special malignancy. It was almost symbolic, expressing the depth of her indifference to him, her callous cheapness, her incredible degradation.

Thinking upon this now, almost unconscious of the streets through which he passed with only a mechanical alertness, a fabulous picture of earlier days returned to him to heighten the bitter vision of the present.

He remembered her as a young woman, as a girl. Incredible enough, she had been charming. But even then she had lacked any manifestation of responsibility—he remembered the words of her father, when, very serious and extraordinarily nervous, he had approached him, desiring his daughter.

The old fellow smiled, clapped young Weatherby on the back and shook his head dubiously.

"Yes, take her," he said. "Certainly. But be careful, lad. See if you can teach her not to spend so much money. I never could!"

At this moment, although introspective, he had no inclination to review those progressive steps by which the young girl, irresponsible, yet touching and alluring in her naïve disregard of sense, had declined into the woman whom he knew today. Only flashes of her declinations came to him. Old dis-
illusioning discoveries, until at last all illusions were gone, arose in his mind now, occupying it like a familiar and diabolic genius, until the moment when he shut off his motor and climbed out to enter the apartment house.

Someone nodded to him in the corridor, but, abstracted, he passed on to the elevator without returning the salutation.

II

He entered the apartment; it was very quiet; at first he thought that he was alone.

He went first to his bedroom to change his clothes and then there came to him the hissing noise of laboured respiration. Walking out into the living-room, he found his wife asleep in a chair.

She had been seated near the table and now half her body lay over this; her head was buried in her plump arms and her hair, loosened, covered the nape of her neck in unpleasant disorder. There was a bottle in front of her and a glass; the cause of her stupor was obvious and it was not an unfamiliar sight.

Weatherby stared a moment, frowning bitterly. But the actual sight of her vulgarities never stirred him as much as the contemplation of them. In a second he accepted the immediate fact almost stoically.

He crossed the room, bent over her and, turning her head around, looked down into her face with an almost professional interest.

Her eyes opened slightly, but she did not awaken; her breathing was difficult and slightly spasmodic, but there was nothing alarming in her condition.

Weatherby pushed his hands under her arms and pulled her up from the chair.

She muttered something, but he had no interest in distinguishing the words. Steadying himself a moment, he began to drag her across the floor, reaching the couch that stood against the wall.

Here he deposited her, as inanimate as a sack. Her feet dangled over the edge; he lifted them up to the couch.

She was still sleeping.

For a few seconds he stood looking down at her, studying her face with a puzzled expression. In this instant, since in her stupor she could not wound him with her speech, he could almost regard her as a being detached from his intimate concern, a problem, a question in cause and effect.

Even after these years of degradation her face still retained a certain charm. The complexion, mottled a little for the moment, was smooth even now, and suggested, like a ghost, the quality of its former freshness.

Her nose had kept the same fine modelling and her brow, from which the mussed hair fell back in careless waves, had the old, candid breadth. Only her lips displayed a striking change: they were loose, puffed and even in their present flexion suggested an unlovely hardness.

Standing over her in this mood of contemplation, his mind was troubled with an uneasy lack of understanding, an uncertainty that seemed to thwart and mock him. There was still in this countenance, however much it had hardened and changed, the tangible suggestion of the girl of his delight. What had happened to her?

What curious infirmity within, eluding all his search and persuasion, had committed the theft of her abounding promise? In these questioning moments Dr. Weatherby almost doubted himself.

Perhaps the infirmity, whatever it had been, was half the result of something within his own nature. He had never quite considered her before with this touch of melancholy sympathy.

Perhaps she had wanted something, a speechless, uncomprehended something, an illusion he could not suggest, gifts he had not to bring.

For a second he tried to recall a clear memory of their earlier days, to see her as he had known her then, and divine what might have been her dreams. But he failed in the effort.
His mood changed, and a relief, more pertinent to the moment, entered his thoughts. Tonight he felt glad that she was in this condition, since it precluded a more disagreeable alternative. There would be no argument between them tonight, no harshness, no loss of self-respect.

He glanced at her a moment longer and then left the room.

Returning to his bed-room he completed his toilet and, without looking at the woman again, passed through the hall and out of the apartment. For the moment he was free and perhaps, for a time, he could be forgetful.

He descended in the elevator and, outside, stepped into his car. Then he drove to his club and had dinner.

He had already decided on the disposal of this evening, and now his mind turned to thoughts of his work, the considerations that always brought him oblivion. By the time he had finished dinner he was smiling, and passing out into the lounge he smiled at several of his acquaintances with a sense of well-being.

Once more he got into his car, this time driving rapidly. He stopped finally before another apartment house and entered with a familiar step.

The elevator boy nodded to him and he ascended. When he stepped out he walked rapidly down the length of the corridor and knocked at one of the doors. In a moment it was opened by a woman; he took her hand at once.

Her lips were curved cordially and she spoke in a small, agreeable voice.

"I wondered whether you were coming tonight," she said. "I couldn't remember whether you said you would or not—and, of course, you never think to 'phone."

She stood aside for him to enter; he laughed.

"You're mistaken, Helen," he expostulated. "I always think of the simple, necessary things, but at the wrong time. Usually they come to me when I have a patient lying on the operating table, for I'm less preoccupied then. It's surprising how mechanical one's skill gets! One can almost automatically let daylight into a chap's liver and lights while one's mind engages telephones and other similar matters."

They were walking through the hall now. Weatherby led the way into a small room illuminated only by a lamp shaded with a green, brocaded cover.

At his concluding words the woman raised her shoulders and shuddered extravagantly.

"Don't talk to me about such things!" she said. "Maybe I wouldn't respect you so much if you'd been a poet or something of the sort, but it would have been much decenter."

He turned now and confronted her, and for a moment they stood smiling at each other.

The woman, without achieving an indisputable loveliness, had nevertheless her charm. Her features were too pronounced, they lacked a desirable frailty—that appealing suggestion of evanescence that accompanies soft curves. But her eyes were beautiful, grey, appealing and very steady; her jetty hair was abundant, falling away on either side in rhythmic waves and gathered up, at the nape of her neck, into a coiled knot that seemed almost too heavy.

Weatherby held out his hands; she took them in her own.

"You look very appealing!" he cried. "I'm glad to be here with you!"

She continued to smile, but something of the frank curve of her lips was lost in the coming of another expression. It seemed almost as if some regret, some uncertainty, threw a shadow over her face.

"Yes," she answered. "It's good to have you here."

Her small voice was subdued, she dropped her hands, and rather abruptly crossed the room and seated herself on the davenport near the green shaded lamp. In the chromatic reflection her face looked pale.

For a few moments Weatherby stood where she had left him. The pleased and contented lines of his face hard-
ened, and two depressions cut parallel furrows between his eyes.

In her presence, and within the calm and decorous quiet of this room, he was reacting to the recollection of the stuporous woman recently abandoned at home. It was a familiar disquiet; the force of contrast frequently brought it to him.

At the same time there emerged into his feelings a measure of personal disparagement. He comprehended the fact, if not the nature, of an evident weakness within himself—a lack of daring, of initiative, a disastrous temporizing with conventions.

Across the room was one who might have given him, at any time in the past few years, all that he could crave in a woman—the sweetness of delicate response, the soothing charm of quiet. Yet they had never gone beyond ineffective moments such as these: the occasional meetings, the few snatched hours that led to no decision; a suspension, an unfuiliement.

He glanced up; she was looking at him and their eyes met.

"What's the matter?" she asked.

Before he replied he permitted himself a second of bitterness. If he were without mastery, she should have supplied them both with courage! But her temperament was at one with his own; like him she was ineffective.

He shrugged his shoulders and smiled a little.

"Thinking . . ." he replied.

"Don't think! Come here and sit beside me."

He obeyed and, as she made room for him, she touched him caressingly on the arm.

But, as if to hold off the spell of any immediate forgetfulness, he did not return her caress. Turning his face he met the affectionate look of her grey eyes with an expression that was almost harsh.

"Don't you ever plan?" he asked.

She understood; she tried to evade his question.

"Tell me all that you've been doing today; I've had a terribly dull day myself."

He was silent for a brief period, and then, in a somewhat monotonous voice, began what amounted almost to a soliloquy.

"She was in a stupor when I got home," he said. "Of course I wasn't shocked—it's too old a business for that; I was relieved, if anything. It gave me the opportunity to come to you. If she had been quarrelsome I might have lost all inclination to go anywhere. But, luckily—or unluckily, perhaps, who knows how anything will end?—she's had an interest of late. She has forgotten about me."

He paused and his companion met his gaze with an inquiring look.

"Yes," he went on; "no doubt you've guessed it. Another one. I don't know where she found him. A young man this time. She pawned one of my instrument cases to get money for him."

"How did you discover?" she murmured.

"An accident. But discovery is after all inevitable. She's grown so indifferent. She left one of his letters and her own answer, unsealed, on the table. I believe I was justified in reading them."

The woman nodded.

"He was asking her for money. In her reply she said she would try to bring it to him, and then she accused him of not loving her, of always wanting something. Not loving her! How incredible! It appalled me, in a way, to read that. It gave me an inexplicable sense of tragedy, her tragedy—even a touch of compassion. Can you understand that?"

The woman at his side touched his hand and her fingers lingered in his. He scarcely noticed this gesture.

"What sort of a mad obsession possessed her! Then she made love to him, called him extravagant, endearing names that were really terrifying to me as I read them. She spoke of him as her 'boy,' her 'darling little boy.' Can you picture the youth who receives that letter, who meets her, suffers all her..."
dreadful demonstrations? His depravity is more inexplicable than hers."

He ceased speaking and for some minutes there was no sound in the little room.

Then, little by little, his features relaxed.

He closed his fingers around the slender hand that lay in his own and, looking at his companion, he smiled.

"But I have you!" he said.

She leaned toward him and spontaneously their lips touched.

"Sooner or later," he declared, "I'm going to break from everything, take you away with me, get what's left to me out of life. I'm still sentimental enough to believe that there's some happiness for us!"

"Yes," she whispered.

At that moment he did not criticise her reply. Yet it might have served as the simple symbol of their relationship: the unfailing mutual agreement, the immediate sympathy and the inevitable evasion of action.

III

During the next few weeks he was very busy. His clinics were full and there were an unusual number of important and interesting operations.

In a measure he was content. As always, his work took him out of the world of undesiderate realities, gave him the temporary peace of forgetfulness. It was, after all, the one thing in which he believed, that would never betray him.

But at the same time he could not remain wholly ignorant of his wife's activities. She was engrossed in her new affair, but her carelessness kept him somewhat cognizant of her astonishing fervours. For one thing, she made constant demands for money. Rather than quarrel, he granted her desires.

Then, one evening, he made what appeared to be a significant discovery. His wife was not at home, but on the floor in her room there was a crumpled note, written in the scrawling, boyish hand he had seen before. This time it was harsh and brutal. He was tired of her, he wrote. He told her that he was going away and that it was useless for her to look for him. "I can't spend all my time with an old woman," he said.

Weatherby read this document with speculation and wonder. What had his wife done in the instant of her perusal? How had she reacted?

For a second or two he was sympathetic. He did not understand her, nor all the complexity of her degradation, yet at the same time she was still capable of emotions. She still hoped—for incredible, debased things no doubt, but back of the perversity of her desires there was, without question, an intense, if pathological fervour. She could feel the shock of despair, the misery of defeated wantings.

At that instant he again questioned his own freedom from guilt. If she had failed him, disastrously, appallingly, then he had likewise failed her! Perhaps, had he been more discerning, more comprehending of her needs, life might have vouchsafed a different ending. But this was no solution. He shrugged his shoulders. There was no solution to anything.

She did not return that night. This relieved him of a disagreeable foreboding, for he shrank from meeting her.

Sometimes she remained away for periods of days; he never knew where she went, nor with whom. No doubt, however intense her feelings in a single instant, she would be quick to forget.

When she returned it would be with some other monstrous interest.

He left the apartment early in the morning, for a busy day was ahead of him. In the evening he planned to visit Helen, whom he had not seen for more than a week. The thought of meeting her again made all the hours in prospect take on an agreeable colour. At the same time a peculiar, vague determination stirred within him.

Perhaps they might come to some sort of a conclusion tonight!

Late in the afternoon, after the com-
pletion of an exceptionally successful piece of surgery, Weatherby was the recipient of a real ovation; after this he spent a half an hour talking to the Chief Resident Physician at the hospital. Then he prepared to go home.

He had no thought of his wife. The day had passed very agreeably and the evening was still in prospect.

He entered his apartment with the rare phenomenon of a smile.

It was entirely silent. He recalled his wife then and was relieved in his belief that she had not yet returned. Perhaps, when she did, he would be gone forever...

He walked into the living-room.

Then he saw her sprawled on the floor.

She was lying near a chair, from which she had apparently fallen. The chair was overturned on its side.

She lay face upward. At her feet he caught the glitter of a metallic instrument; it was one of his scalpels.

Uttering an incoherent exclamation, he stopped abruptly. Her dress was covered with blood; a widening stain extended around her on the carpet and, observing these things, he saw in the same instant the cause.

Sitting in the chair she had taken his scalpel and passed it back and forth across her throat. The wounds were obscured by the blood that still pulsed from them.

For just a moment Weatherby was irrationally enraged. This was the culminating abomination, the last monstrous evidence of her folly!

Then his immobility passed and he sprang across the room and knelt at the prostrate figure.

He placed his hand on her chest; her heart was still beating and respiration, although enfeebled, continued.

He maintained his stooping posture only an instant. Then, arising swiftly he ran through the room, through the corridor and into his office. His instrument case was on his desk and he seized it, hurrying back.

When he stooped at her side again he saw the blood had almost ceased to flow and for a moment he believed that she was dead. An examination showed, however, that she still breathed. Nevertheless, the loss of blood had been tremendous and only an astonishingly swift operation could save her.

Now, a peculiar enthusiasm came into his face. He had lost all thought of her identity; she was only the object of his immediate skill. It was a simple case, but never had one been more urgent. His eyes widened, darted about him and glowed with his excitement. He opened the bag and tumbled out the instruments.

Separating the wounds, he made a swift examination. Luckily, the carotids were unsevered. But she had made a clean job of the thyroid veins and arteries, together with the anterior and external jugulars. The gashes extended to the sternomastoid muscles...

With an astonishing precision he began clipping on the artery clamps. Then, with deft fingers, he made the ligation of the severed vessels. One by one he released the clamps dropping them on the floor. Finally, taking up a needle, he sutured the wounds.

Now he glanced at her face. Her pallor was intense; the eyes were closed, the mouth hung open and there was no sign of respiration. He bent down and listened.

The heart was still beating!

Without pausing for the formality of sterilization, he bared her arm and thrust an injection needle under her skin, pushing down the plunger.

Then, still kneeling, he waited.

Little by little he saw her chest take up the visible rhythm of inspiration and expiration. Now he felt sure that she would live.

He arose. Although he daily did things more difficult, he had never worked with greater swiftness, under a larger urgency, nor with better deftness. There was an expression of exaltation in his face like that which might come from the knowledge of a significant victory. For some seconds
he stood thus, motionless, breathing deeply.
And then, gazing down upon her face, the full understanding of her identity swept like a wave over his consciousness. She was his wife, the woman of his degradation and defeat. She had been dying—and he had saved her.

In that dreadful second he saw the other woman, the one of his desire. He remembered the half resolves that had intrigued him throughout the day. But these resolutions returned to him now in the bitter light of a critical understanding. They would never seize their own happiness; each was too faltering for that. They would go on through weeks, through months, in ineffectual wanting. Only the release through some other agency would give them their desire.

He stared, in grim understanding, at the prostrate form on the floor. The woman there breathed gently now; there was even a relenting of her death-mask pallor. She herself had offered that necessary release—and he had thwarted her. A faintness that came with the understanding of his final defeat made him stagger back against the table. His enthusiasm, his pride in his skill—the skill that heretofore had seemed the only unfailing mercy of his life—had betrayed him.

Certainty
By Norvel Henry

SHE tried all the expedients known to her for finding out whether he was still alive. She listened for his heart beat, stuck a pin in his flesh. Then she placed a mirror to his lips. Slight moisture gathered on it. The reaction stunned for the moment. Then she became herself again and worked quickly. She held the pillow over his face for fifteen minutes more.

THE woman who can love two men at the same time can teach the devil things that he does not know.

THE most attractive face that a woman looks into is the one that shows it is looking into attractiveness.

HALF the women are married to the wrong men. The rest are about to be married to the wrong men.
“At the Opry House Tonight”

By Winthrop Parkhurst

I

ABOUT thirty years ago a gentle­
man stepped hopefully into a
bath-room, locked the door, re­
moved his coat, loosened his vest, un­
buttoned his trousers, and turned on
the hot and cold faucets of the bath­
tub. His laudable and godly ambition
was to take a bath. Unfortunately for
that intention he was interrupted in the
midst of further disrobing by a per­
emptory knock on the door.

“Yes?” inquired the gentleman with
lavatory hopes, nervously clutching a
breezy negligee around his limbs with
one hand but stoically continuing to
test the temperature of the rising
waters with the other. “What is it?”

“Some one to see you down-stairs,”
said a muffled voice outside. “Very
important.”

“All right,” growled the man, dab­
bling wistfully in the water. “Be out in
a minute. Tell him to wait a second.”

And with a sigh of annoyance at this
untoward interruption in his sacred rite
he quit­ted the filling porcelain, hastily
donned a blanket-robe, and in a mo­
ment was downstairs, chatting in mo­
mentary forgetfulness of the fact that
he had failed to turn off the faucets
upstairs and that water, under such cir­
cumstances and in accordance with a
mysterious law of physics, invariably
continues to rise.

One minute passed; two minutes
passed; three minutes vanished into
eternity. Still the gentleman down­
stairs chatted on merrily, still he con­
tinued to converse in utter oblivion of
the ominously rising flood.

Ten minutes passed—and the waters
silently reached the curved boundaries
of their receptacle.

Fifteen minutes passed—and they
were flowing quietly over onto the
floor.

Twenty minutes passed—and they
were bubbling and burbling on the car­
pet in unrestrained delight.

One half hour passed, and the gen­
tleman below, having duly transacted
his conversational business, blithely
tripped aloft again and hurried to the
scene of his thwarted endeavours.

Alas! As he opened the bath-room
door he observed with consternation
that instead of a well-filled tub await­
ing him, as he had expected, he was
confronted by a room half-filled with
seething water. The carpet had
vanished beneath the flood, the chairs
were afloat mid-way to the ceiling—the
room, indeed, looked like a derelict-
awash in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean. Nay, more: he heard cries of
anguish and fury arising from the
rooms directly beneath him. The in­
habitants of the house were drowning!
He was ruined!

For a horrible instant, up to his waist
in the warm water that surged and
billowed about him like a maelst­
ron, he stood in dumb despair. Then inspiration
seized him, for he was a man of tre­
mendous genius. He could not undo
the havoc he had wrought; at least
he could prevent such catastrophes
from occurring again. The reason that
the water had overflowed from the
tub, he argued hurriedly, nearly up to
his neck by this time in the deluge, was
that no safety outlet in the tub had been
provided. Very well! He would in­
vent such an outlet. Never again should
such dastardly misfortune overtake him or any other man!

Making his way to the tub with powerful over-hand strokes, and diving heroically toward the faucets, he managed to shut off the in-rushing water. And at length, worn with his watery battle, he retired to his bedroom and cunningly thought out that little contrivance without which no bath-tub is to-day considered complete.

A number of years later, such was the success of his invention, he had collected enough money off it (and off subsequent inventions) to realize the dream of his life. He built the Manhattan Opera House. His name was Oscar Hammerstein.

II

Such, with appropriate apologies for a certain amount of dramatic license, was the operatic beginning of the only man in the United States who, a dozen years ago, had the wit and pugnacity to pull publicly by the nose the gaudy pretensions of his rival—the rival, forsooth, of all operatic art—the Metropolitan Opera House. The incident in itself is comparatively unimportant. It is mentioned here, incidentally and introductorily, as a brief tribute to the courage of a régisseur who, in the face of a deluge of bad taste, once battled valiantly to reach the farther shore. It is mentioned, also, because it is reported to have furnished that man with the means, or a part of the means, to carry him there.

The bones of Hammerstein’s famous coup de maitre lie mouldering in a grave beside the ashes of his mortal anatomy. In 1910, at the instance of the Metropolitan Opera Company and the invitation of about two million dollars, the redoubtable Oscar swore a solemn oath, heard by a notary public and God, that he would produce no more opera in New York, Philadelphia or Kalamazoo for the space of ten round years. And except for one attempted delinquency he kept that oath; before the ten years had elapsed poor Oscar was dead.

But though he thus failed to outlive his promise to be good, and though all that remains to the public in this year of grace 1920 is the vague recollection of an amiable, goateed gentleman who smoked sixty cigars between breakfast and evening prayers, and incidentally subscribed to the heresy that Richard and Pastor Wagner were not brothers, Oscar Hammerstein’s life was not wholly lived in vain. For, alive, he imported “Pelleas and Mélisande” into America, put Mary Garden on the boards, presented Cleofonte Campanini with a baton that could be waved freely in any direction without hitting W. K. Vanderbilt on the pocket-book and endowed operatic art, generally with a two years’ lease of life. And, dead, his obelisk in Woodlawn Cemetery raises a defiant finger to the skies, perpetually calling down the artistic justice of heaven on a board of directors whose official habitat, then as now, is bounded, externally, by Fortieth Street on the North, by Broadway on the East and, internally, North, South, East and West, by unerring stupidity and almost infallibly hollow taste.

It is difficult, indeed, to believe that such an institution as Hammerstein once vigorously embattled exists today at all. Without seeing, hearing and tasting its incomparable fudges, it is well-nigh impossible to credit an edifice, even of the proportions of this edifice, with being able to contain and discharge, nightly, so many thousand gallons of pure operatic glue. True, it has performed most of the music dramas of Richard Wagner. True, it has more recently given an inquisitive eye to Boris Godounoff. True, the American première of Strauss’ “Salome” was celebrated behind its resplendent doors, and one Heinrich Conried was allowed on that occasion to enter by the front portal, though J. P. Morgan, W. K. Vanderbilt, August Belmont et al., immediately thereafter kicked him out by the rear. True, the art of M. Didur is at present tolerated by its tuxedo jacketed mullahs, and numerous prima donnas, male and
female, famous and infamous, have at times been allowed to enter its sacred precincts and endanger the gild on its famous golden dome. True, again, it has not ogled Donizetti to the complete exclusion of Delibes, or Massenet to the utter forgetfulness of Moussorgsky, or Verdi to the point of openly insulting Wagner.

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that the Messrs. Dippel and Gatti-Casazza labor constantly under the serious handicap which confronts all operatic producers: to wit, a shortage of good operatic material. Britannia may rule the waves; Italy waves the ferrule. And the Metropolitan, no less than the Manhattan of yore or the Lexington of to-day, has felt the constant lash of Neapolitan power, and, running short on Russian, French and Germanic goods, has filled out, and excusably filled out, its stocks by trading with the aesthetic enemy. Nevertheless, though forgiven for some of its menus, the Metropolitan can only be damned for its service; it has dished up some savory cutlets and then spilled all the gravy.

That is to say, it has produced Wagner, Bizet, Moussorgsky and Strauss. But consider the manner of those productions! Recall the money ponderously and publicly invested on them! Compute the shining shekels of Otto Kahn and the no less shining shekels of his illustrious and adoring boxholders! Reckon up the thousands of dollars nightly dispersed for vocal talent, carpentry talent, scene-painting talent, electrical talent, producing talent—all the talent which goes to make up that conglomerate tour de force known as an operatic production! Then, if you are so minded, sadly review the results. Recall, optically, the Sixth Avenue gypsy jewelry that decks out the Egyptian princess Amneris in “Aida;” the tin-foil swords brandished by a rag-a-muffin crew of amateur soldiers in “William Tell;” the Luna Park red and yellow fire through which Siegfried plunges valiantly to awaken his sleeping Brunnhilde with an amorous smack on the cheek, in “Siegfried;” the twine and tinsel harp with which Wolfram lends imaginary support to his voice while, one eye on the conductor and the other on the proscenium arch, he sings his aria, “Oh! thou sub-blime, sweet e-e-evening star-a-ahr!” in “Tannhauser.”

Bring back to mind the papier-mache tree-trunks that sway perilously in the breeze whenever a stage-hand coughs discreetly behind the scenes; the painted plaster-and-lath rocks that look like over-grown, ossified mushrooms, though they are intended to give an air of god-like desolation to the third act of “Die Walkure.” Conjure up once again, if the remembrance is not too painful, the moth-eaten swan that flies with dejected, rheumatic jerks across the stage in “Parsifal;” likewise the feeble aquatic pretense that serves, ostensibly, as an introduction to “Das Rheingold” but really does nothing in the world but make the intelligent spectator pray aloud that the Croton Reservoir will suddenly burst its banks and give the poor, gasping mermaids, Woglinde, Wellgunde and Flosshilde, some real water to swim around in.

Recall, too, the doughty picture of a dozen Broadway catamites blithely lisping their way through the chorus, “We are robbers bad and bold,” or words to that effect (“Gotterdammerung”); the fascinating genre study of Olive Fremstadt attempting to engage her upper molars in a pressed-paper head of Jokanaan (“Salome”); the full-oil portrait of Geraldine Farrar protecting her wifely virtue with a Japanese paper fan from Vantine’s (“Madame Butterfly”). Also, if you have the patience, envisage reminiscently the famous Coney Island transformation scene in which an obviously fake castle becomes an obviously fake forest right before your very eyes (a collapsible cardboard trick and a Wagner matinee specialty); also, again, the extra-special-superfine moonlight scene, complete at every performance, whereunder a tenor sobbingly announces that his heart is
broken and whereupon a soprano obli-
gingly, though somewhat mysteriously,
puts it together again by resting her
right ear on the aforesaid tenor's
second rib and delivering herself forth-
with of several B flats in a fortissimo
tremolo.

Finally, if you are not utterly ex-
hausted, recall that murmuring obli-
gato background which the patrons
themselves furnish to these pictorial
and musical dainties, dredging up from
the painful past a memory of the rap-
turous "Ohs!" and "Ahs!" emitted
from the family-circle, the whispered
"Do lend me your glasses just a min-
ute!" and "Oh, damn, I can't find my
programs!" from the expensively up-
holstered orchestra midriff, and the
bolder-voiced but more elegantly-in-
toned, "No! you don't say sos!", "There
she is right now, over there—look!"
and "Of course. The decree is abso-
lute!" from that handsomely-draped
circle of boxes known as the "horse-
shoe"—for if you do all these things,
mes fréres, you will have painted for
yourself, with little exaggeration and
much kindly omission, an imaginative
panorama of that incomparable bijou
which Wall Street buys nightly for it-
self, when, leaving Tiffany's, it goes
musically and dramatically a-shopping.

Do I bemoan the obvious? Do I
weep over an artistic monstrosity that
is frankly considered a social function,
and nothing but a social function, by
the intelligentsia of the world? Per-
haps. Nay, certainly. Among lovers
of pure music, operatic art at its best
is rightly considered a grotesque hybrid
forcibly bred from two arts which ever
eye one another with suspicion. And
among lovers of pure opera, the Met-
ropolitan, tacitly at least, is regarded
as the supreme cabbage in a bed of
roses. But, formally, no trowel has
been laid at its roots. It lives unmo-
lestedit and serene, greedily sucking up
through its tentacles a steady stream of
adulation and financial nourishment on
which grow fatter its fame and box-
office receipts and by which, conversely,
season by season, grow leaner the
pocket-books and intelligences of its
awe-struck and star-struck admirers.
Banking on the prestige of Enrico
Caruso, Geraldine Farrar and other
such-like virtuosi of the epiglottis;
banking, also, on an occasional setting
by M. Joseph Urban and a snappy piece
of decoration by Mynheer Willy
Pogany, it has puffed out its gleaming
shirt front and said:

"Behold! look at me. I am the one
supreme, musical plum in a garden of
cabbages. Come all, and suck me!"

And the trick has worked. From
Cape Cod to California the Metropoli-
tan Opera House is accepted as the
mecca of all music. Factory girls
frantically sell their virtue to procure
the money to buy the training to
strengthen their voices to sing some
day before a representative of this
heavenly and holy edifice. Gentlemen
joyfully part with their honour to pur-
chase the gowns to drape on their
wives to put them in a position to be
able to say that they have actually
listened to Signor Caruso. For it is
indeed a juicy and lordly plum, this
plum which the public is invited to try.
It is worth about five millions, sterling,
and a single suck costs from two to
five hundred dollars.

III

To this fabulous fruit, with much
mouth-watering and much anticipatory
lip-sucking, comes then (let us say)
the supposedly mythological but actu-
ally multitudinous Mrs. John Smith
Jones, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, U.S.A.
For twenty years Mrs. John Smith
Jones has heard glorious tales of the
doings of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, and for twenty years she
has secretly promised herself a taste
of this musical hors d'oeuvre suprême.
By nature she is intensely musical.
She dotes on music as a fish dotes on
water. Tears of delight and ecstasy
fill her eyes when the mere word music
is mentioned in her hearing. She lives
music, breathes music and, if music
could be eaten, she would undoubtedly
eat music. She can play all the Men-
delssohn's Songs Without Words by note and three of them, with a little stumbling, from memory. Her secret passion, however, is for an art above and beyond such petty trivialities. Her secret passion, in truth, is for Grand Opera.

Hence to Grand Opera she inevitably turns. She buys a Victrola and with it dozens of the best-known operatic records. She memorizes the names, ages and complexions of all the singers, and drinks in deliriously the golden tones which roll forth grandly through the latticed aperture of her marvelous machine. Here, at last, she realizes, is the exquisite ambrosia which alone can sate her appetite for the beautiful. Here at last is food for the very soul!

Yet there is salt in her pleasure and a gnawing disappointment in her joy. She owns, and knows backward and forward, records of all the arias of Caruso, McCormack, Bonci, Farrar and Galli-Curci; and she revels in the art of these immortal musical gods with complete and unfeigned delirium. But something is wrong. Something is missing. And she gradually feels it. What is this strange deficiency that, little by little, rankles in her soul and makes her impatient, querulous, scornful even of the most expensive records that money can buy? Ah! that is the mystery which one day is revealed to her in a flash of startling intuition. She has heard Grand Opera on a talking machine; she has never heard Grand Opera in its blinding and colossal actuality. Very well, she will hear Grand Opera in its blinding and colossal actuality! She will go to New York. She will go to the Metropolitan Opera House. She will feed herself, for at least one glorious night, on that magic pabulum whose crusts, merely, she has been accepting as supreme artistic nourishment.

So she goes. For several weeks the daring of the scheme daunts her. Then, one day in a moment of bravado, she throws her scruples to the wind, puts her baby in its crib along with several ham sandwiches and a bottle of pasteurized milk, scribbles a note to her husband saying that she will be back in a day or two, draws two hundred dollars from the savings bank, purchases a through ticket to New York City—and departs.

Of the actual arrival in the great metropolis of Mrs. John Jones Smith, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin; of her breathless entry into the Waldorf-Astoria; of her rapturous telephoning to friends (most of whom she has not seen for years); of her delirious purchasing of seats at the elegant box-office of the Metropolitan Opera House; and of her numerous and incidental bouts with Pullman-porters, taxicab-drivers, hotel-clerks, ticket-speculators, bell-boys and head-waiters, it is unnecessary to this tale to speak. Let us therefore pass over a hectic prelude to the grand event itself, and at once discover Mrs. Smith, now bathed, dressed, dined and appropriately gingeraled, and surrounded by a crowd of delighted friends in a dress-circle seat before the very adytum of her dreams.

It is two minutes before the advertised performance of the overture to “Tannhauser.” The house is a blaze of light and glory. The mystic moment has almost arrived. Gentlemen in evening clothes lean suavely toward beautiful ladies in low-cut gowns, and the beautiful ladies, with much fluttering of fans and eyelashes, lean back, demurely smiling smiles of ineffable feminine charm. Black-coated ushers move discreetly up and down the multitudinous aisles, diligently comparing small oblong slips of cardboard with numbers which are affixed to the coveted and elusive seats. They conduct this operation noiselessly, swiftly, ceaselessly. Yet there is in their manner that element of ceremonious distinction, never to be confused with mere servility, which seems to say: “Ah! we may be only ushers at the Metropolitan Opera House. Nevertheless we, as well as you, are constantly aware of the glory of thus serving Wagner, Bayreuth and Gatti-Casazza.”
From above, in the family-circle, there come the hum of excited conversation, the hurried swish of skirts, and the dull tramp of innumerable feet. And below, apparently from the boxes, float musical laughs replete with refined delight and well-bred anticipation of the tremendous event which is about to occur.

To Mrs. John Jones Smith's surprise this laughter and tramping of feet continues even after a stern-faced god has entered the orchestra-pit and called for silence with three sharp taps of his little baton. But her surprise is only momentary. After all, she reflects, it would be less than human to expect so gigantic a rite to commence calmly. Several of the boxes are noticeably vacant. Doubtless their intended occupants have been delayed on the way. What a pity! Also, she notices that most of the people present are whispering and smiling openly. But, again, no wonder! All these hundreds of people are as excited as she. It is quite natural that they should vent their excitement in hurried communications with one another. Even Mrs. Smith herself is suddenly tempted to lean over and drop a word in one of her friends' ears. And she does so without compunction.

Then, without further warning, the music begins. The stern-faced god, below, has lifted both hands impressively in the air, and one hundred musicians with uplifted, exalted faces have instantly responded to an almost imperceptible gesture. At last! The lights are dimmed. The overture begins. And twenty years of aching expectancy are sublimated in one instant of breathless reality. Forgotten, now, are husbands, babies, ham-sandwiches, Pullman-porters and bottles of pasteurized milk. Forgotten is the world of all mundane banalities. She is in heaven.

The overture commences very softly. But gradually, like a locomotive getting up steam, it grows and swells and rises into a song of rapturous ecstasy. This song is sustained so long that Mrs. Smith nearly loses her breath; but then, just as she feels she is about to faint with joy, a new theme enters—a theme, this time, of unbelievable charm and ravishment. Mrs. John Jones Smith has not blushed for a dozen years. Nevertheless she feels herself turning red, inside, from hat to shoes. It may be wicked to feel so. She cannot help it. She gives herself up to the seductive strains with wilful abandon. The music makes her feel, indeed, as she has not felt since the evening her husband proposed to her and asked her, with one arm tight around her waist, to be his wife and the mother of his children ...

And then at last, like the rending of the very veil of heaven, the curtains slowly part. What has gone before has been heavenly. What follows now is absolutely divine. For, surrounding a man, dressed in the most gorgeous breeches imaginable and heroically impervious to their open seductions, dance a score of women clad in what first look like night-gowns, but which, on closer scrutiny, are clearly not night-gowns at all, but shimmering, semi-transparent robes of the most fascinating modes conceivable. Mrs. Smith gasps. Then she relinquishes herself to the scene, fascinated. Ah! to be able to dance like that, to be able to sing like that, to be able to dress like that, to be allowed to tread on the very stage on which this gorgeous creature lives and moves and sings and has his being! What would she not give for such a privilege!

In her excitement she leans toward one of her friends and gaspingly requests the opera-glass. At first as she glues her eyes to the instrument, there is a distinct sense of disillusionment. But gradually, as she accustoms her sight to the changed spectacle, her excitement, momentarily abated, arises with renewed force and fury. She watches the man magnificently thrust aside his female tempters (the impudent hussies!). She is momentarily alarmed lest the ringleader of the crowd, an obvious siren, should finally succeed in catching him. But to her
infinite relief, following meanwhile each manly gesture and each opening and shutting of Tannhäuser’s mobile mouth whence the most ravishing tones are constantly issuing, her fears are set at rest. She breathes freely once more. Tannhäuser is saved. The danger is over. In the end he has proven himself a god.

Sinking back in her seat with a sigh of exquisite relief she turns to her friends who also have sunk back in their seats with sighs of exquisite relief.

“Wonderful, isn’t it?” whispers her friend, stating an obvious fact rather than asking an actual question.

“Wonderful!” excitedly agreed Mrs. John Jones Smith, formerly of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, but at present an epicurean critic of metropolitan opera. “Did you see how that man simply waved all those creatures away with his hand?”

“Superb acting,” answers her friend, with glistening eyes. “Superb acting!”

“And such a voice, too!” continues Mrs. Smith. The opera is in full progress, but she cannot restrain her delight any longer.

“Well, of course—!” This in a voice of magisterial wisdom. “That is Orville Harold!”

“Orville Harold?” superciliously queries another friend, sitting farther down the line. “My dear, what are you talking about? He is Carl Jorn!”

“Oh, is he?” retorts her neighbor, frigidly. “Anyway, his voice is remarkable. Much finer than last year. Don’t you think so?”

“Oh, much finer—very much finer!”

There is a short lull in the conversation. Mrs. Smith hunts desperately for her program, inwardly deciding to settle the dispute for herself. But the search, after considerable fumbling in the dark, proves fruitless. And she gives it up. Besides, the lady at her right is whispering something in her ear:

“My dear, it’s been so sweet of you to give us all this treat. Afterward I thought it would be nice for us all to run over to the Biltmore. It’s quite near here, you know, and you simply must taste some of their delicious . . .”

IV

Forty-eight hours later Mrs. John Jones Smith is back in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, U.S.A. As she enters the front door her baby is munching the last of its last ham-sandwich, and her husband is playing “Hearts and Flowers” on the talking machine. Her soul is revolted. But no matter. She has been to heaven. She has been to the gods. She has sucked the Great Plum.

And she will die in blissful ignorance of the fact that whereas Oscar Hammerstein once invented a drain-pipe so that he could produce operas, the Metropolitan Opera Company, with the assistance of Mrs. John Jones Smith, has invented opera so that it could produce . . . Well, the truth perhaps is libelous. Let some hero step forward and take the witness-stand.

SADNESS is the lot of women who have suffered and of men who have dreamed.
The Faithful Husband
By Elsie McCormick

My husband is faithful to me.

While other wives wonder and worry until new lines creep into their faces, I rest serene in the confidence that my husband is not being led astray by a freelance in the war of love. Each time that he kisses me, I know that he has touched no other lips; I am certain that there is no woman, however charming, with the power to take him away.

It is not that my husband is unattractive. He has deep, dark eyes and a profile like a statue of Phidias. He is the type that women adore—madly. And yet I rest secure.

Perhaps you will smile and think me a foolish, gullible wife. But my trust is too deep to be upset by mere cynicism. There are things that one knows instinctively, without being told. And I look forward to many more years of serenity.

My husband is faithful to me.
He is in jail.

The Worm
By Allen Collins

The Wind and the Rain were discussing their power over women.

"I can blow a woman's skirt on high," boasted the Wind.

"I can make her lift them when she crosses a wet street," boasted the Rain.

A lowly silk worm listened.

"The material I spin, woven into silk stockings, will also make a woman raise her skirts," he said.

After all, the calling of the clergyman is a delight. He has the right to call on all the women in the community without fear. Such a life would indeed be a delight, if one didn't have to be a clergyman to enjoy it.
CAROLINE closed the novel she had been reading and looked out wearily at the half-grown islands that sprawled on the still surface of the lake. The late afternoon sun passed a fatherly hand over the heads of the distant mountains. Caroline sighed.

She knew that it would not be long now until the shadows would take possession of the trails through the woods from which vantage-point they would creep slowly in towards the hotel. Then dinner would be served and soon after that she would retire to her room to spend an eventless evening.

Caroline had come to The Peaks because her sister Laura recommended it. Caroline always went to places because someone recommended them. Her sister had seen a great deal of The Peaks the preceding summer. Agnew had been there the entire season.

When Caroline thought of Agnew Burchard she was conscious of a divided emotion. At first there was only a deep sympathy. Caroline repeatedly told herself that that was all there was; but she knew it was not true. Slowly, almost imperceptibly, but certainly too, there crept into that sympathy a feeling of dissatisfaction which exploded tiny depth-bombs in the sea of Caroline’s subconscious self. After the explosion there shot up thin streams of green jealousy which disturbed Caroline because she could not understand them. She could not have even given them a name. Vaguely she knew that there was something disturbing in the thought of Agnew Burchard, and she was quite certain that there ought not to be anything of the sort. Beyond that meager explanation she could not have gone.

Caroline knew that if Agnew had lived he would have married Laura. Laura had spent week-end after week-end at The Peaks the summer before while Agnew was there making a last fight to regain his failing health. Agnew’s people had telegraphed for Laura when his condition finally became acute. Laura had been with him when he died. She had returned after the funeral quiet and still and dignified, and had gone on with her ordinary activity as though nothing had happened. Not even to her sister had she made any sign, betrayed any grief, or offered any confidence. And Caroline had timidly put off her shoes from off her feet and acknowledged the place where-on she stood to be holy ground.

Since then Laura had been something other than a sister. She had drawn about her the majestic robes of melancholy romance and became associated with that peculiar isolation which so often seems to characterize the famous. A great actress, a noted author, a distinguished orator, could not have inspired more awe in Caroline than did the unfortunate Laura, who had been loved, engaged, almost married, and had come only a little short of widowhood.

Nothing of the sort had happened to Caroline; she knew that it never would. The days of her eligibility were pasted. She would be an old maid. Of course, there was no actual difference between her and Laura in that respect. Laura
was also unmarried, would also be an old maid. But to Laura there might always come the consolation of knowing that it might have been otherwise; more, that it certainly would have been otherwise but for the ruthless intervention of circumstance. Laura had been robbed of much—but she had been robbed. The grim highwayman had passed by Caroline. She had nothing for him to seize. His very severity to her sister had been sweetened with romance. His indifference to Caroline had been a reproach.

Here, here in the shadow of these very mountains, under these same towering pines, yes, even on this same hotel verandah, Laura had acquired the richest prize of life, and though it had been rudely snatched from her grasp, nothing, not all the colorless, weary years ahead, could alter the fact that it had been hers.

Caroline gazed out across the motionless lake with wistful eyes. She wished that she had not come to The Peaks.

Dinner at The Peaks was a loquacious affair. Half the crowd were eager to tell of their day's sport, the rides they had taken, the fish they had caught, the mountain they had climbed. Most of the other half, the youngest ones, were beginning to bubble with that senseless merriment which precedes a gay evening. The dance hall awaited them, moonlight and romance were to be theirs, and their spirits rose in anticipation. Only the invalids, who were often too miserable for gaiety, and a handful of people like Caroline, who were too staid for it, remained aloof, wrapped in assumed indifference.

Caroline resented the atmosphere. She couldn't climb mountains, so disliked the braggarts. She was too old for romance, so pretended to disapprove of the lovers. The invalids reminded her of Agnew and created a disagreeable impression; and she had little use for those who were unfortunate enough to be like herself.

Dinner over, she drifted again to the verandah. The halls echoed with the laughter of young life. She wished she were home. Over the lake a half-moon threw handfuls of liquid silver. The old pines gossiped with a passing breeze.

Black and white figures flitted down the path to the dance pavilion. Sprightly music, strangely at variance with the quiet sylvan setting, raced out over the lake and flung back laughing echoes.

A complacent matron seated herself at Caroline's elbow. Caroline was certain she had not seen the woman before, yet she had the air of one long familiar with her surroundings.

"Isn't it beautiful?" she breathed. Caroline smiled assent.

"I just arrived this afternoon," confided the woman. "The place looks just as it did. I was here nearly all summer last year, and—O just look at that couple. Aren't they romance personified!"

Caroline's eyes followed the flash of diamonds that lent force to the woman's slight gesture. Something within her felt hard and vindictive.

"They are the ones who enjoy this place," continued the other, "but they are not the ones who need it most. That is the only disturbing thing about coming here. There are so many sick. It was only a few days ago that I learned of the death last fall of a young man whom I became acquainted with here in the summer. It certainly was too bad. I think he knew that it was coming, too, poor fellow. I said when I left, 'Well, Mr. Burchard, I suppose I'll see you up here again next summer.' And he only smiled just as though he knew. O, it was pitiful!"

At the sound of Agnew's name Caroline had been on the point of revealing her knowledge of the case, but some sudden inhibition seized her. Scarce knowing why, she waited in sympathetic silence for the older woman to continue.

"There was a young woman who
used to come to see him. She came up nearly every week, and they used to walk in the moonlight just as these young folks are doing now. O dear me, life is strange, isn't it? She was very faithful to him, poor girl."

"They were—engaged?"

Caroline thought she was asking the question out of courtesy, and could not understand why she hung so eagerly on the woman's answer.

"Oh dear no. I guess everyone thought so. Every one who spoke to me about them did, and I never pretended to know differently. No, we had a long talk one afternoon, and he told me about her. She was an unfortunate girl. Her people had brought her up very strictly and she had hardly ever had any good times. He began to pay her some attention out of sympathy for her situation. He took her about some and saw that she had a little gaiety. It wasn't until his health began to fail that he realized how seriously she had taken everything. She was very good to him then. I think he was very grateful to her, but he didn't love her, you know. She wasn't the sort of girl he would ever have chosen to marry. I suppose she believes that she would have been his wife if he had lived. Life is strange, isn't it?"

"Yes," said Caroline. "Yes, it is—very strange."

III

When she reached her room, Caroline began to pack. She had made up her mind to leave, in the morning. It was not certain that the woman down on the verandah had known Laura's name, but if she had it might be embarrassing when she subsequently discovered Caroline's. Besides, Caroline wanted to go home. The Peaks was not the place for her. It was for sick people and lovers, or elderly gossips like the woman she had just left. It was no place for the woman whose lifelong dream of romance was being slowly but certainly obliterated by the mists of approaching middle-age.

Sitting down by the window, Caroline looked out through the dark pine branches to the moonlit waves swaying in rhythm with the lively music from the dance pavilion. She felt suddenly a great longing for her sister. It was different now. She realized that it always would be different. It wasn't holy ground any longer. Laura, the object of distant admiration, had been changed into Laura, the object of deep pity. Caroline knew now that she had been guilty of jealousy. She had envied Laura her romantic position. It had come between them. Fate had seemed to strangely favor Laura and to scorn her. Now everything was different. Fate had tricked Laura but had left her free. Of the two she was superior. While her dreams were unfulfilled, she cherished no delusions. She rose and resumed her preparations for departure. She felt more at peace with herself and with life than she had for a long time. To Laura everything would always be the same. Laura would never know. But Laura was weaker than she. Laura needed her. She would go back in the morning.

A N ugly woman is an epigram at the expense of her whole sex.
The Gambler

By Roger Andrews

He could not stand it any longer. He felt that he must have it over with at last. With mixed feelings he went to her house. He was going to propose to her. He knew the odds against him. He realized that the chances were ten to one that she would not accept him. That was why he was going to propose.

Song

By Glenn Ward Dresbach

Which shall I pity most today
Of olden April loves?
The one I saw go out to feed
A flock of snowy doves
Beyond her lonely garden-place,
With but lost Aprils in her face?

Or shall I pity most the one
I saw where crowds went by
With flash of gems upon her breast
And winter in her eye,
And Master Poodle walking, proud
In place of Love, through April's crowd?

Or shall I pity most the dear
Strange one who went with Death,
To lose the earth-born raptures gone
As in a rose's breath?...
That body gone to dust again
Answers with violets the rain!
VERS le milieu de septembre commencent déjà les veillées. Sous la cheminée haute comme un porche, devant les chenets anciens, sous les lourds jambons non séparés de leurs quartiers, sous les cordons de saucisses que fument les feux odorants du genévrier, jeunes et vieux font cercle, les uns teillant le chanvre, les autres défouillant les épis d’or allongés du maïs. Vers la fin de la soirée, quand les garçons sont las de plaisanter et de taquiner les filles, ils se taissent et écoutent les histoires du vieux temps que leur conte un menton branlant d’aïeule, ou le geste et la voix tremblotants de quelque vieux.

Un soir, le père Bousson, dit Le Beau, nous annonça cette aventure de l’autre siècle.

"Oui, mon père à moi, il est mort deux fois, et deux fois il a été enterré. Vous riez ?... mais c’est la vérité, aussi vrai que je suis là et que je m’appelle Bousson. Ça se passait en 1814, pendant l’invasion des alliés. Par chez nous, arrivaient les Autrichiens, à vrai dire de toutes les races, des Hongrois, des Croates, je ne sais plus quoi encore. Ils dévalaient, plus nombreux que les sauterelles, des bois et des combes, des communaux et des routes. Ils disaient comme ça, en leur jargon, qu’ils allaient reprendre à Napoléon, l’ogre, la fille de leur empereur, la Marie Louise, et toujours ces mots revenaient, menaçants, dans leurs bouches: "Marie Antoinette, caphout! Napoléon, caphout!" voulant signifier que, puisqu’on avait décapité leur reine, il leur fallait la tête de notre Empereur.

"Mais on se pensait en dedans de soi: "C’est pas encore vous qui le prendrez, et s’il vous a laissé venir jusqu’ici, en France, Autrichiens, Prussiens, Russes, c’est qu’il veut vous battre ensemble, là où il sait, et faire de vous tous une fameuse salade à la sauce qu’il connaît, assaisonnée de poudre et de bisciaiens!" Hélas! l’Empereur avait, paraît-il, perdu son étoile dans la nuit de la Russie et ses meilleurs soldats au passage de la "Belle Résina," une rivière qui charriaît, en guise de bateaux, une flotte énorme de glaçons. ... "Ce furent des temps bien durs. Dans les villages, il ne restait que les tout jeunes et les vieux. La grande guerre prenait, tous les ans, depuis quinze ans, les meilleurs.— Les réquisitions pleuvraient sur les présents. Les Autrichiens, songeant à faire le siège de Besançon, faisaient conduire leurs convois d’obus par les gens. Les convois partaient généralement de nuit, et eux, autant pour décharger leur colère que leurs bêtes, en passant sur le pont de Bouclans, soudainement faisaient rouler une demi-douzaine de ces obus dans le ravin, même qu’après la guerre, de tous les villages on courait en faire des voitures, et comme c’était de la fameuse fonte, à la forge de la Grâce-Dieu on les prenait au prix fort, ou on leur fondait des chenets, des fourneaux, si bien qu’aujourd’hui, dans nos montagnes, plus d’un, sans savoir, se chauffe encore avec des boulets autrichiens.

"Mon père, donc, à cette époque, avait dans les seize ans, mais on lui en aurait donné vingt; un fier gars, noir de cheveux, d’yeux, et d’une moustache naissante qu’il troussait fièrement, surtout pour aller voir sa blonde, Jeanne, la fille aux Saunier, des voisins qui n’étaient séparés de chez nous que par
la longueur des deux enclos. Or, pendant les mois d'invasion, bien que les écuries et les granges, comme les rues, fussent pleines de ces damnés Kaiserliks, il allait néanmoins à la veillée chez sa prétendue.

"Un soir, comme ils étaient tous réunis, ainsi que nous maintenant, sous le manteau de la cheminée, mon père près de sa Jeanne, un de ces Croates, un hussard, entre ivre dans le poêle, et, trainant son sabre, insultant et jurant, en son jargon mi-français mi-allemand, s'en vient prendre le menton de la Jeanne, balbutiant: "Belle fraülen, moi l'aimer, et l'emmener." Mon ancien, prompt comme la foudre, s'élance, et, malgré les efforts du vieux père, les appelés éplores des femmes, saute sur mon Croate, le renverse d'une poussée si furieuse contre la porte que l'autre l'enfonce à moitié, vient buter de son crâne la pierre du seuil et reste assommé du coup.

"Vous voyez le drame, et leur angoisse terrible à tous. C'était la fusillade pour sûr! Car, comment se débarrasser de ce colis gênant?

"Mais, dans ces temps-là, plus que maintenant, les gens d'ici étaient quelque peu contrebandiers, et mon père avait autant de tours en son sac que de force dans ses muscles. Il commence à se déshabiller et commande aux femmes d'en faire autant à l'Autrichien. Il revêt l'uniforme du mort, tandis qu'on affable celui-ci des habits paysans, et par les vergers, sans bruit, ils emportent le cadavre chez nos grands-parents, à qui ils expliquent l'affaire, et l'étendent sur le lit de mon père. L'Autrichien avait la même taille et presque la même physionomie que lui. Les cheveux et la barbe seuls étaient blonds, mais, avec un peu de cirage, ils en firent un noiraud comme mon père.

"Bref, la comédie fut jouée, et bien jouée jusqu'au bout. Quand mon père eut décampé par les vergers, gagnant les bois, mes grands-parents se mettent à pousser les hauts cris, des sanglots, ameutant les voisins, à qui ils expliquent que leur Jean vient de mourir là, tout d'un coup, comme d'une attaque.

"Il y eut bien enquête, surtout quand le Kaiserlik fut porté absent. Mais, que voulez-vous? Le cadavre était bien maquillé, la douleur des parents si évidente, comment les soupçonner? Dans l'autre maison, où le Kaiserlik était canonné, il n'y avait qu'un vieil infirme, une vieille femme et une toute jeune fille. De plus, l'autre était porté comme ivrogne, pillard et paillard. On chercha d'un autre côté, et on ne trouva rien, puisqu'il fut enterré, sous le nom de mon père. Tout le village assista à l'enterrement, et encore à l'offertoire, le dimanche suivant. Même, pour mieux jouer leur rôle, mes grands-parents lui firent dire des messes.

"Quant à mon, père, tout le temps de l'invasion il resta dans les bois de la Grand’Combe, chez des charbonniers de nos amis, bien en sûreté. Mais, quand il revint pour épouser sa Jeanne, il eut des difficultés à légaliser la chose. Il fallut un jugement, à Besançon, qui nous coûta plus cher encore que l'enterrement et les messes. Et voilà pourquoi il porta jusqu'à la fin le sobriquet de Lazare, puisque, comme lui, après sa mort, il ressuscita."
DRAMATIC criticism advances as its concern with the actor recedes. Extended criticism of actors is a subterfuge for concealing a confined knowledge of drama. The dramatic opinions of the actor canonizer, George Henry Lewes, are admittedly as worthless as those of the actor lover, William Winter. The notion that drama is written solely to be acted, and that if it is not acted it is not drama but literature, is the notion that Shakespeare would not still be the greatest dramatist who ever lived had he never been played in a theater.

The critic who treats of the history of the theater in terms of its great actors is like the historian who treats of the world's wars in terms of their great generals. This is the superficial, the showy, the gilt and glitter melodrama method. The sober criticism is that which, while praising Wellington, does not confound him with the forces that actually inspired and impelled him to action. For where one Napoleon is the state within himself and indistinguishable from it, there are a hundred Ulysses Grants. For one Alexander, not—in the entire history of the theater—a single actor. The actor is essential to the performance of drama.

The autobiography of the average critic of the theater has three chapters. He begins, a very young man fresh from the university and eager to conceal his youth, with a veneration for all the old, established actors. He devotes himself, by way of safe emulation of the respected fogies of his craft, to impressive re-praisings, to high talk of "authority" and "flexibility," "sensitiveness" and "spiritual insight," to studious enthusiasms and obedient advocacies, with mayhap a pert touch of qualification here and there as if in tribute to his own independent wit and sagacity. He grows older and touches the thirties. The erstwhile subjects of his eulogy receive presently a more open-minded scrutiny, and while his gaze rests upon their varying proficiency it rests simultaneously, in a cynical E flat, upon their warped complexions, bow-legs, absurd ex-officio antics and grill-room culture. And he forsakes now his cuckooing, cocks his cap at the man-of-the-world angle, pronounces a facetious curse upon tradition, and begins to praise all the ingénues.

It is at this period of his career, perhaps, that he gets as close to absolute honesty and sound criticism as is ever his fortune. But honesty is inimical to his good standing among the professors. Criticism, in its common run, is a pose whereby one makes oneself important at the expense of the unimportant. And your critic, who comes to know this well, comes too to realize that the criticism which gains favour among the wise doodles is not that wherein gaunt honesty pitilessly exposes its intrinsic vulgarity and lack of dignity but that wherein politeness and a specious dignity are bred from a carefully sophisticated honesty. So now your critic, with the years coming down upon him, gradually works back to safe first principles and begins again where he started.

No one appreciates the slyness of the cycle better than the actor him-
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self, and none knows better how to toy delightfully and profitably with the critic at each of his several turns of faith. Thus we have a Mrs. Fiske pleasantly conferring over a volume of reminiscences with a young commentator but recently off the campus. Thus, at the other end, we have an Ada Rehan graciously inviting a gray-haired Winter to tea. And thus, in between, we have the ingenue Miss Chatterton—no whit less shrewd than her older sisters in her understanding of the whims of criticism—effectively making capital of her pretty youth by exercising its privilege to hold herself piquantly aloof... "I can do nothing with the middle-aged critics," once observed the late Richard Mansfield. "But give me five minutes with a young one—or three with an old one—let me take his hand warmly in mine, and my reputation will be assured anew." "To please the venerable J. Ranken Towse," once observed the living Miss Julie Opp, "one must be old or English, and if one is both, so much the better." More bosh has been written of actors and acting than of any other subject in the world: The actor, at his best, is a proficient, likable and often charming translator into popularly intelligible terms of an imaginative artist's work. To argue that he is himself an artist is to corrupt the word artist with half-meanings. The actor is the illegitimate child of an art. He is born of the miscegenation of an art and a trade. His imagination can at the highest reach only the imagination of his dramatist; his power can reach only the limit of his dramatist's power; his emotion can flow only in the degree that his dramatist has turned on the faucet. If he is a good actor, he can serve his dramatist. But he can never be so good that he can improve upon his dramatist. I speak, obviously, only of dramatists who are artists. Almost any fairly competent actor can improve upon a hack playwright, but that does not make an actor an artist any more than a hack playwright like Leopold Lewis is made an artist by Irving's enhanced performance of the Mathias in his "The Bells."

Dramatic criticism in America is actor-ridden. Since the mass of this native criticism is emotional rather than reflective, this is not an unnatural nor illogical phenomenon. The emotional critic, which is to say the average American critic, naturally thinks not only in terms of emotion but in terms of the immediate instrument of that emotion. If he finds himself moved, he attributes that provocation of feeling not to the absent dramatist—or if to the dramatist at all, then only in small part—but to the present instrument of the dramatist, the actor. He visualizes a drama not as a critic visualizes it, but as the yokel in the seat beside him visualizes it. We thus get enraptured gabble about "Forbes-Robertson's Hamlet" rather than Shakespeare's though, as any half-witted critic appreciates, Forbes-Robertson's Hamlet is doubtless the best Hamlet of our generation for the patent reason that Forbes-Robertson has the remarkable and even dumfounding intelligence to give us Shakespeare's Hamlet instead of E. H. Sothern's.

The English have sapped much of the life from their theater by actor-worship. Our theater is at the present time fresher than the British, and richer in vitality, and finer in promise. But we are going the way of the British. And for the same reason. Our most important newspapers are infected with actorocci. Our periodicals, though in lesser degree, show the white patches near the tonsils. The thing assumes ridiculous, almost unbelievable, proportions. No actor is too humble, and none too lowly, to evoke the blubber atomizer. An obscure amateur actor in Stuart Walker's company is dosed with such extravagant praise that his head is turned to a degree that it becomes actually necessary to put him temporarily in an insane asylum. A talentless actress in one of Mr. A. H. Woods' troupes is given a bath of journalistic stearine and demands that her salary be raised from one hundred
dollars a week to four hundred and fifty instanter. A fourth-rate juvenile named Ladd is hymned a neo-Salvini on the pertinent ground that he served with the Army in France. A second-rate amuser, Godfrey Tearle, is greeted as a magnificent virtuoso because he comes from England. Ethel Barrymore, a competent and a charming actress, is proclaimed a great genius on the ground that she helped the Actors' Equity Association to win its fight against the managers. Wilton Lackaye, whose wit must vouchsafe him a good private laugh over it, is suddenly anointed a very great actor because he has disguised his naturally stern and forbidding features with a set of benevolent whiskers. A comely little flapper named Gillmore is greeted as a "breath-taking" artist. And, by way of a grand set-piece, we have the subjoined spasm from the Times over the song and dance girl, Elsie Janis:

"It seemed last night as though her light were shining as it had never shone before. When she danced her moonlight dance as in the old days at the Palace in London before the war, when she sang her moonlight song as a very young and very swank English aviator would sing it, when—above all—when she stood there in the uniform of a French chasseur and sang 'Madelon' with all the spirit in the world, well, these were great moments not to be forgotten in a year of theatergoing. All of which is solemnly reported by one who finds it difficult to keep from growing incoherent in the process!"

There, in that last sentence, you have it! Thus is the American theatrical criticism staggered, petrified, struck dumb with wonder and projected into a foaming fit by—a vaudeville performer.

II

The local mummer worship got up full steam over the Hopkins production of Gorki's "Na Dnye," variously renamed "Night Lodging," "Night Refuge," "A Refuge for the Night," "The Lower Depths" and "A Night Shelter." Scarcely an actor in the troupe that didn't get his critical bunch of flowers. Several of the actors, true enough, gave meritorious performances, but "Na Dnye" is an actor-proof play. I have seen it played twice in Russia, three times in Germany, once in Switzerland, once in Irving Place and also by the Stage Society in London, and I have yet to see an actor fail in any of its roles. These roles, by the very nature of the dramatic composition, play themselves automatically. And, as a result, there has never—so far as I know—been a poor projection of the drama. The drama, indeed, is known in Europe as "the first of the Russian marionette plays." The average American theatrical commentator, however, is always profoundly impressed by any actor who plays on a darkened stage. If the actor dies upon that darkened stage with much groaning and wheezing, so much the better. But if a death is not allotted to him by his dramatist, all that the performer need do to bring himself to be viewed as a very fine actor is to recite his lines in a low semi-quaver.

Of "Night Lodging" it is something in the way of a waste of time to write at this late hour. All that one has to say of the play, one has already said a score of times. One of the important pieces of dramatic composition of the modern theater, the second play of him who has been aptly described as the proletarian of the Russian cities, as opposed to Tolstoi, the peasant aristocrat, a play that in its day has influenced a drama in revolt, it belongs in this day to what may be called the Cook's Tour drama. The drama, that is, that is theatrically interesting chiefly to those who like to travel by rote to the inspection of the tombs, the mausoleums and the graves of the great. For myself, I find the play in the contemporary theater a decided bore. Dunsany, who accompanied me to its local production, lasted but one act. I got as far as two. But to argue, as the Rialto hazlitrity has characteristically argued, that because the play is now a decided theatrical bore it is therefore a dull and desertless play is to argue that because a horse-hair sofa is no longer regarded
as an acceptable article of furniture it therefore can no longer be sat upon and is no sofa.

Mr. Hopkins' production, so far as I appraised it, was but fairly well contrived and only moderately well executed. I have, however, observed a sharp sarcasm in one of the gazettes because the producer saw fit to illuminate the windowless cellar scene with a shaft of light from above. The light authority in point is perhaps of the opinion that cellars are conventionally illuminated from the bottom.

III

With a censorship already busy preparing the lynching tackle, kindling wood and petroleum, the native drama—as if not sufficiently beset—finds itself confronted by crucifiers from another quarter. Richly equipped with hammers, nails and screws, and bearing noble Roman aliases for the hereditary bergs, heims, inskis, fishes, steins and fields, these latter now close in upon the American theater. I present, gentlemen, the moving picture vandals.

With two or three exceptions, the hands that rock the American theater are already handcuffed to those of the invaders. The house of Frohman is bound to the Famous Players; Woods, the Shuberts and the Selwyns have formed an alliance with the Goldwyn company; several of the young independent producers are tied to one film organization or another. Moving picture agents are present at every première, and plays are produced with a sole eye to their sale as screen grub. The situation has proceeded to the point where playwrights, in selling their work to a theatrical manager, now often go so far as to include the stage rights.

A play named "Déclassée" is put into rehearsal and the moving picture people urge that it be called "A Shooting Star" since when they get it for the movies their audiences will not know what "Déclassée" means. The moving picture companies offer many thousands of dollars in advance to the managers if they will put on this or that flapdoodle that will thus get the Broadway imprimatur and will subsequently make good film fodder. But, they warn the managers, no good plays! No Shaw—that kind of smart-alecky stuff doesn't not get over in the movies! No Hauptmann—they don't want no gloom on the screen! No Schnitzler—the movie audiences don't want none of that immoral kinda writing! No highbrow writing, no "imagination" unless it shows some fairies dancing around a poor ragged newsboy in Central Park, no poetry—our audience kids that kinda mush—no psychology and, remember, nothing that don't not end happy!

If a play is what is known to the moving picture people as a "square play," that is, a play with no one character predominant, with the fulness of the roles equally distributed, that play, however fine it may be, these moving picture elegant name "cold" and will have none of. If a play ends on a profoundly tragic note, if its tragedy is other than prettily sentimental tragedy, they use their full persuasion with the managers against its production. If a play, however noble in conception and splendid in execution, hits the key of satire and irony, of searching burlesque or sound philosophy, they tell the manager in advance that he need not look to them for bids. In the face of such temptation, the managers naturally incline more and more toward the production of the species of stage piffle that will subsequently command a handsome moving picture bonus. And more and more, as a consequence, is a large part of the native professional theater being run as a mere feeder for the money-ripe cinema. It is, perhaps, an understatement of the fact to say that seven out of every ten plays currently presented on Broadway are presented solely because it is known that they will make good moving pictures and because the producers thus realize that the profits on the productions, whether the plays are successes the-
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atrically or not, will be large. This situation is bound to expand. And the native drama is so bound to become poorer and poorer, and eventually—save in one or two quarters—worse than despicable. The crucifiers have millions of dollars behind them. And every dollar is another spike.

I shall not name specifically the numerous "plays" produced recently with movie intent. They may easily be identified by the curious, however. All that is necessary is for the latter to pick out those at which they leave the theater after the first act.

IV

The best thing, to my mind, in James Forbes' comedy, "The Famous Mrs. Fair," is the treatment of a very brief scene in the last act dealing with a wife's accidental discovery of a moral dereliction on her husband's part, and the coincidental handling of the situation by the two characters who are parties to it. I doubt that the whole episode consumes more than half a dozen lines, yet drama, manner and attitude are admirably defined and conveyed. There is a complete avoidance of the rubber stamp; there isn't a dash of declamation; the whole scene is as simple and, in the accepted sense, as untheatrical as anything essentially dramatic may well be. There are flashes of adroit comic writing in other portions of the manuscript. But as a whole the comedy suffers from the usual native sentimentality. I have seldom, indeed, viewed a comedy wherein the characters more often heart-achingly hugged each other, or tenderly embraced, or admiringly clasped hands, or expansively slapped each other on the back, or exchanged more lugubrious osculations.

In subject matter, the play is of a piece with Rachel Crothers' "He and She," originally produced in 1912 under the title of "The Herfords": the theme of woman's place in the home as against the professions. The present playwright, indeed, maneuvers his crisis almost exactly as did the earlier playwright, to wit, out of the predicament into which the daughter of the professional woman has been brought through the mother's neglect, out of the mother's deft cross-questioning of the child in order to learn how far astray the latter's innocence has led her, and out of the coincident resolve of the mother to forsake her career and devote herself to her home. The ending of both plays is in precisely the same key. The daughter is brought back within the fold. The husband, as in the Crothers play, says—in effect—to his wife, "You mean you're going to give up your frieze? Can you? You're sure, Ann, that's what you want to do?" To which the wife and mother, in effect, replies, "I'm only sure that Millie needs me. Her whole life depends upon just what I can do for her now. . . Oh, how she needs me. How can I ever be thankful enough that I found it out in time?"

Mr. Forbes, despite his old materials, has here written very much better than in any of his other plays, save alone "The Show Shop," his most amusing work. And his play is in general—and by Miss Blanche Bates in particular—nicely performed.

V

In the majority of plays recently produced in New York I am able to discover little of consequence. Miss Dorothy Donnelly's still-born "Forbidden," a romance of Coblenz during its occupation by American troops, was to my way of thinking the best of the many local show-shop plays dealing with the late unpleasantness, but this, after all, is not very bulky praise. Miss Donnelly's play, however, was at least to be commended for its avoidance of papier-maché heroics, bass-drum bombardments, Pour-la-France bathos and spiritual conversion, through the instrumentality of war, of manicure girls. "The Whirlwind," by George C. Hazelton and Ritter Brown, was the old Richard Walton Tully stuff wherein
Don Pedro Ramón, Dona Fernandez, the gentle Padre Antonio, yon foul villaino Don Felipe Ramirez, the sweet Chiquita and the noble Captain Forest, U. S. A., cut up according to schedule in front of canvas painted to represent "the exterior of the Old Mission," "the interior of the Old Mission," "the Patio of the Inn" and "Padre Antonio’s Rose-Garden." Mimi Aguglia, the Sicilian Sarah, rolled a saucy hip at the star role. This Mimi once on a time gave a remarkable pathological performance of "Salome." Her art, on such occasions as it is at all made manifest, may be said to be essentially that of the Johns, rather than the Arthur, Hopkins. "Carnival" was an adaptation from the Italian by the Messrs. Hardinge and Lang, and vouchsafed the faded hokum wherein the events in the lives of the protagonists (an actor and an actress) parallel the events in the drama they are rehearsing. In this instance, the drama is "Othello." The play was without quality. "Curiosity," by H. Austin Adams, was the bewhiskered Double Standard vs. Single Standard lamentation related with a perfectly straight face. Staleness thrice stale.

The skill of the Misses Irene Fenwick and Merle Maddern and of Cyril Keightley was thrown away on the manuscript. In view of the weakness of the material behind them, their laborious puffing and pulling reminded the spectator of so many erstwhile brewery-wagon horses tugging at a load of Loganberry Juice.

"For the Defense," by Elmer E. Rice, is the equally bewhiskered "mystery" whangdoodle in which all the more important characters are suspected of murder for two acts, with the customary discovery at eleven o’clock that the crime was committed by the smallest salaried actress in the cast. "The Sign On The Door," by Channing Pollock, is another murder-melo, but more dexterously built than the average. And "The Acquittal," by Rita Weiman, is still another—this one being helped immeasurably by George M. Cohan’s shrewd touch.

"The Purple Mask," an adaptation from the French by Matheson Lang, is an Arsène Lupin costume melodrama of familiar ingredients. Mr. Leo Ditrichstein is somewhat surprisingly found in the chief role. One usually expects to see this able actor in plays of a higher quality. "No More Blondes," by Otto Harbach out of a story called "Ready to Occupy," is witless farce that aims at light naughtiness with a cannon.

VI

"Smilin’ Through," by Allan Langdon Martin, is a tournament in commercial sentiment. The spectacle invites us to be seriously and sympathetically interested in a man, represented as sane, who for a period of fifty years has tearfully played, and plays still, with a doll that belonged to his dead fiancée. Injected into this affecting picture is a touch of the occult, translated to the audience by causing the leading woman periodically to dash off the stage with one hand already tugging at the hinter hooks and eyes and to reappear a few moments later—with visible difficulty suppressing her quick breathing—as the re-costumed, white spotlighted ghost of the dead fiancée whom she resembles. We are presented also with a prologue wherein the ghosts of two mothers, dressed by Bendel, stand on a dimly lighted stage and, in the accepted stomach-ache ghost voice, philosophize wistfully over their living children. Also with the venerable sequence of scenes, part and parcel of a hundred different plays, wherein two gruff old fellows, life-long friends who haven't missed their evening game of dominos for years, grow wrath with each other, vow they are done with each other for good and all, and then shortly afterwards shuffle, cough and, with a muttering of hms, warmly shake each other by the hand and make up.

The piece as a whole is a laborious effort at the Barrie sort of thing, with overtones of Edward Sheldon’s "Ro-
It is written with a complete lack of poetic feeling; its imagination is sterile; its dialogue is made up almost wholly of the stage platitudes.

Again one must look to a music show for the only genuine touch of imagination and beauty revealed in the Broadway theater during the month. Beside this show, the "Century Midnight Whirl," to wit, such a mock-serious dramatic exhibit as "Smilin' Through," with its sophomoric essay at the projection of loveliness and charm, has the aspect of a highly perfumed stockbroker. The difference between the two—they are typical examples of their respective species—is clearly illustrated in a consideration of the work Joseph Urban has done with each. The play gives Urban nothing to work with. From its aridity he is able to get nothing in the way of inspiration. And, as a result, his scenic designs are as palpably rigid and exotic as the manuscript itself. The music show, on the other hand, with its gay lighting, pretty young women and liquid movement gives the same designer all the impulse that the play fails to. And the result is a series of warmly fanciful pictures. The costuming of the music show, further, strikes what is perhaps the most delicately harmonious note sounded locally since Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic" of the Spring of 1919. And in the matter of lovely houris the impresario Gest discloses the most fetching quorum gathered together upon a local stage since Dillingham's "Bachelor Belles." The injection into the picture of several antique vaudeville acts is to be deplored.

VII

The pleasant gentlemen who review the drama for our newspapers, having for the past five years been cruelly hornswoggled by our perspicaciously patriotic managers into mistaking German plays for French, Austrian for Danish and Hungarian for Swedish, no longer take any chances and now seditiously announce every play signed with a French name, no matter what its genealogy, as German. The resulting wisdoms are not infrequently as amusing as those brewed during the war years. In at least one case, however, the blanket hazard has worked to safe ends. For the gentlemen's guess that the recent play signed with the Gallic name of one Pierre Saisson and called "The Light of the World" is of German origin is a lucky one. Of this origin the local electors, the Messrs. Bolton and Middleton, would seem—so far as the public announcements go—to be carelessly unaware. It is perhaps possible that they are unfamiliar with the German play and that they regard the invention of the theme—a not especially ingenious one—as their own. Whatever the fact, a play that parallels the local exhibit was produced in Germany some years ago under the title of "The Wood-Carver of Oberammergau." And not only one play, but two. This second play, produced in 1912 or thereabout, was—unless my memory is bad—known by a title similar to the local "The Light of the World," to wit, "The Lord of the World" (Der Welt Herr), and was the work—unless memory fails me again—of an obscure dramatist named Walther Nithack-Stahn.

The German pieces, as the local piece, deal with an analogy of episodes in the life of Anton Lang, the Christus of the Oberammergau Passion Play, and in the life of Christ Himself. In neither the German plays nor the local play is there aught save a stark literality. "The Light of the World," indeed, reminds one of nothing so much as two parrots upon a single perch, the one reciting episodes from the Bible while the other seeks to drown him out with episodes from the opera of Charles Rann Kennedy. Such mock-pious stuff, as I see it, is as ill-suited to the theater as "The Frivolities of 1920" is suited to the pulpit. I trust I am guilty of no irreverence when I observe that, as a dramatic critic, there is but one "Passion Play" I deem meet for the theater. And that one is the "Follies."
PrACTICALLY all of the Roosevelt literature that now issues from the book factories is second, third and fourth rate. I have, I suppose, read at least twenty treatises upon the late volcano during the past few months, and in all of them save one I have found little save a great gushiness. William Hard’s "Theodore Roosevelt: A Tribute" (Mosher) is lyrical and almost worthless: an extravagant piece of over-praise by an extremely uncritical partisan, otherwise quite sane. "Great Heart," by Neil MacIntire (Mudge), is mere fudge, as the title indicates. "The Life of Theodore Roosevelt," by William Draper Lewis (Winston), is of a far higher order, but still essentially one-sided and unsatisfactory. So with the biographical study by Eugene Thwing in "Roosevelt: His Life, Meaning, and Messages" (Current Literature). It is decently written, but it is of small intrinsic value, either as history or as criticism. Lawrence F. Abbott’s "Impressions of Theodore Roosevelt" (Doubleday) is interesting in some of its details, but extremely biased, and sometimes downright nonsensical—a book that it is usually hard to believe, even when it is probably true. William Roscoe Thayer’s "Theodore Roosevelt" (Houghton) is still worse—a hasty and hollow composition, such as would be well within the talents of any ordinary newspaper hack. This Thayer has been vastly praised of late (especially by the authors of the slip-covers of his books) as the Leading American Biographer. Well, if his Roosevelt volume is a fair example of his genius, then biography in the republic is in as sad a state as the Constitution, free speech, or common decency. The work is actually superficial to the verge of silliness. George Sylvester Viereck’s "Roosevelt: A Study in Ambivalence" (Jackson) goes all the way. And so on, and so on, and so on: I spate you the rest. The one intelligent monograph that I have so far encountered is an essay entitled "Roosevelt and the National Psychology," by Prof. Dr. Stuart P. Sherman, the Iowa Paul Elmer More, printed in The Nation for November 8 last. In this paper Prof. Dr. Sherman not only avoids the saccharine mushiness that Thayer, Abbott, et al. fall into; he also manages to pump up some positive ideas that are likely to be heard of in the Roosevelt criticism of the future, once the dusting of perfumed talcum powder and squirting of violet water ceases.

One of these ideas I give in the gifted pedagogue’s own words, to wit: "With the essentials in the religion of the militarists of Germany, Roosevelt was utterly in sympathy." A tactless saying, and yet the fact must be obvious enough at bottom. Years ago, as an intellectual exercise while laid up with bronchitis, I devised and printed a give-away of the Rooseveltian philosophy in parallel columns—in one column, extracts from "The Strenuous Life"; in the other, extracts from Nietzsche. The borrowings were numerous and unescapable; Theodore had swallowed Friedrich as a peasant swallows Peru-na—bottle, cork, label and testimonials. Worse, the draft whetted his appetite, and soon he was swallowing the Kaiser
ROOSEVELT AND OTHERS

just as greedily. In his palmy days it was almost impossible to distinguish his politico-theological pronunciamentos from those of the Kaiser; during the war, indeed, some of them were lifted by the British press bureau, and boldly credited to the Kaiser. Wilhelm was his model in Weltpolitik, and in theology, sociology and private ethics no less. Both whooped for doughty armies, eternally prepared. Both whooped for big navies. Both preached the duty of the citizen to the state. Both dreamed of cavalry charges. Both were intimates of God, and announced His desires with authority. Both believed that all men who stood opposed to them were prompted by the devil and would suffer for it in hell. If there was any difference between them, it was all in favor of the Kaiser. He was a milder man, and full of aristocratic reticences. He had qualms. He was occasionally very polite to an opponent. Roosevelt was never polite to an opponent. In a political career of nearly forty years, he was never even fair to an opponent. All of his gabble about the square deal was merely protective coloration, easily explicable on Freudian grounds. No man, facing Roosevelt, ever got a square deal. He tackled his foes with all arms and fought over a punctuation mark as if it were the whole of Holy Writ.

Abbott and Thayer, in their books, make elaborate efforts to depict their hero as one born with a congenital aversion to the whole Prussian scheme of things. Abbott even goes so far as to hint that the attentions of the Kaiser, during Roosevelt's historic tour of Europe on his return from Africa, were subtly revolting to him. Nothing could be more absurd. Prof. Dr. Sherman blows up all that piff-paff by quoting from a speech made by the tourist in Berlin—a speech arguing for the most extreme sort of militarism in a manner that must have made even some of the Junkers shuffle their feet dubiously. Nay, the Berlin visit offered great sport to Theodore—and still greater sport to Berlin. Abbott gets into yet deeper waters when he sets up the doctrine that the invasion of Belgium threw Roosevelt into an instantaneous and tremendous fit of moral indignation, and that the well-known delay in the public exhibition thereof, so much discussed since, was due to his (Abbott's) fatuous interference—a fawks pass later regretted with intense bitterness. With the highest respect for an honest man carrying on a bad case with great diligence, I declare myself still unconvinced. What this doctrine demands that one believe is this: that the man who, for mere commercial advantage and (in Frederick the Great's phrase), "to make himself talked of in the world," tore up the treaty of 1846 between the United States and New Granada (later Colombia), whereby the United States forever guaranteed the "sovereignty and ownership" of the Colombians in the Isthmus of Panama—that this same man, thirteen years afterward, was shocked and horrified beyond expression when Germany, facing powerful foes on two fronts, tore up the treaty of 1832, guaranteeing, not the sovereignty, but the mere neutrality of Belgium.

It is hard to believe any such thing, particularly in view of the fact that this instantaneous indignation of the most impulsive and vocal of men was diligently concealed for at least six weeks, with reporters camped upon his doorstep day and night, begging him to unburden his heart. Can one imagine Roosevelt, with red fire raging within him and sky-rockets bursting in his veins, holding his peace for six long weeks? For one, I am not equal to the feat; try me, Mon Chiel Abbott, with something easier. The truth is that all this unprecedented reticence is far more readily explained upon other and less lofty grounds. No doubt Abbott himself actually desired to avoid embarrassing Dr. Wilson—but imagine Roosevelt showing any such delicacy! What really happened I presume to guess. My guess is that Roosevelt, like the great majority of other Americans,
was not instantly and automatically outraged by the invasion of Belgium. On the contrary, he probably viewed it as a regrettable, but not unexpected or unparalleled device of war—if anything, as something rather thrillingly gaudy and effective. Then came the Belgian atrocities stories and a vigorous campaign to enlist American sympathies. It succeeded very quickly, and by the middle of September the sad fate of the Belgians had become, in the popular American view, the salient fact of the war. Meanwhile, the Wilson Administration had declared for neutrality, and was still trying to practise it. It was Roosevelt’s opportunity. On the one side was the Administration that he detested, and that all his self-interest (e.g., his desire to get back his old leadership and to become President again in 1917) prompted him to deal a mortal blow, and on the other side was a ready-made issue, full of emotional possibilities, growing rapidly and spontaneously, extremely difficult to meet. Is it any wonder that he gave a whoop, leaped upon his cayuse, and heaved his hat into the ring?

II

Here, of course, I strip the whole process to its elements, and expose a chain of causes and effects that Roosevelt himself, if he were alive, would denounce as grossly contumelious to his native purity of spirit—and perhaps in all honesty. It is not necessary to raise any doubts about that honesty. No one who has given any study to the development and propagation of political doctrine in the United States can have failed to notice how the belief in issues among professional politicians tends to become a mere function of the popularity of those issues. Let the populace begin suddenly to swallow a new panacea or to take fright at a new bugaboo, and almost instantly nine-tenths of the master minds of politics begin to believe that the panacea is a sure cure for all the malaises of the republic, and the bugaboo an immediate and unbearable menace to all law, order and domestic tranquility. At the bottom of this singular intellectual resilience, of course, there is a good deal of bald calculation: a man must keep up with the procession of crazes, or his day is swiftly done. But in it there are also considerations a good deal more subtle, and maybe less discreditable. For one thing, a man devoted professionally to patriotism and the wisdom of the fathers is very apt to acquire a more or less honest and active belief in the sagacity of the majority, or, at all events, in its sacred right to have its notions carried out. And for another thing, there is the contagion of mob enthusiasm: it floors the mob leader quite as often as it floors the mob. Roosevelt, a perfectly typical professional politician, devoted to the trade because he frankly enjoyed its rough-and-tumble encounters and its gaudy rewards, was probably moved in all three ways. If, by any error of the British propagandists, indignation over the invasion of Belgium had failed to materialize—if, worse still, some infringement of American rights by the English had caused it to be forgotten completely—if, finally, Dr. Wilson had proposed to call Germany to book and the populace stood violently against him—in such event it goes without saying that the moral horror of Dr. Roosevelt would have stopped short at a very low amperage and that he would have refrained from making it the center of his polity. But with things as they were, he permitted it to take on a great virulence, and before long it had completely obliterated all his old delight in German militarism, and converted him, at least temporarily, into the most uncompromising of its opponents.

The experience was not new to him. As a matter of fact, his whole political career was marked by the same violent seizure of issues, none of them original with himself or native to his habits of mind. He got into politics as an amateur reformer of the snobbish type very common in the eighties, by the Nation out of the Social Register. He was a young Harvard man scandalized by the
discovery that his town was run by men
with such names as Michael O'Shaun-
nessy and Terence Googan—that his
social inferiors were his political su-
periors. His sympathies were essen-
tially anti-democratic. He believed in
strong centralization. His heroes were
such Federalists as Morris and Hamil-
ton. Worse, his most intimate associa-
tions were with the old Union League
crowd of high-tariff Republicans—the
profiteers of peace, as they later became
the profiteers of war. His early adven-
tures were not very fortunate, nor did
they reveal any capacity for political
leadership. After a few years, in fact,
he became disgusted and went West,
and even after his return he ran in very
bad luck for awhile. But then some-
thing happened that he himself had
nothing whatever to do with. Reform,
once so snifflsh and anti-democratic,
gradually took on a democratic color
and adopted democratic methods. What
Harvard and the Union League Club
and the Nation had failed to accom-
plish, the plain people themselves un-
dertook to accomplish. The movement
started in the West and its manifesta-
tions out there naturally aroused
Roosevelt's antagonism, but by the time
it got East it had acquired a certain ur-
banity, and before long he began to ab-
sorb it into his own political philosophy.
His whole political history thereafter,
down to the day of his death, was a his-
tory of his gradual yielding to ideas
that were fundamentally at odds with
his congenital prejudices. When, after
a generation of that sort of thing, the
so-called Progressive party was organ-
ized and he seized the leadership of it,
he performed a feat of peruna-bibbing
that must always hold a high place in
the chronicle of political prodigies.
That is to say, he swallowed at one gi-
gantic gulp and out of the same her-
culean jug, the most amazing mixture
of cure-alls ever got down by one hero
—a cocktail made up of every elixir
hawked among the proletariat in his
time, from woman suffrage to the di-
rect primary, and from the initiative
and referendum to prohibition, and
from trust-busting to the recall of
judges.
This homeric achievement made him
the head of the most tatterdemalion
party ever seen in American politics.
In part it was made up of enthusiasts
ready to believe in anything, but in
greater part it was made up of rich con-
verts like himself—men eager to bring
down the two older parties and to seize
office for themselves, and quite willing
to accept any aid that half-idiot doc-
trinaires could give them. By the
process that I have described Roose-
velt convinced himself that some of
these doctrinaires, in the midst of all
their imbecility, yet preached a few
ideas that were possibly workable,
and hence worth hearing and try-
ing. But at bottom, he was against
them. He couldn't get rid of his
suspicions of democracy, for all his
fluent mastery of democratic coun-
ter-words and democratic gestures.
His remedy for all the sorrows of the
world was not a dispersion of author-
ity, but a concentration of authority.
He was not in favor of unlimited ex-
periment; he was in favor of a rigid
control from above. He was not for
democracy as most of his followers un-
derstood democracy; he was for pa-
ternalism of the true Bismarckian pat-
tern, almost of the Napoleonic pattern
—a government concerning itself in all
things, and backed by irresistible physi-
cal force. In all his career, no one ever
heard him make an argument for the
rights of the citizen; his eloquence was
always expended in expounding the du-
ties of the citizen. Those duties, as he
understood them, related to thoughts
as well as to acts. There was, to his
mind, a simple body of primary doc-
trine, and dissent from it was the most
foul of crimes. No man could have
been more bitter against opponents, or
more unfair to them, or ungenerous.
In this department, even such special-
ists in divine revelation as Dr. Wilson
have never surpassed him. The cur-
rent theory that political heresy should
be put down by force, that a man who
disputes what is official has no rights
whatever; that he should be denied the constitutional benefits of free speech, free assemblage and the use of the mails—this theory was not invented by Dr. Wilson, but by Roosevelt. It was first clearly stated in his proceedings against the alleged Paterson anarchists; his complaisant Attorney-General, Bonaparte, put it into plain words. And he believed in it all his life. In the face of what he conceived to be heresy, his fury took on a sort of lyrical grandeur; he pronounced curses like a religious fanatic.

The appearance of such men is inevitable under a democracy, as I have frequently set forth. They constitute, however, a very grave danger to democracy, and, in the long run, usually destroy it. What they lack, of course, is intrinsic belief in it—confidence in the rude folks they exhort and inflame—trust in the essential honesty and wisdom of the plain people. Roosevelt, finding himself at the head of a purely democratic movement, quickly discovered that its methods were at odds with his ineradicable habits of mind. The titular First Chief of the Progressives, and eager to give assent to even their wildest panaceas in the heat of his struggle to seize the presidency, he was actually not a Progressive at all, in any intelligible sense, but a quite orthodox representative of the commercial bourgeoisie, with a touch of the military adventurer added to give him splendor, and to make the yokelry delight in him. His instincts were essentially those of a property-owning Tory, not those of a romantic Liberal. All the fundamental objects of Liberalism—free speech, unhampered enterprise, the least possible governmental interference—were abhorrent to him. He favored a rigid regimentation of opinion, the regulation of all enterprise to governmental ends, and the development of paternalism to a point never dreamed of by Bismarck. Even when he seemed to train with the Liberals his thoughts ranged far afield. When he tackled the trusts the thing that he had in his mind’s eye was not the restoration of competition but the subordination of all the private trusts to one stupendous governmental trust, with himself at its head. And when he tackled the courts it was not because they put their own prejudices above the law, but because they refused to put his prejudices above the law.

III

Roosevelt’s inborn distrust of and contempt for the mob—it is plainly described by Abbott—often made him an ill judge of its moods, and this bad judgment explains his frequent loss of its support. There were times when his mere talents as a public comedian enchanted it so much that it was ready to follow him anywhere, but there were also times when he grossly misapprehended its state of mind, and so incurred its disfavor. He was thus forever passing into eclipse—only to emerge again with some new and extraordinarily delightful piece of hocus-pocus. When he assaulted Dr. Wilson on the neutrality issue in 1915 he made a quite typical mistake. That mistake consisted in assuming that public indignation over the invasion of Belgium would be lasting—that it would develop into a pressing demand for intervention. Roosevelt made himself the spokesman of this demand—and then found to his dismay that it was rapidly waning—that the great majority of the plain people, prospering greatly under the Wilsonian neutrality, were inclined to preserve it. In 1915, after the Lusitania affair, things seemed to swing his way again, but in a few months he was once more attempting to lead a mob that was against him. Wilson, a very much shrewder politician, discerned the truth much more quickly and clearly. In 1916 he made his campaign for re-election on a flatly anti-Roosevelt peace issue, and not only got himself re-elected, but also drove Roosevelt out of the ring. When, a few months later, public sentiment was swung toward war, Roosevelt was still so demoralized that he was unable to seize the leader-
ship of public opinion. This was done in a truly masterly manner by Dr. Wilson, and he managed to hold it so long that it was not until the actual war was over that Roosevelt could get much beyond a querulous snapping at the administration, so palpably ill-natured that the proletariat paid little heed to it.

Thus he finished his life under a cloud—a disappointed and broken man. Had he lived ten years longer, I am convinced, he would have come to a great rehabilitation, and perhaps enjoyed the exhilarating experience of seeing a good many of his primary ideas prevail. For Roosevelt was probably right in most of those primary ideas, however clumsily he erred in his mere politics. The truth of them, indeed, emerges more clearly day by day. The old theory of a federation of free states has broken down by its own weight, and we are moved toward centralization by forces that have long since been powerful and are now quite irresistible. So with the old theory of national isolation: it, too, has fallen to pieces. The United States can no longer hope to lead a separate life in the world, undisturbed by the pressure of foreign aspirations. We come out of the war to find ourselves hemmed in by hostilities that no longer trouble to conceal themselves, and if they are not yet as close and menacing as those which have for centuries hemmed in Germany they are none the less plainly there and plainly growing. Roosevelt, by whatever route of reflection or intuition, arrived at a sense of these facts at a time when it was still somewhat scandalous to state them, and it was the capital effort of his life to reconcile them, in some way or other, to the prevailing platitudes, and so to get them heeded. Today no one seriously maintains, as all Americans once maintained, that the states are independent commonwealths; the nation now deals with their citizens far more than the states themselves deal with them. The American becomes as thoroughly standardized as the ancient Roman. The federal government regulates his business, his hours of work, and even his reading; it reaches out for control over his private opinions; it will eventually, no doubt, regulate his education and his domestic relations. And today no one seriously maintains, as all Americans once maintained, that the nation may safely potter along without adequate means of defense. However unpleasant it may be to contemplate, the fact is plain that the American people, during the next century, will have to fight to hold their place in the sun.

Roosevelt lived just long enough to see his notions in these directions take on life, but not long enough to see them openly adopted. To the extent of his prevision he was a genuine leader of the nation, and perhaps in the years to come his pronunciamentos will be given canonical honors, and he will be ranked with the prophets. This possibility falls short of complete probability because of the things I have mentioned—on the one hand, his vain effort to reconcile his belief in force with the transient superstitions of a decaying Liberalism, and on the other hand his frequent misjudgments of the popular mood. When he preached his doctrines to a populace that happened to be friendly, he furthered them enormously, and made them memorable. But when he fell into the error of preaching them against the populace's yearning of the moment, he succeeded only in burdening them with concepts of dubiousness, and even with concepts of downright imbecility. This last was the "wild," the "unsafe" Roosevelt—perhaps the Roosevelt best remembered just now. But, as I say, the gradual overhauling of popular opinion may cause him to live down his wildness. In small things, as in great, he often exposed the truth with great exactness. His theory of national conservation—the federal power preserving the national heritage by force—was obviously sound, and will obviously be adopted hereafter. And his discovery that the United States, though a great nation, was still without a coherent national
mind—that large numbers of Americans were only partly Americans—his discovery, set forth with characteristic whoops and snortings, was so well supported by undeniable evidence that the whole stream of American law now begins to show its influence.

Where he always failed was in his remedies. His extraordinary intolerance of opposition, his grossly unfair and often utterly dishonorable way with antagonists, his childish liking for the mere outward show of power, his Prussian belief in unyielding discipline, his ignorance of the elements of economics and no less of popular psychology, his incurable mountebankery, his incapacity for holding the respect of sober men—above all, his ready sacrifice of policies, and even of principles, to his own political fortunes—these things kept him from accomplishing much in the way of a positive and permanent reform of the laws. This must be left to his successors. For all his sensational attacks upon the trusts, he did them little real damage. For all his eloquent pleas for national preparedness, he failed to organize it upon a workable basis. And for all his furious denunciation of Americans of divided allegiance, he offered no practicable programme for bringing them into the fold. His objurations surely accomplished nothing. The hyphenate of 1915 is still a hyphenate in his heart—with genuine and unforgettable grievances to justify him. Roosevelt, very characteristically, swung too far. In opposing German hyphenism he contrived to give an enormous impetus to English hyphenism—and this new ban­shee will be even harder to lay than the old one. Instead of national solidarity following the war, we have only a revival of Know Nothingism, which failed colossally half a century ago. One party of hyphenates tries to exterminate another party. Roosevelt’s error was the one he was always making. He tried to accomplish instantly and by force majeure what can only be accomplished by a long and complex process, with good-will on both sides. But though he was thus wrong in his remedy, he was right about the disease.

Prof. Dr. Sherman, in the monograph I have before quoted, argues that the chief contribution of the dead gladiator to American life was the example of his gigantic gusto—of his delight in the struggle of ideas. The fact is plain. What he stood in opposition to was the resigned pessimism of the three Adams brothers—the notion that the public problems of a democracy are unworthy the thought and effort of a civilized and self-respecting man. Against this notion Roosevelt always hurled himself with magnificent effect. Enormously alive, almost pathological in his appetite for activity, he made it plain to everyone that the most stimulating sort of sport imaginable was to be obtained in fighting, not for mere money, but for ideas. The man, despite the common notion to the contrary, was anything but an aristocrat. His people were not patroons in New Amsterdam, but plain traders; he was of the middle class. The fact showed itself unpleasantly in his lack of aristocratic reserves and reticences, his deficiency in taste, his recurring touches of bounderism, but it showed its good side in his healthy disdain of all mere affectation and prudery, his impatience of superior pretension and hollow sniffishness. He had a lot of fun—more in his dullest year than most of us have in a lifetime. Within his limitations, he served the state diligently and well. A man of numerous and often extremely ludicrous weaknesses, a fellow with an unhappy knack of appearing most ridiculous when he was most serious, one obsessed in the national manner by moral ideas out of the barbaric childhood of the Jews, a famous trimmer when it paid, a rabble-rouser often half-crazed by his own buncombe, he was yet one who voiced a sounder philosophy in his motley and got nearer to the shifting verities than any, perhaps, in the grave company of reverend seigneurs.
THE SINISTER REVEL
By Lillian Barrett

The first novel of a well known *Smart Set* contributor, this should appeal very especially to readers of that magazine. It is the picture of a reckless, brilliant Society in a kaleidoscopic setting.—Newport and West Riding, Lenox with its hunting parties, Deauville in racing season, Cannes—Craig Van Dam is the central figure. The excess of his money brings in its trail disaster to himself and to the women with whom he has to do. There is Ann May, the college-town girl; Flora, in whose stupidity and beauty the mistress problem of today is embodied. There are the women of Craig's own set,—the little Mimi, with her strange dark eyes and heritage of high dramatic moments; Constance, a luminous, slender figure, a great love, a great faith shining through the translucent quiet of her eyes. $1.75 net.

THE AMERICAN CREDO
By George Jean Nathan and H. L. Mencken

In this book, a “contribution toward the interpretation of the national mind,” the editors of *The Smart Set* have brilliantly plumbed and satirized the processes and results of American mob-thinking. These results are sharply summarized, and, in the entirety, present what is at once a searching and humorous cinema of the native Brain-cell in action. *Smart Set* readers are already familiar with some of the humorous paragraphs of this book, a feature of which is a twenty-thousand-word preface which attacks *en masse* various aspects of American politics, statesmanship, etc. The most acute American satire that has appeared in many years. $1.75 net.

A BOOK WITHOUT A TITLE
By George Jean Nathan

Here is something new in the world of wit. Each of the vignettes in this book contains the materials of a long story, a serious essay, sketched with the minimum of necessary strokes—a sharp wit, genial humor, biting satire, and then a touch of sentiment. $1.00 net.
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